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ABSTRACT
A review of the research literature on writing development suggested that there is a
gap in the literature addressing the processes by which children move from spoken
texts to written texts. The present study investigated the relationship between oral
storytelling skills and written narrative performance and whether transfer from oral
storytelling to story writing could be enhanced by pedagogical interventions. The study
compared the language forms used in children’s oral and written stories, in a
mainstream junior primary school setting, following delivery of an oral storytelling
intervention, and hypothesised that development of literate style oral narrative
language would result in improved written narrative performance at a macrostructural
and microstructural level.

The findings established a relationship between oral storytelling competence and
written narrative achievement, and that literate style language is transferred from
storytelling to story writing. Development of linguistic knowledge and competence in the
use of literate language was observable in children’s oral and written texts. Analysis of
data showed that the intervention had a positive effect on children’s oral and written
narrative performance. Post-intervention stories were on average judged as better
stories; they were longer and contained more literate language, in particular, more
frequent use of modifiers, especially ENPs and adverbs. Oral and written narratives
showed parallel increased use of compound and complex sentences; linguistic devices
to create coherent and cohesive narratives; as well as expressive elaboration, over the
interval that the study was conducted.

This study contributes to knowledge about the oral-literate continuum and the
relationship between oral language and writing, as well as to the theoretic framing of
the transference of competencies. Furthermore, the study contributes to the literature
addressing literacy teaching practices.
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1 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1

ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE

For several decades researchers have explored the relationship between oral and
written language. It appears that writing and speaking are separate, but interrelated
discourse modes; oral language provides the semantic, syntactic and phonological
base for transition from oral to written language (Goodman & Goodman, 1979; Hill,
2010; Horowitz & Samuels, 1987; Kress, 1993; Lindsay & Dockrell, 2002; Ravid &
Tolchinsky, 2002; Shanahan, 2006; Sperling, 1996). Initially, the structures that young
children use in speech and writing are similar. However, as children become more
competent writers they must learn to use literate or decontextualised language to
transform oral structures into written structures (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1982; Kress,
1993;

Kroll,

1981;

Loban,

1976;

Myhill

&

Jones,

2009;

Perera,

1986a).

Decontextualised language is devoid of contextual cues and referents and relies on the
use of complex grammatical structures and explicit vocabulary to create and share
meaning.

Children generally develop a literate language style during their school years. Their oral
narrative skills are considered important in bridging oral and written texts and
developing literate language (Hayward & Schneider, 2000). Through oral storytelling,
children develop skill with decontextualised language, as stories are usually about
events that are removed in time and physical context. It is the transition from
contextualised to decontextualised language that enables the learner to acquire literate
language skills (Snow, 1983).

1.2

STORYTELLING

Storytelling is practised by all cultures and most children enter school with a basic
understanding of narrative form (Meek, 1988). It appears that very young children
acquire knowledge of the story and its conventions more easily than other genres.
[1]

Experiences of listening to stories and storytelling support the development of complex
linguistic and discursive structures (Riley & Burrell, 2007). However, even though oral
language is part of the language curriculum, it is often seen as marginal to reading and
writing instruction. Typically schools place importance on the development of narrative
skills in writing but provide few opportunities for children to create and tell stories orally,
once children become writers.

1.3

RATIONALE AND AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Although children may enter school with some understanding of narrative form, they do
not have the vocabulary and linguistic skills necessary to produce stories that are
coherent and cohesive. Children’s early narratives are often contextual, depending on
shared knowledge between speaker and listener (Sawyer, 2003). Good storytellers use
a framework or story grammar to construct a narrative. The story grammar rules
indicate temporal relationships between events and describe how complex stories can
be constructed through the use of linguistic devices (Shapiro & Hudson, 1991).

Research suggests that writing expertise depends in part on the development of fluent
language generation processes, which make more automatic the writer’s choice of
lexical and syntactic structures (Alamargot & Chanquoy, 2001; McCutchen, 2011). It is
an assumption of the present study that competent literary writers (even emergent
writers) draw on oral literate language as a resource for fluent language generation
processes. This resource builds the foundation for literary expression and may be
readily accessed when writing. Consequently, young writers need to be afforded time
to tell uninterrupted oral narratives and supported in the development of typical
narrative structure and decontextualised language.

The implementation of a pedagogical intervention, to teach explicitly oral storytelling
knowledge and skills, provides an ideal setting for children to recognise and internalise
components of story grammar, to both understand and compose narratives, and to

[2]

develop and use oral literate language. From a Vygotskyan perspective, literate
language development is dependent on a child’s literacy experiences and opportunity
to use literate language and internalise its functions, topics, and structures (Vygotsky,
1978). The present study placed oral literate language learning in the context of a
storytelling intervention, with the teacher as the more skilled partner, and anticipated
measurable growth in oral narrative performance. The intervention promoted the use of
literate, complex language, embedded in a functional format, which may also be
generalised.

1.4

RESEARCH AIMS

The study investigated the relationship between oral storytelling skills and written
narrative performance, and whether transfer from oral storytelling to story writing could
be enhanced by pedagogical interventions. The study aimed to better understand the
features of children’s oral narratives that are important in the successful transition to
literate language use in written texts and to identify which literate style narrative
language skills are transferred from storytelling to story writing.

The study tested the hypothesis that acquired literate style narrative language is
transferred from oral storytelling to story writing and posited that the concepts of literate
language use, once internalised, are transferred to written narrative production.
Specifically, the research compared the language forms used within the oral and
written narratives of children aged between six and nine years, in a mainstream school
setting, following delivery of the intervention. It was expected that the development of
literate style oral narrative language would result in improved written narrative
performance at a macrostructural and microstructural level. To investigate these
changes, analyses of generated oral and written narratives, collected before and after
the intervention, were compared.

[3]

In summary, the present study sought to extend what is already known about the oralliterate continuum and the relationship between oral language and writing, and to
contribute to the theoretic framing of the transference of competencies. Furthermore,
the study will contribute to the literature addressing literacy teaching practices.

1.5

OVERVIEW OF THESIS

This chapter introduced the study by discussing the research background and
establishing its rationale and aims. Chapter 2 provides a review of the conceptual and
contextual literature that informed development of the research questions, and the
design of a pedagogical intervention. Chapter 3 reports on the design and conceptual
framework of the intervention, and provides a comprehensive description of the method
and materials used in the intervention. The research method and design of the study,
which entails the operationalisation of the intervention, including the processes of data
collection and analysis, is set out in Chapter 4. Results of descriptive and inferential
analyses of measures of intervention effects are presented in Chapter 5. The following
chapter, Chapter 6, presents the findings of a descriptive case study analysis to
illuminate the processes by which young writers move from oral literate practices to
written literate practices. Chapter 7 discusses the findings of the quantitative analysis
and the descriptive case study. The thesis concludes in Chapter 8 with an overview of
the study, and its findings and limitations. This is followed by a discussion of the
original contribution this study makes and the implications of the findings for future
research and practice.

[4]

2 CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1

INTRODUCTION

There is a large body of literature that examines the development of oral and written
language and their interrelationship, but there is still much to understand about the
transference of competencies between the two modes, and how storytellers become
storywriters. The literature reviewed in this chapter provides a starting point to better
understand this process and a foundation for the conceptual framework of the current
study.

The chapter first reviews the major theories of language acquisition and Vygotsky’s
theory of learning and development, before discussing the development of literate and
narrative language and its important role in bridging spoken and written discourse. The
review next considers extant literature on narrative interventions and story grammar
instruction, as well as narrative assessment. The chapter then turns to studies of
writing development and writing instruction, and examines the importance of working
memory and cognitive capacity in the writing process, before discussing linguistic
development in young writers and the role of grammar in writing instruction. A recent
model of writing expertise is next presented, before the concept of oral rehearsal is
explored. The chapter concludes with an overview of the theoretical perspective of the
present study.

2.2

ORAL LANGUAGE

2.2.1 THEORIES OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Language development may be characterised in terms of an oral-literate continuum
with language progressing from an informal to formal style, and contextualised to
decontextualised

(Westby,

1985).

Oral

language,

which

is

usually

highly

contextualised, is the foundational skill that all children bring to school. Over the last six
decades, several theories have been proposed to explain the process by which
[5]

children develop language. There are four major theories of language development:
behavioural, psycholinguistic, cognitive, and sociolinguistic. Skinner, the best known
proponent of the behavioural theory, argued that all behaviour was learned or operant
(Skinner, 1957). Language therefore resulted from the conditioning environment and
the learner was secondary to the process. Conversely, psycholinguistic theorists such
as Noam Chomsky focussed on language form and the underlying mental processes
these forms represented. Chomsky claimed that language competence is not acquired
through a behaviourist stimulus-response conditioning, but theorised that humans have
a language acquisition device (LAD), an innate mechanism or process that allows
children to easily acquire language through a series of successive grammars
(Chomsky, 1965).

Cognitive determinism theorists posited that cognition is responsible for language
development and that cognitive knowledge is the basis for word meanings. Piaget
placed acquisition of language within the context of a child's mental or cognitive
development and proposed language was a reflection of thought, representing
children’s familiar worlds (Piaget, 1954). He considered language to be relatively
independent of its social-interactive context, and claimed that the child developed
egocentric speech to label its environment and then later participated in social
interaction.

Vygotsky, on the other hand, viewed language as the force that drives later cognitive
development (Vygotsky, 1962). He considered thought and language as initially
separate systems, which merged at around two years of age, and produced verbal
thought. According to Vygotsky a child learns through problem-solving experiences
shared with someone more experienced, who initially assumes most of the
responsibility for guiding the problem solving, but gradually transfers this responsibility
to the child. Learning is scaffolded, with language being a primary form of interaction
through which adults transmit knowledge to the child. As learning progresses, the

[6]

child's own language comes to serve as its primary tool of intellectual adaptation
eventually using internal language to direct its own behaviour.

Vygotsky called the difference that exists between what a child can do on its own and
what the child can do with help, the zone of proximal development (ZPD) (Vygotsky,
1978). The ZPD is continuously raised as children become more independent and
emergent skills become a part of their personal repertoire. Thus language leads to new
forms of cognitive organisation and the speech structures mastered by children
became the building blocks of thinking. He saw language as both a tool for social
interaction and an abstract representation for internal logical reasoning. The
sociolinguistic model of language acquisition views language use as central to the
linguistic process and to development.

Jerome Bruner, influenced by Vygotskyan theory, suggested that while there may be a
LAD, as posited by Chomsky, there must also be a Language Acquisition Support
System (LASS) or social support network to encourage language development (Bruner,
1983). The Child Talk model suggested that language developed as the child became
more expert in using context and world knowledge (Chapman et al., 1992). Tomasello
also theorised a social basis for language learning from a pragmatic perspective and
claimed that children do not acquire abstract rules of grammar but rather accumulate
language items and ways of combining items into constructions (Tomasello, 2003).

Furthermore, there appears to be a period in childhood, where language is acquired
more easily than at any other time. Lenneberg proposed the Critical Period Hypothesis
(CPH) positing that development of language resulted from brain maturation and the
critical period for language learning, between infancy and puberty, coincided with the
period of the lateralisation of brain (Lenneberg, 1967). Others have suggested a
sensitive rather than critical period, in which language will be most easily learned.
Language may be learned outside the sensitive period, albeit with greater difficulty and
less efficiency (Oyama, 1976; Seliger, 1978).
[7]

The theories presented provide some explanation of the process of language
development. This period is one of cognitive, social, perceptual, and motor
development, as well as linguistic, and it is does not appear that any of these
components act in isolation. While it is likely that there is a biological basis for
language, the development of language has its origins in the early infant-caregiver
conversations, where language is modified to the child, encouraging and reinforcing
language use. As a result the child constructs language rules, transforming concepts
into language (Owens, 2001).

2.2.2 LITERATE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
The development of literate language has been the subject of numerous studies
(Curenton, Craig, & Flanigan, 2008; Curenton & Justice, 2004; Eisenberg et al., 2008;
R. B. Gillam & Johnston, 1992; Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001; Halliday, 1978; Kress,
1993; Loban, 1976; Pellegrini, 1985; Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Ravid & Tolchinsky,
2002; Snow, 1983; Vedeler, 1997; Westby, 1985). Literate language, which is less
contextualised, and more complex than conversational speech, is the style of language
typically used in written communication. It uses specific linguistic devices to increase
explicitness of events or ideas that are removed from the immediate context (Curenton
& Justice, 2004; Westby, 1985).

Children construct ideas about writing and written language well before they receive
formal instruction in reading and writing (Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). By age five,
children have acquired about eighty percent of the syntactic structures that they will
use as an adult, with their expressive vocabulary grown to more than two thousand
words (Owens, 2001). During the preschool years, children’s socio-dramatic play and
the language used in play situations becomes increasingly decontextualised, as they
invent a context unrelated to their physical environment (Pellegrini, 1985; Vedeler,
1997). The primary school years are important for continuing literate language
development and the acquisition of words and structures near the literate end of the

[8]

oral-literate continuum. Children’s oral language increases in complexity of grammar
and vocabulary, as they develop cognitive and communicative skills. Halliday observed
that when children begin formal schooling, they recast their oral language into a new
form; written language. He described the variation in language style as the use of oral
or literate registers (Halliday, 1978).

Literate language development is dependent on a child’s literacy experiences and
children need opportunity to experience literate language and internalise its functions,
topics, and structures. Literate language features appear more often in oral language
as children become increasingly familiar with the characteristics of written language.
The most common way of acquiring literate language is through print (Wallach & Butler,
1994). Children who can read and those who are read to, have important exposure to
literate language (Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001; Hill, 2010). Familiarity with the written
language register, allows the child to internalise literate structures and begin to use
certain linguistic features characteristic of a more literate register. Written texts contain
more complex sentences with adjectival and adverbial clauses. It appears that oral
narrative skills are important in bridging oral and written texts and developing literate
language. Literate language does not replace oral language, but rather both language
forms are interdependent and interrelated with children acquiring language skills that
allow their use of formal and informal registers and genre types, in both oral and written
mode (Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002) .

2.2.3 LITERATE LANGUAGE AND STORYTELLING
Various studies in the fields of language pathology, education and developmental
psychology have investigated the development of literate language in storytelling.
Spoken narrative texts have similar components to narrative writing (Stein & Glenn,
1979), and the language forms used within storytelling may indicate a child's use of a
literate language style, that is likely to influence written as well as oral language
proficiency. It appears that children who use literate language in their spoken stories,

[9]

display similar features in their written stories (Eisenberg, et al., 2008; Michaels &
Collins, 1984).

2.2.3.1 LITERATE LANGUAGE FEATURES
Literate language features clarify the child’s meaning and help the listener to construct
meaning within a narrative. The frequency of their use provides an estimate of a child's
literate language ability (Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001). There are four features that
contribute to a literate language style: conjunctions, mental and linguistic verbs,
adverbs, and elaborated noun phrases (ENPs) (Curenton & Justice, 2004; Greenhalgh
& Strong, 2001; Westby, 1999)

i.

Conjunctions connect ideas and contribute to the cohesion and complexity of text.
They may be coordinating, connecting the ideas in two independent clauses (e.g.
and, but, so); subordinating, expressing the relationship between an idea in a

dependent clause and an idea in an independent clause (e.g. when, though,
because); and sentence connectors, articulating relationships between two or

more independent clauses. Conjunctions build linguistic complexity and make
explicit causal and temporal relationships. Temporal conjunctions provide a context
for the events in a narrative while causal conjunctions present a motivation or
reason for the events in the narrative (Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001).
ii.

The use of mental and linguistic verbs in narratives allows the expression of
characters’ cognitive and linguistic processes and the telling of the story’s events in
a more literate manner. Mental verbs (e.g. think, imagine, remember) convey the
character’s thoughts and internal responses. Linguistic verbs (e.g. shout, said,
exclaim) describe various acts of speaking within the story (Curenton & Justice,
2004; Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001)

iii.

Adverbs add meaning to verbs, adjectives and other adverbs and their use reflects
a child’s semantic development and familiarity with decontextualised language.
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Adverbs specify time, manner and degree, and help to create and describe a
context removed from that of the storyteller (Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001).
iv.

Elaborated noun phrases (ENPs) consist of a noun and two or more modifiers,
which are used to make explicit the elements of the narrative. Modifiers may be
adjectives, qualifiers, relative clauses and appositives. Several studies have
examined the development of ENPs in narrative production and found that they are
a useful marker of literate language competence, with noun post-modification used
twice as often by children with high language ability than children with poor
language (Eisenberg, et al., 2008; Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001; Loban, 1976;
Perera, 1986b).

2.2.4 NARRATIVE STRUCTURE
Narratives are organised according to a set of principles defined as story grammar
story schema, or story elements (Applebee, 1978; Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Stein &
Glenn, 1979; Thorndyke, 1977). Although story grammars differ in detail, they all
identify a set of narrative elements and their inter-relationships. The story grammar
rules indicate temporal relationships between events and describe how complex stories
can be constructed through the use of linguistic devices (Shapiro & Hudson, 1991).

Story grammar has been defined by Stein and Glen (1979) as consisting of two major
components; the setting and the episode. The setting orientates the story and
introduces the character and the context of the story. The episode is divided into
several elements; initiating event (event that causes the protagonist to respond),
internal response (reaction of protagonist to the initiating event), plan (of protagonist to
deal with the initiating event), action (attempt to obtain the goal), consequence
(outcome of the attempt), and reaction (how the character/s react emotionally or
physically) (Schneider, Dubé, & Hayward, 2005; Stein & Glenn, 1979). Knowledge of
this narrative structure provides a structure for retelling and generating stories, and
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allows children to predict the course of stories, thus supporting comprehension of
narratives.

Labov and Waltetzkyl’s high-point framework identified two functional components in a
narrative; referential and evaluative (Labov, 1972; Labov & Waletzkyl, 1967). They
described a fully formed narrative, the classic pattern, as having six components:
abstract, orientation, complicating action, evaluation, resolution, and coda. Temporally
ordered events lead to a high point, that is evaluated from the perspective of the
narrator, followed by the relating of the events that resolved the high point (Labov,
1972; Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Ukrainetz et al., 2005). The referential function of a
narrative is to tell the listener what happened, and includes the complicating action and
resolution components. The other components (opening appendage, orientation,
evaluation and closing appendage) serve an evaluative function, providing the affective
element to a narrative. Evaluative devices are used to tell the listener what the events
meant, and the narrator’s/characters’ emotional reaction to, and attitude about, the
narrated events.

2.2.5 NARRATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Children’s narratives undergo changes in their internal structure, or story grammar, as
they learn to link events linearly and later with causal connectives, along with an
increasing understanding of the needs of the audience. Applebee charted the stages of
narrative development in children from two years through to adolescence: heaps,
sequence, primitive narrative, unfocussed chain, focussed chain and true narrative
(Applebee, 1978). Stein and Glenn’s model of narrative development paralleled
Applebee’s study and identified eight levels in a hierarchal structure of narrative
development: isolated description, descriptive sequence, action sequence, reactive
sequence, abbreviated episode, complete episode, complex episode and embedded
episode (Stein & Glenn, 1979). Narratives require the child to manipulate content, plot
and causal structure, and involve descriptions of intentions, emotions and thoughts, as
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well as the use of connectives. The development of a true narrative or complete
episode emerges at around age seven. At this stage narratives typically involve a
beginning, a problem, a plan to overcome the problem, and a resolution, with the child
using conjunctions, adjectives and causal statements, although the plot may not be
well developed (Applebee, 1978; Stein & Glenn, 1979). As children become older, their
stories become more complex with the inclusion of obstacles and multiple attempts to
reach goals.

Bamberg and Reilly (1994) proposed a three-phase model of development of
storytelling ability. They suggested that in the early phase, between three and six years
of age, children use paralinguistic expressions of affect and display little linguistic
cohesion or coherence in their oral narratives. However, during the middle phase, at
around 6 to 7 years of age, children begin to use linguistic references to internal states,
to signal their evaluations of particular story events. The references tie events to
characters’ internal states, at a local rather than global story perspective. Later, in the
final phase (around 8 to 9 years of age), linguistic references to internal states become
evaluative from a more global perspective. Children present characters’ inner states as
outcomes of story events, and events as outcomes of the story characters’ emotions
and motivations. At this phase children use linguistic references to inner states more
frequently and effectively, and begin to integrate telling the story as a whole unit, with
their ability to signal motivations for story events (Bamberg & Reilly, 1994).

Similarly, in a study of the development of expressive elaboration in oral narrative,
Ukrainetz and her colleagues found that five and six year old children generally
displayed a developing sense of story with some expressive elaboration. Children in
the seven to nine year old age group produced artful stories using a variety of
expressive elaboration, while ten and twelve year olds demonstrated substantial
expressive elaboration resulting in some very creative stories (Ukrainetz, et al., 2005).
There is a high correlation between vocabulary knowledge and general linguistic
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competence. Children who have larger vocabularies and more command of literate
language, have more language resources at their disposal and typically write longer
stories. However, moderate amounts of expressive elaboration also may be found in
short stories (Owens, 2001; Ukrainetz & Gillam, 2009).

A significant increase in comprehension of spatial, temporal, and logical relationships
occurs between the ages of seven and eleven which is reflected in the more
sophisticated use of inter-clausal connectives to provide cohesion between the different
sentences and clauses in their narratives (Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Shapiro &
Hudson, 1991). Continued semantic growth varies widely, with educational level,
socioeconomic status, gender, age and cultural background. At the same time, it
appears that when composing text, children have a finite linguistic capacity and may
make trade-offs, by reducing complexity at a microstructural level, when attempting to
produce increasingly complex narrative macrostructure (and vice versa) (Justice et al.,
2006).

2.2.6 NARRATIVE INTERVENTIONS & STORY GRAMMAR INSTRUCTION
Narratives are effective in facilitating oral language skills, and story grammar instruction
often forms the basis of narrative interventions for children with typical language and
specific language impairment (Dalton, 2011; Davies, Shanks, & Davies, 2004; Dimino,
Taylor, & Gersten, 1995; Geist & Aldridge, 2002; Hayward & Schneider, 2000;
Kaderavek & Sulzby, 2000; Klecan-Aker & Kelty, 1990; McCabe & Peterson, 1991;
McCabe & Rollins, 1994; Nelson, Hancock, Nielsen, & Turnbow, 2011; Pena et al.,
2006; Peterson, Jesso, & McCabe, 1999; Westerveld & Gillon, 2008).

An intervention study, by Davies and his colleagues, implemented collaboratively by
teachers, education assistants and speech therapists, applied a story grammar
approach to help six year old children recognise and internalise components of story
grammar in their own and others’ narratives (Davies, et al., 2004). Results for the study
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demonstrated not only an improvement in story coherence, but an equal or greater
improvement in cohesion. Similarly Pena and her colleagues, in a study to examine a
narration-based dynamic assessment task, found that children told more complete and
complex stories after they received two mediation sessions that focussed on narration
skills related to episode structure and complexity, character development, dialogue,
and ways to express temporal and causal relationships between events (Pena, et al.,
2006). The ‘Story Talk’ project (2004/2005) monitored the development of young
children’s oral language skills, during an intervention study designed to enhance
children’s oral language, including narrative language, through language enrichment
sessions. The study reported significant progress in two out of three classes in the
intervention (Riley & Burrell, 2007). However, a study of children’s invented oral
narratives produced soon after a four day workshop on fairytales, found that even
though children were familiar with the parts of a story most were unable to use the
information given in workshops to construct a coherent complete story. The
researchers suggested that there was a cognitive developmental sequence in the
organisation of the children’s invented oral stories, not based on intervention treatment
(Geist & Aldridge, 2002).

More recently a study examined which of two interventions (standard practice or
narrative based) was associated with better improvement in use of literate language,
for school-age children learning English as a second language. The findings of the
study suggested that both interventions were effective in increasing use of literate
language (Dalton, 2011). Another study (Nelson, et al., 2011), investigated whether
classroom-based instruction in oral narration resulted in improved student performance
in written narrative skills. The researchers posited that instruction to gain explicit
knowledge of story grammar and vocabulary may help improve children’s knowledge of
both oral and written discourse structures. Written stories were scored using the
Tracking Narrative Language Progress (TNL-PR) progress-monitoring tool (S. Gillam &
Gillam, 2009), and results suggested that gains made in oral narration were
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transferred, to a small degree, to written narratives .It appeared that whilst children
improved in their use of certain story elements, there were no significant changes in the
children’s microstructural scores.

Oral narrative interventions have also demonstrated improvement in reading
comprehension (Westerveld & Gillon, 2008). Other studies have examined the
development of cohesion (Cox, Fang, & Otto, 1997), decontextualised language
(Curenton & Justice, 2004), noun phrase elaboration (Eisenberg, et al., 2008) and
expressive elaboration (Ukrainetz, et al., 2005) in children’s spoken narratives.

2.2.6.1 INTERVENTION APPROACHES
Emergent literacy interventions may take one of two approaches, embedded or explicit
(Justice & Kaderavek, 2004). An embedded approach encourages learning within the
context of common literacy practices. For example, children’s books may be used as
the framework for language activities, whereby adult shared storybook reading is used
to encourage children’s implicit and explicit knowledge about written language and to
support children’s use of decontextualised language (Peterson, et al., 1999).
Conversely, literacy interventions which adopt an explicit approach are less naturalistic
and emphasise the development and acquisition of discrete skills, with regularly
scheduled and carefully sequenced learning opportunities, which build on previously
acquired skills, to support the development of new skills and knowledge. Such an
approach supports literacy learning at a metalinguistic level (Justice & Kaderavek,
2004).

Singer and Donlan’s early intervention study (Singer & Donlan, 1982), which
demonstrated that story grammar instruction can improve students' ability to
understand complex narrative passages, influenced the design of subsequent
investigations (Carnine & Kinder, 1985; Dimino, Gersten, Carnine, & Blake, 1990;
Gurney, Gersten, Dimino, & Carnine, 1990). Explicit approaches were used, with
teachers modelling story grammar strategy, and providing guided and then
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independent practice. Consistent language was used throughout the intervention and
the teacher modelled a uniform set of story grammar questions. A larger scale study
was later conducted by Dimino and his colleagues using an interactive instructional
method to teach students to identify and record story grammar elements in order to
build a foundation for accessing literal and inferential information from texts (Dimino, et
al., 1995). More recent research has extended understanding of narrative skills and the
part that they play in the language intervention process, along with developing
strategies for teaching macrostructural and microstructural aspects of narrative
performance (Davies, et al., 2004; Eisenberg, et al., 2008; Fey, Catts, Proctor-Williams,
Tomblin, & Zhang, 2004; Hoffman, 2009; Justice, et al., 2006; Nelson, et al., 2011;
Ukrainetz, et al., 2005).

2.2.7 COHERENCE AND COHESION
There are two distinct aspects of a narrative to consider when implementing an
intervention to enhance narrative performance: macrostructure and microstructure.
The macrostructure of a narrative describes the hierarchical organisation of the
narrative, and intervention focuses on developing structural coherence. There are
multiple clauses in a narrative and to create coherence children must temporally and
causally organise a narrative into a sequence in an interrelated and meaningful way
(Hayward & Schneider, 2000; Hudson & Shapiro, 1991). Linguistic features are
important for creating links between events and constructing a coherent narrative. It
appears that children acquire coherence relations in the same order: additive,
temporal, causal, and adversative (Bloom, 1991).

On the other hand the microstructure of a narrative is the internal linguistic structure of
the text and intervention involves developing vocabulary, syntax and the use of
cohesive devices. Linguistic cohesion concerns the semantic relations between
different sentences or clauses (i.e. causality or temporality) and is created by using
linguistic reference devices that explicitly relate one clause to previous clauses
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(Justice, et al., 2006; Peterson & McCabe, 1983). Cohesive devices create redundancy
at sentence level and contribute to the redundancy of the text as a whole (Halliday &
Hasan, 1976; Horning, 1991).

Halliday and Hasan (1976) identified nine cohesive devices consisting of reference
(pronominal, demonstrative and comparative), ellipsis (nominal, clausal and verbal),
substitution, conjunction, and lexical cohesion. Cohesive devices were further
described as anaphoric (items which refer to something in the preceding linguistic
context), and cataphoric (items which refer to something in the following linguistic
context).

Anaphora includes: co-reference, which allows the story teller to maintain appropriate
reference to the characters, objects, and locations (e.g. pronoun in place of a
previously mentioned noun); substitution, whereby a synonym is used to replace a
noun in a previous sentence; lexical, which allows use of repetition or the use of a
broader term for another word to link concepts; and ellipsis, whereby words previously
used in text are omitted. Conversely, cataphora occurs when the element that is
presupposed follows the identified cohesive tie (e.g. pronoun in place of a noun yet to
be mentioned).

Conjunctions make explicit important meaning relations in the text. They may act to
connect ideas between independent clauses (coordinating conjunctions); express the

relationship between an idea in a dependent clause and an idea in an independent
clause (subordinating conjunctions); or articulate the relationship of ideas between
two sentences (conjuncts or conjunctive adverbs). Halliday and Hasan (1976),
classified conjunctions into four categories, according to the relationship they
express: additive, adversative, causal, and temporal conjunctions. Shapiro and
Hudson (1991) categorised conjunctions used to link clauses according to the relation
they described between the two clauses: independent, temporal and dependent.
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Conjuncts explicitly state relationships between sentences and paragraphs, resulting in
increased textual cohesion and may be classified according categories of the
relationship they express: enumeration and addition, summation, apposition, result,
contrast, and transition.

The use of cohesive ties represents a continuum between oral and written language,
with referents becoming more explicit as the style of language becomes more
decontextualised (Cox, Shanahan, & Sulzby, 1990). Therefore narrative instruction
must address both the macrostructural and microstructural components of narratives.
Development of coherence will ensure that parts of the texts are linked together as a
whole, while use of cohesive devices will forge links both within and among sentences.
Moreover, it appears that competence of macrostructural coherence fosters linguistic
cohesion when producing a narrative (Hudson & Shapiro, 1991). Equally, both
cohesion and redundancy contribute to coherence in texts (Horning, 1991).

2.2.8 NARRATIVE ASSESSMENT
Narrative assessment has frequently been used to assess oral language competence
and to investigate children’s ability to produce structurally coherent and linguistically
cohesive stories (Curenton, et al., 2008; Curenton & Justice, 2004; Davies, et al., 2004;
S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009; S. Gillam & Justice, 2010; Hayward & Schneider, 2000;
Heldsinger & Humphry, 2010; Justice, et al., 2006; Pena, et al., 2006; Riley & Burrell,
2007; Schneider, et al., 2005; Scott & Windsor, 2000; Westerveld & Gillon, 2008).
There are several ways to analyse narrative organisation, each focussing on different
types of story information. Story grammar approaches (Stein & Glenn, 1979;
Thorndyke, 1977) focus on the inclusion of sequentially related information or story
grammar elements (initiating event, internal response, plan, action, consequence and
reaction) which tell how a protagonist solves a problem. On the other hand, narrative
analysis based on Labov and Waletzkyl’s (1967) seminal methods focuses on the
referential and evaluative functional components of the narrative and how they are
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used to produce climaxes or high points in stories. Additionally, dependency analysis
describes the overall coherence of a narrative (Deese, 1983; McCabe & Peterson,
1984). This type of analysis emphasises linguistic complexity, and breaks the
sentences into their component propositions and arranges them in a hierarchy
according to the semantic and syntactic dependencies among the propositions. A
narrative that is syntactically complex is described as an ideal hierarchy (Christiensen
& Christiensen, 1976; McCabe & Peterson, 1984).

The assessment of the linguistic cohesion and grammatical complexity of the narrative
is useful in documenting children’s productive vocabulary and grammar. A variety of
measures, such as those included in the General Language Performance Measures
(GLPM) (Scott & Windsor, 2000) and the Index of Narrative Microstructure (INMIS)
(Justice, et al., 2006) have been used to analyse narrative language. These include
measures of productivity, lexical diversity and grammatical complexity, as well as total
number of coordinating clauses and total number of subordinating clauses. Use of
literate language features (conjunctions, mental and linguistic verbs, adverbs, and
elaborated noun phrases) is also assessed.

Both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced measures are used to assess aspects
of narrative performance. Norm-referenced tests reflect how an individual compares to
the standardisation sample (Anastasi & Urbina, 1997; Petersen, Gillam, & Gillam,
2008). Criterion-referenced tests on the other hand, use checklists, rating scales, or
rubrics to record the knowledge and skill that a child has in a particular area, rather
than compare one child to another (Bond, 1996; Petersen, et al., 2008).

A number of tests of oral narrative performance are available. The Renfrew Bus Story
is a normed test that was developed to assess narrative abilities from oral retell and
provides scores of amount of story information and sentence length (Cowley &
Glasgow, 1994). The Strong Narrative Assessment Procedure (SNAP) has been widely
used in research on children’s narrative abilities (Strong, 1998). SNAP uses four Frog
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stories by Mercer Mayer, and includes scoring procedures and field data results for
both macrostructural (story grammar elements) and microstructural aspects (numbers
of different types of clauses, percentage of incomplete/erroneous referential cohesive
ties, and counts of words, C-units, and words per C-unit) of narrative performance.

The Edmonton Narrative Norms Instrument (ENNI) (Schneider, et al., 2005) is a
standardised norm-referenced instrument that uses specially developed wordless
picture stories to elicit the production of oral narratives and assess narrative
comprehension in school aged children. Various analyses have been conducted on the
ENNI normative data set to obtain norms. Stories have been coded for information that
corresponds to a story grammar element to assess the macrostructure of the
generated narrative (Schneider, Hayward, & Dubé, 2006). These elements have been
coded with reference to the concept of goal-directed activity. First Mentions, a
measure of referential cohesion, is also included in the ENNI (Schneider & Hayward,
2010). Referring expressions must be used to mention referents for the first time in
such a way that the listener understands that they are new to the story. It appears that
the ability to introduce referents appropriately develops gradually through the early
school years.

The Tracking Narrative Language Progress (TNL-Pr) instrument (S. Gillam & Gillam,
2009) a revision of the Index of Narrative Complexity (INC) (Petersen, et al., 2008), is a
criterion-referenced narrative scoring system, that was developed to assess
macrostructural and microstructural aspects of school aged children’s narratives and to
monitor narrative growth over a course of a pedagogical intervention (Dalton, 2011;
Nelson, et al., 2011). The TNL-Pr instrument includes categories for rating the
complexity of story grammar elements and the use of literate language features.

A recent study used the process of pairwise comparison to assess narrative
performance and monitor narrative growth over the course of an intervention
(Heldsinger & Humphry, 2010). The method draws on experts’ understanding of what
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constitutes a better narrative (without requiring prior development of a rubric) to judge
narrative scripts using the process of pairwise comparison. Using a common narrative
assessment task, children’s initial narratives are calibrated and listed in order. The
scaled performances characterise a performance continuum against which subsequent
narrative performance may be measured.

In summary, narrative assessment requires assessment tools for both the
macrostructural and microstructural aspects of narrative performance. Furthermore,
such tools must demonstrate high levels of internal consistency, inter-rater reliability
and construct validity.

2.3

WRITTEN LANGUAGE

Oral narrative texts have similar components to written narrative texts and the
language forms used within storytelling may point toward the use of a literate language
style, which influences not only oral language proficiency, but written as well. To
transform oral structures into written structures, a competent writer must have
knowledge of the linguistic register and be able to make appropriate lexical and
grammatical choices when composing text. With this in mind, the review next examines
relevant literature on the knowledge and skills necessary to develop writing expertise.

2.3.1 WRITING APPROACHES
Writing is a multidimensional activity that requires conceptual, linguistic and mechanical
knowledge and skills, which differ from those of spoken texts. The young writer uses
writing-relevant knowledge to shape ideas into a cohesive text, while at the same time
observing spelling and punctuation conventions and employing perceptual and motor
skills for handwriting or word processing. Research into writing and writing instruction
has been viewed from various methodological paradigms. For many years the
traditional view of writing instruction as a staged product orientated approach shaped
the perspective of writing research and teaching curricula. This approach focussed on
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the appropriate use of vocabulary, syntax and cohesive devices, with the form of texts
imitated from those provided by the teacher. Whilst linguistic knowledge was a focus of
this approach, little attention was paid to process skills such as planning and reflection
(Badger & White, 2000).

The traditional conception of writing and writing instruction was challenged by Britton,
who proposed an alternative structure that viewed language as a cognitive and
expressive process (Britton, 1970). Britton’s model of writing development argued
children’s writing development began with expressive writing which resembles speech
and is close to self, and moved on the one hand towards poetic writing, where the
emphasis is on the artistry of language, and on the other hand towards transactional
writing which is concerned with communicating information about the world. His model
promoted the generative and active meaning-making process of reading and writing
(Britton, 1970; Nystrand, 2006).

The work of Hayes and Flower (1980) provided a cognitive perspective which
suggested writing does not progress linearly but is recursive, encompassing a set of
sub-processes (planning, translating and reviewing) with interruptions to the cycle, and
sub-processes not occurring in a fixed order. Furthermore, composing is a ‘goaldirected thinking process’, wherein the writer ‘creates goals which embody the writer's
developing sense of purpose’ (Flower & Hayes, 1981, p. 366). Throughout the 1980s,
further studies expanded the initial Hayes and Flower model and sought to better
represent the recursive nature of writing. Bereiter and Scardamalia developed a writing
model with compare, diagnose and operate (CDO) planning stages (Bereiter &
Scardamalia, 1983). They theorised that during the revision process, writers compare
their mental text with what they have written, after which they diagnose the error before
operating on the text to make changes.

In a later study, Bereiter & Scardamalia defined writing development as a progression
from knowledge telling to knowledge transforming (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987).
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Writers operating at the initial knowledge-telling stage of development focus on their
own representation rather than the text and reader representations. Writers at the
knowledge-transforming stage employ planning, language-generation and reviewing to
produce a text. This model supported Langer’s study on reading and writing
development which concluded that young writers are less able than competent writers
to plan for the use of their ideas or reflect on their use (Langer, 1986). Graves
meanwhile, developed his process-oriented Writing Workshop curriculum model
(Graves, 1983) whereby he structured the teaching of writing into five steps
(brainstorming, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) and defined six key points to
clarify the enactment of the model and transform the classroom into a writing
workshop.

2.3.2 GENRE THEORY
Genre theorists reacted against process approaches to writing instruction. Social
theorists argued that process approaches failed to offer a perspective on the social
nature of writing (Martin, Christie, & Rothery, 1987). Genre Theory proposed that a
genre is a staged, purposeful activity structured to serve certain important social goals
as it unfolds. Writing has many purposes in different contexts and requires variation in
language use and text structure. Process approaches did not provide students with
explicit teaching in the structure of text types, but rather assumed implicit knowledge of
genre through immersion in texts (Martin, 1985). In reaction to this proclaimed
deficiency, Genre Theory stressed the importance of making written language
structures explicit to children, when teaching them to write different types of texts. In
the Australian tradition, genre theory drew upon Halliday’s systemic functional (SF)
linguistic theory (Halliday, 1985, 1994). Halliday proposed that language could be used
to express two main kinds of meaning: experiential (language to represent
understanding of environment and experiences) and interpersonal (language to create
relationships with others). These two functions are supported by a third dimension; the
textual resources necessary to create cohesive and coherent texts (Derewianka, 2003).
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Explicit teaching of genres and a focus on grammar as metalanguage are central to
Genre Theory. Derewianka (2003) described the role of the teacher as developing the
student’s repertoire of grammatical choices and teaching grammatical structures in
context. Grammatical choices are influenced by the field, tenor and mode of the text,
and together form the register of the text (Halliday, 1985, 1994).

2.3.3 THE WRITING PROCESS AND WORKING MEMORY
During the 1990s research in writing development focussed on cognitive approaches
and sought to identify how various aspects of human cognitive capacity interacted with
writing tasks, distinguishing the roles of long-term and short-term memory. Hayes
reconfigured the processes originally described as planning, translating, and reviewing
(Hayes & Flower, 1980), as reflection, text production and text interpretation, and
proposed a role for working memory as a resource available to all of the writing
processes (Hayes, 1996). Kellogg’s model on the other hand, predicted that different
writing processes draw on particular components of working memory (Kellogg, 1996,
1999).

For inexperienced writers, text production depends largely on language production
processes and resources that are shared by oral language production (text generation),
as well as mechanical skills (transcription) (Berninger & Swanson, 1994). Text
generation has been linked to working memory in a number of studies which suggest a
correlation between working memory capacity and text quality in young writers
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Jeffrey & Underwood, 1996; Ransdell & Levy, 1996).
Text generation entails transforming ideas into words, which need to be grammatically
and syntactically ordered into sentences, and then cohesively structured into
paragraphs and then a whole text, within working memory (Negro & Chanquoy, 2005).
Pauses in the stream of text generation are proportional to the size of these syntactic
boundaries, and most likely due to the magnitude of demand on working memory
(McCutchen, 2011). The cognitive demands of transcription are also limiting for the
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novice writer. Spelling and handwriting are not automatic processes in the early stages
of writing development and young writers must devote considerable attention to these
processes (Bourdin & Fayol, 2002; McCutchen, 1995). Verbal working memory, an
aspect of oral proficiency, impacts not only on the quality of text production, but also
the quantity. Both verbal intelligence and writing draw on working memory, linguistic
cohesion and morphological knowledge (Shanahan, 2006).

2.3.4 LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT AND WRITING
The ability to differentiate between the linguistic demands of speech and writing is
central to successful writing development in young writers. Halliday (1978) claimed that
meanings exchanged within a context are influenced and determined by three factors:
what is taking place, what part the language is playing; and who is taking part. Known
as the field, tenor and mode, these three variables, determine the ‘register’ or range
within which meanings are selected and the forms which are used for their expression.
Applying the lens of Halliday, the linguistic differences between speech and writing may
be described as the use of oral or literate registers (Halliday, 1978). Language users
draw on different grammatical and lexical resources in creating oral and written texts.
Spoken language typically employs clause chaining strategies, using adverbial clauses
and conjunctions to link segments of discourse. Conversely, written language uses
nominalizations. adjectives, complex verbs, and prepositional phrases in to construct
complex sentences including subordination.

Loban’s longitudinal analysis of oral and written language development, which
focussed mainly on syntax, showed that the structures children initially used in their
writing were very closely related to those they used in speech (Loban, 1976). Written
and oral language seemed to develop in parallel, although, at first children displayed a
lower level of grammatical maturity in their written language than in their oral language.
Later, Kroll described the relationships between grammatical maturity in speech and in
writing as a series of four phases; preparation, consolidation, differentiation, and
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integration (Kroll, 1981). Between the ages of seven and nine years children are
consolidating their oral competence with their resources for writing, and extending and
strengthening their nascent writing abilities while learning to differentiate the two
modes. Kress claimed that learning to write involves the learning of new syntax. A child
who can create a clear spoken sentence has a skill that is necessary in learning how to
write; understanding of the sentence as a syntactical unit, rather than a textual unit, is a
significant developmental stage in differentiating spoken and written modes (Kress,
1993).

Perera reported the developmental acquisition of constructions and the increased use
of subordination as writers matured. She observed that many children avoided using
specifically oral constructions in their writing by about the age of 10, and some had
begun to use specific literary constructions in their writing (Perera, 1986a, 1987).
Christie commented that by late childhood the grammatical organization of the
language begins to change demonstrating a growing expansion of grammatical
resources, seen as greater lexical density, and a developing capacity to deploy a range
of different clause types (Christie, 2013). Similarly, Kress (1993) found that the text of a
competent writer has fewer co-ordinated and adjoined clauses, and is characterised by
full subordination and embedding. On the other hand, the written texts of inexperienced
writers reflect chaining speech patterns and co-ordinated and weakly subordinated
clauses, which are typical of speech.

2.4

GRAMMAR AND WRITING INSTRUCTION

For more than a century, researchers have argued whether the teaching of grammar
has a positive effect on students’ writing development. Extensive reviews of the subject
have been inconclusive (Andrews et al., 2006; Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, & Schoer, 1963;
Hillocks, 1984; Macauley, 1947; Wilkinson, 1971; Wyse, 2002). Myhill (2009, 2010)
argued the importance of linguistic knowledge in writing and suggested that the
inclusion of linguistics in writing instruction provides young writers with the
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metalinguistic knowledge to facilitate the crafting of written texts, and better informs
teachers’ assessment of children’s development in writing and their instructional needs.
This echoed earlier comments on the paucity of research which show how oral
language instruction can improve writing (Shanahan, 2006).

For some years educators have been concerned about falling standards in writing
achievement. The recently introduced Australian Curriculum for English (ACARA,
2011) addresses the teaching of grammar in speech and writing across all years of
schooling.

The intention is to achieve coherence, precision and imagination in speaking
and writing. In doing so, children will learn to write grammatically clear,
purposefully constructed, coherent sentences, paragraphs and texts and
achieve a better knowledge of how to choose words and grammatical and text
structures that are appropriate to the audience or readership (ACARA, 2009, p.
7).

Content descriptions across the year levels, present a sequence of development of
knowledge, understanding and skills and provide information about the learning
contexts that are appropriate at each year. The Foundation Year content descriptor for
children in Pre-primary stage (around 5/6 years of age) state that children should
understand that some language in written texts is unlike everyday spoken language
(ACELA1431), and recognise that sentences are key units for expressing ideas
(ACELA1435). The content descriptors for Years 2 and 3 are more specific: understand
that a clause is a unit of grammar usually containing a subject and a verb and that
these need to be in agreement (ACELA1481); understand that nouns represent people,
places, things and ideas and can be, for example, common, proper, concrete or
abstract, and that noun groups/phrases can be expanded using articles and adjectives
(ACELA1468); understand that verbs represent different processes (doing, thinking,
saying, and relating) and that these processes are anchored in time through tense
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(ACELA1482); understand how different types of texts vary in use of language choices,
depending on their purpose and context (for example, tense and types of sentences)
(ACELA1478) (ACARA, 2011).

Kress (1993) argued that children’s written texts contain adequate syntactic forms for
the cognitive/perceptual stage of the child at the time. Therefore, once a teacher
understands the specific linguistic, cognitive and conceptual modes that the child is
using, the teacher may intervene with appropriate discussion of the child’s knowledge
of syntax, textual structure and genre in spoken texts, to activate that knowledge for
writing. Alternative linguistic and cognitive models can be discussed by comparison or
contrast with other oral and written texts. ‘Linguistically informed teachers’ make the
analysis of children’s texts explicit and are more able to target the features of those
texts, that would benefit from instruction and/or practice. Metalinguistic knowledge can
assist teachers to accurately present linguistic concepts and be better able to assess
the students’ level of writing (Fielding-Barnsley & Purdie, 2005; Hudson, 2004).

2.4.1 A MODEL OF WRITING EXPERTISE
Deborah McCutchen’s account of writing development focussed on linguistic processes
and related memory, and processing implications for young writers (McCutchen, 2011).
She posited that writing expertise depends on the development of fluent language
generation processes and knowledge relevant to writing. Fluent language generation
processes help the young writer to deal with the limits imposed by working memory, by
making more automatic the writer’s choice of lexical and syntactic structures. Rich
knowledge relevant to writing, such as topic and genre knowledge allows the writer to
access an organised schema in long-term memory resources, rather than attempt to
generate text within the constraints of working memory (Alamargot & Chanquoy, 2001;
McCutchen, 2011). Working memory (Baddeley, 1986) also known as short-term
working memory (STWM) (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) has limited capacity, unlike longterm working memory (LTWM) which contains information that can be activated in
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STWM as well as items in long-term memory that can be retrieved quickly when
needed (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).

Both novice and expert writers use working memory resources when constructing
sentences for written texts. However, the expert writer combines fluent generation
processes with extensive writing-relevant knowledge bases to link developing
sentences to knowledge stored in long term memory. LTWM resources allow the expert
writer easy access to earlier text choices, extensive vocabulary and genre and
audience knowledge, but only when processing shifts from STWM to LTWM
(McCutchen, 2011)

2.5

ORAL REHEARSAL AND STORYTELLING

Several researchers have addressed the concept of oral rehearsal as a stepping stone
along the talk-to-text continuum. It appears that the practice of oral rehearsal is an
important phase in the understanding of a genre and its concepts, as well as the
language used for expressing those concepts (Derewianka, 2003). Children need the
opportunity to develop a genre orally as a bridge to the written text. Hanf Buckley
(1995) observed that when students write, they talk to themselves. Development of the
composing voice depends on a repertoire of language choices garnered from oral and
silent reading, and the frequency and complexity of the student's oral composing
experiences. She suggested that the composing voice is developed through frequent
practice or oral rehearsal whereby students talk their way through a genre piece, such
as a narrative, with the aim of readily composing language for oral and written
purposes. Oral rehearsal provides young writers an opportunity to practise, shape and
reshape the form of a written text in an oral context (Hanf Buckley, 1995).

In a study to present a theoretical conceptualisation of oral rehearsal, Myhill and Jones
defined oral rehearsal as a process of oral composition in which writers rehearse
written text in spoken form (2009, p 281). They observed that young students involved
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in oral rehearsal used speech much more like that in oral reading than natural dialogue
and suggested that the process of oral rehearsal makes explicit the literary demands of
creating a written text, which differ from those of spoken conventions. The researchers
suggested that oral rehearsal may be likened to the mental planning and internal
rehearsal of older writers. They concluded that the practice of oral rehearsal may help
the young writer manage the limits imposed by working memory when translating oral
language to written text, by allowing access to earlier choices of lexical and syntactic
structures (Myhill & Jones, 2009).

2.6

THE PRESENT STUDY

It would appear that the cognitive demands of writing, for both the expert and early
writer, are considerable. The writer needs linguistic knowledge to produce a cohesive
text and must shape the text to fit the prior knowledge and communicative expectations
of the audience. Early writers struggle with seeing their texts from the perspective of
the audience. The focus of early writers is ‘essentially a restatement of their thoughts’
rather than text construction or audience interpretation (Kellogg, 2008). Therefore it is
important for children to learn to make distinctions between oral and written language
situations and registers, and develop literate language. A linguistic repertoire is
required from which the writer may make appropriate choices to best create meaning.
The concepts of literate language use, once internalised, make more automatic the
choice of lexical and syntactic structures, and help the young writer to deal with the
limits imposed by working memory.

The implementation of a pedagogical intervention, to teach explicitly oral storytelling,
provides an ideal setting for children to recognise and internalise components of story
grammar, to both understand and compose narratives, and to develop and use oral
literate language. The literature reviewed in this chapter informed the design and
development of the pedagogical intervention which is central to the study and is
discussed in Chapter Three. The present study hypothesised that acquired literate style
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narrative language is transferred from oral storytelling to story writing. The study
construed storytelling as a specific intervention target, as well as a vehicle for the
development of literate language for use in written texts. It posited that storytelling may
serve as a type of oral rehearsal for story writing. Young storytellers practise using
literate style language when composing oral texts, and then rehearse the written-style
text in spoken form. In this way, frequent practice with storytelling may support story
writing, by allowing young writers to practise, shape and reshape the form of a written
text in an oral context; subsequently, internalising the use of lexical and syntactic
structures, which may be accessed from a linguistic repertoire when composing oral
and written texts.

Thus the study not only focussed on the development of narrative macrostructure and
microstructure in oral storytelling, but sought to contribute to the theoretic framing of
the transference of competencies between speech and writing. Framed within the
theoretical perspective of Vygotsky’s Theory of Learning and Genre Theory, as well as
current understanding of the role of working memory in text generation, the hypothesis
was tested as described in Chapter Four.
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3 CHAPTER THREE: THE INTERVENTION
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The role of language is central to Vygotsky’s theory of learning. In the same way that
children move from exchanged verbal activity (interpsychological) to isolated verbal
activity (intrapsychological) when completing a task (Vygotsky, 1978), young writers
need to be engaged in social interactions and scaffolded learning when developing
knowledge and skills of text generation, such as ideation and language choices, before
moving onto composing written texts. Hence, oral language (speaking & listening),
rather than reading or writing, was the focus of the intervention, which afforded the
participants experience with listening to and engaging with well structured children’s
stories and a literate style of language. The intervention aimed to enhance children’s
storytelling skills by developing their understanding of oral narrative performance at
both a macrostructural and microstructural level. At the macrostructural level, the
teaching emphasised narrative structure and coherence, whilst at the microstructural
level the intervention addressed the use of lexical and grammatical structures within
the narrative.

The intervention employed an embedded-explicit approach to developing an
understanding of narrative structure and competency with literate language. It
supported children’s participation in high quality frequent opportunities for naturalistic,
meaningful, intentional and highly contextualised interactions with literate oral language
and explicitly targeted those skills that affect narrative performance (Justice &
Kaderavek, 2004). Progression from teacher direction, to guided practice, to
independent practice, as used in the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model
(Pearson & Gallagher, 1983), was an important part of instruction in this intervention.
Within the context of this intervention, literate style language was first used
meaningfully by teacher and student, and later transformed and internalised to become
part of the individual child’s language skills or knowledge (Vygotsky, 1962).
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3.2

DESIGN & CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The intervention is based on an iterative spiral similar to Bruner’s metaphoric spiral
concept, whereby concepts and skills, introduced and learned within a simple context,
are revisited with increasing levels of difficulty. New learning is related to previous
learning and mastery carried higher to a broader level of abstraction and
comprehensiveness, resulting in an increase of competence and ‘eventual mastery of
the connexity and structure of a large body of knowledge’ (Bruner, 1960; 1974, p. 3).
Thus the intervention may be viewed as an iterative design with elements of story
grammar introduced sequentially, but embedded in a recursive spiral of literate
language, through recurring linguistic devices. Figure 1 shows a schematic
representation of the conceptual framework of the intervention.

The precept of the intervention follows the principles adapted by other researchers who
advocate ‘the exposure to well-formed literature, development of meta-narrative
awareness, use of scaffolding techniques and use of graphic organizers’ (HutsonNechkash, 2001; Westerveld & Gillon, 2008, p. 39). The intervention also draws on the
teaching and learning concepts and strategies from the First Steps Speaking and
Listening programme (Brace, Brockhoff, Sparkes, & Tuckey, 2006), based on
Halliday’s functions of language model (Halliday, 1973, 1975), which supports the
development of a repertoire of practices upon which students can draw in new
contexts. The programme fosters the development of knowledge and skills when using
language for telling stories. Speakers learn to generate new ideas, tell simple stories
using basic structures and experiment with language (vocabulary and syntax) to
express ideas. At the same time listeners develop the skills of anticipation and
prediction (Brace, et al., 2006).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the conceptual framework for the oral narrative
intervention
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3.3

MATERIALS

3.3.1 STORYBOOKS
One well known story, The Three Little Pigs, presented in big book format, was
introduced in the first session and used throughout the intervention as the prototypical
story when learning to recognise and internalise components of story grammar. Ten
well structured storybooks were also read to the children throughout the intervention
period for both explicit instruction and to provide experience with literate language and
essential story components: Spooky Sounds (O'Toole, 1987), Night Noise (Fox, 1991),
The Singing Hat (Riddle, 2000), When the Wind Changed (Park & Niland, 1980),
Feathers and Fools (Fox & Wilton, 2000), The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs (Scieszka
& Smith, 1989), Picasso the Green Tree Frog (Graham & Siow, 1984), Pog (Lee &
Gamble, 2000), Willy the Wimp (Browne, 1984) and Alexander’s Outing (Allen, 1993).
The picture books were recommended as adhering to the ‘true’ narrative structure but
also contained complex language (Rigg, 2008).

3.3.2 TEACHING RESOURCES
A range of resources were used for story grammar instruction and development of
literate language. A laminated story map, story grammar labels, graphic organiser, and
colour coded story strips facilitated the understanding of narrative structure and
associated story grammar elements (Westerveld & Gillon, 2008). Wordless picture
stories, including some from the Edmonton Narrative Norms Instrument (ENNI)
(Schneider, et al., 2005) (A2, A3, B2 and B3) were used as story prompts when
teaching story grammar elements and related literate language. There are six stories in
the ENNI (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, and B3) which range from a simple one-episode story
with two characters, to a complex three-episode story with four characters, and were
devised according to the Story Grammar Models of story knowledge. Picture story
cards, and other visual materials from the researcher’s personal collection, were also
used for sequencing activities and as a stimulus for language activities.
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3.4

METHOD

3.4.1 OVERVIEW
The intervention consisted of three, thirty minute whole class sessions each week, over
an eight week period and was conducted in the children’s classroom. For the first six
weeks, the intervention was delivered each week within a repeated three session
framework:

i.

Identification, discussion and learning activity for target story grammar element

ii.

Instruction, discussion and learning activity for literate language feature related to
story grammar element

iii.

Telling and/or retelling stories using story grammar element and literate language
feature
In the first session, the children were introduced to a new story grammar element
(SGE). Explicit instruction and extensive modelling were used to teach children how to
recognise and include the SGE in oral narratives. In the second session, explicit
instruction and modelling were used to build vocabulary and develop oral literate
language, which were related to the SGE. The third session was designed to give
children the opportunity to tell and retell stories, practising what they had learned. In all
sessions, children were encouraged to develop meta-narrative awareness by thinking
and talking about stories, using a checklist to rate stories on their inclusion of story
grammar elements and language features, and offering feedback on each other’s
stories.

The final 2 weeks were spent with students working in small groups developing and
telling and/or retelling simple stories using basic text structures and experimenting with
language features to express ideas. Students were encouraged to self-correct to clarify
meaning. Students listening to stories used a checklist to provide feedback to the
storyteller. The scope and sequence of instruction is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Scope and Sequence of Instruction

Week

Macrostructural Concept


1



2

Microstructural Concept

Stories must be organised and
follow a plan (setting, characters,
problem, plan, attempt, resolution,
ending)
Identification of SGE in story
Metanarrative awareness (What
makes a good story?)




SGE Setting
At the beginning of the story it is
important to ‘set the scene’ for the
listener explaining when and where
the story takes place.



Descriptive language to establish the
setting ie simple & compound
adverbs to enhance the explicitness
of time, manner & place references




SGE Characters (main & supporting)
At the beginning of the story it is
important to introduce the characters
in the story and tell the listener a
little about them.



Appropriate referring
expressions/pronominal reference
ties when
o introducing characters (first
mentions) i.e. indefinite noun
phrase or a proper name
o making subsequent mentions of
the referents i.e. pronoun
Descriptive language to increase the
explicitness of characters, ie
elaborated noun phrases (EPNs)
(simple descriptive noun phrases,
prepositional phrases, & adjectival
clauses)

3


4

5




SGE Problem
Cause/effect relationships.



Coordinating and subordinating
temporal and causal conjunctions




SGE Plan and Attempt
Plans are devised to help fix the
problems in narratives
Characters’ feelings & thoughts
influence the goals & plans to
overcome the problem
Once you have a plan to try to solve
the problem you need to attempt to
solve it





Mental and linguistic verbs
Causal and temporal connectives
Verbal and adverbs

SGE Resolution and Ending
Most stories have a resolution to tell
you if the problem has been solved
Most stories have an ending to tell
you how the story ends and the
thoughts and feelings of the
characters



Verbal and adverbs (to build
excitement)
Causal & temporal connectives
Mental & linguistic verbs Emotional
descriptors

Metanarrative awareness
Retell complete stories
Compose and tell complete stories
Provide each other with feedback on
story structure (SGE) when
telling/retelling stories










6



7&8
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Metalinguistic awareness
Tell/retell complete stories using
extended vocabulary and
appropriate syntax.
Provide each other with feedback on
lexical and syntactical choices when
telling/retelling stories

A typical session contained several of the following points (Westerveld & Gillon, 2008).

i.

Précis of seven story grammar elements and position on the story map.

ii.

Teacher read Three Little Pigs (or section of the story)

iii.

Discussion/instruction/revision of a story grammar element.

iv.

Discussion/instruction/revision of a language feature/linguistic device.

v.

Teacher read a trade story book.

vi.

Children identified story grammar element/s using the story map

vii.

Children identified language feature/s used in narrative.

viii.

Learning activities further explored and consolidated concept discussed and/or
reviewed.

ix.

Children told/retold story including the story grammar element or language feature
discussed in session.

x.

Children used checklist for inclusion of story grammar element and/or language
features in others’ stories and offered feedback.

3.4.2 MACROSTRUCTURAL ASPECTS
The development of macrostructural aspects of storytelling, which focussed on building
children’s knowledge of story structure and coherence, was addressed through explicit
instruction of story grammar elements, supported by modelling and visual aids. A story
map and seven story grammar elements labels (characters, setting, problem, plan,
attempts, resolution and end) were introduced in the first week of the intervention. The
story of the Three Little Pigs was used as the prototypical story to illustrate story
grammar elements and their location on the story map.

Subsequent weeks focussed on identifying and discussing a new story grammar
element, which was again identified in the prototypical story and then further explored
in one of the other texts. A selection of storybooks was read during the intervention
period to develop the children’s ability to identify story grammar elements over a range
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of ideas and topics. The books provided the basis for discussion and teaching points
on story grammar elements. For example, Feathers and Fools (Fox & Wilton, 2000)
demonstrated that not all stories have happy resolutions & endings, but rather they
make sense and bring closure to the story. When the Wind Changed (Park & Niland,
1980) was used to develop an understanding of cause/effect relationships and to
illustrate how successful stories depend on a logical progression of cause and effect.
Children were given frequent opportunities to practise composing simple stories using
basic text structures, focussing on the story grammar element of interest, with the
researcher providing scaffolding of new concepts.

3.4.3 MICROSTRUCTURAL ASPECTS
Microstructural aspects of narrative consider the lexical and grammatical structures
within the narrative and focus on internal linguistic structures (Shapiro & Hudson,
1991). The intervention aimed to improve the microstructural aspect of children’s oral
narrative performance by developing their use of decontexualised language.

Vocabulary, syntax and the use of cohesive devices were the focus of this aspect the
intervention. The children were encouraged to use: ENPs and adjectives to ‘increase
the explicitness of characters and descriptions of events in their stories’; adverbs, both
simple and compound, to ‘enhance the explicitness of time, manner and place
references’; coordinating and subordinating conjunctions to ‘organise information into
causal and temporal sequences to clarify relationships among story elements’; and
mental and linguistic verbs to ‘provide explicit and elaborated information about the
mental and linguistic processes of story characters’ (Curenton & Justice, 2004). Table
2 exemplifies the vocabulary used to develop a literate language style.

Learning experiences to facilitate the development of these skills included the use of:
children’s literature (Rigg, 2008) to provide frequent and varied experiences with
vocabulary; creating word walls for explicit nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs;
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recognising and using similes; matching pictures with appropriate ENPs; selecting and
using appropriate pronominal references; identifying and using temporal conjunctions
to sequence story events; identifying and using causal conjunctions to present
cause/effect relationships; and recognising and employing linguistic and mental verbs
to describe characters’ thought processes and report characters’ dialogue.

Table 2. Literate Language Vocabulary
Determiners

Adverbs
(time,
manner
place)

Articles - a, an, the
Possessives

-my, our,

your, his, her, its, their

Demonstratives - this,
that, these, those

Quantifiers - cardinals,
ordinals, some, few, many,
most

Conjunctions

Verbs

coordinating

subordinating

mental

linguistic

later

and

because

think

tell

soon

or

since

know

call

now

but

before

imagine

shout

quickly

so

after

guess

whisper

loudly

yet

when

suppose

speak

happily

not

how

remember

cry

here

where

consider

argue

there

why

wish

murmur

nowhere

as

3.4.4 STORYTELLING
Throughout the intervention children had frequent opportunities to tell and retell stories
in small group and whole class settings, employing the story grammar and linguistic
devices explicitly taught in intervention sessions. Children were encouraged to use a
rehearsed framework, fluent speech and complete sentences, which were complex and
contained descriptive language, when generating oral narratives. The needs of the
audience were also considered with the storyteller responsible for clearly constructing
meaning (Brace, et al., 2006). At the same time, those children listening to stories used
their knowledge of story grammar and literate language to construct meaning and
provide feedback to the storytellers, based on their meta-narrative knowledge.
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3.5

FIDELITY OF IMPLEMENTATION

The intervention was implemented by the researcher, a qualified and experienced early
childhood teacher. Structured session plans were strictly adhered to, ensuring
consistency across groups. A checklist was completed each session to ensure that all
components of the session plan were addressed (see Appendix 1).
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4 CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODS
4.1

INTRODUCTION

This study investigated the relationship between oral storytelling ability and written
narrative achievement, and whether transfer from oral storytelling to story writing could
be enhanced by pedagogical interventions. The following research questions framed
the study:

4.1.1 GENERAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS
i.

Is there a relationship between oral storytelling ability and written narrative
achievement?

ii.

If so, can transfer from oral storytelling to story writing be enhanced by pedagogical
interventions?

4.1.2 SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS
When considering these questions the study posed the following specific questions.
i.

Was oral narrative performance indicative of written narrative achievement?

ii.

Did explicit teaching of oral narrative skills, in the mainstream classroom, result in
improved written narrative performance in children?

iii.

Which literate style narrative language skills were transferred from oral narrative to
story writing?

4.2

DESIGN

The study was designed to test the hypothesis that acquired literate style narrative
language is transferred from storytelling to story writing. It employed a quasiexperimental strategy (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) and both pre-test-post-test nonequivalent group design and time series design, to compare the language forms used
within oral and written narratives following an intervention to deliver explicit teaching of
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literate style oral narrative language knowledge and skills. The study consisted of
three related phases.
i.

Phase 1 Design & development of intervention.

ii.

Phase 2 Implementation of the intervention & collection of narratives

iii.

Phase 3 Investigation of the relationship of oral & written narrative performance.

4.2.1 PHASE 1 DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF INTERVENTION
The study placed oral literate language learning in the context of a storytelling
intervention. During the first phase of the study a pedagogical intervention was
designed and developed to teach explicitly literate oral narrative language knowledge
and skills. The intervention promoted the use of literate, complex language, embedded
in a functional format, which may also be generalised. The design and methodology of
the intervention was described in detail in the preceding chapter.

4.2.2 PHASE 2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERVENTION & COLLECTION
OF DATA
This phase of the study delivered the intervention (designed in Phase 1) to children in a
whole class setting. As the treatment was anticipated to produce a positive outcome it
needed to be delivered to all children and ethically could not be denied to those
children who may have been participants in the control group of the study. To redress
this problem the intervention was delivered in two parts (A and B). There was a
crossover of groups, with the treatment group becoming the control group, and the
former control group receiving the treatment. Pre-test and post-test narratives were
collected to investigate the growth in narrative performance in both contexts. Oral and
written narratives were collected at each data collection point. Figure 2 represents the
design for this phase of the study.
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Figure 2. Design for Phase 2 of the Study
Intervention A

Intervention B

Non-Equivalent Group
Design (NEGD)

Time Series Design (TSD)

G1N1

X

G1N2

G1N2

G2N2

G2N2

G1N3

Participant Group
G2N1

Intervention Time
Period
Data Collection
Point

9 Weeks
T2W1

X

G2N3

9 Weeks
T2W10

T2W10

T3W11

Time Series Design (TSD)

G1 & G2 are participant groups
No is narrative sample
X is the intervention
TW designates term & week of narrative collection

Intervention A employed a pre-test-post-test non-equivalent group design. At the start
of the study (T2W1), the pre-test oral and written narratives assessed empirically the
differences between the treatment and control groups, therefore ruling out initial
differences and normal development as explanations for the differences in post-test
results (T2W10).
Intervention B delivered the intervention to those children who were in the control
group for Intervention A. This part of the study may be viewed as a time series design
where the treatment group (G2) had two pre-tests (T2W1 & T2W10) to establish
baseline data, and one post-test (T3W11). Analogously, the treatment group in
Intervention A (G1) had one pre-test (T2W1) and two post-tests (T2W10 &T3W11).
Figure 3 summarises the pre-test and post-test sampling for both groups. It was
anticipated that data collection at several points in time prior and subsequent to the
intervention would provide a more reliable picture of achievement, as the time series
design is sensitive to trends in performance.
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Figure 3. Pre-test & Post-test Sampling in Phase 2

Group 1 (G1)
NEGD

Pre-test

Sampling points
(Term & Week)

T2W1

Group 2 (G2)
TSD

4.3

PHASE

3

Post-test

T2W10

Pre-test

T3W11

Post-test

INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF ORAL AND

WRITTEN NARRATIVE PERFORMANCE
The final phase of the study investigated the relationship between oral narrative and
written narrative skills, and tested the hypothesis that acquired literate style narrative
language is transferred from oral narrative to written narrative performance. To
facilitate the comparison of language forms used within oral and written narratives,
before and following an intervention, a set of narrative indices was selected that
reflected productivity and grammatical complexity, inclusion of story grammar
elements, use of literate language and referents, and overall narrative performance.
Language analysis software was used to perform a number of automatic analyses of
productivity and grammatical complexity on transcribed narratives. Transcripts of oral
and written narratives were hand coded for scoring of story grammar elements,
referential cohesion and use of literate language features. Software was used to
perform frequency counts of codes. In addition, narrative performance was assessed
using the process of pairwise comparison to rank narrative performance and construct
a continuum of narrative performance which was used as a calibrated measure
(Heldsinger & Humphry, 2010; Thurstone, 1927, 1959).
Comparative quantitative analysis of data measured growth in narrative performance
and determined which literate style narrative language skills were transferred from oral
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narrative to written narrative performance. Furthermore, a descriptive case study
(Merriam, 1985) sought to relate quantitative findings to what this looks like in text, by
illuminating the processes young writers use when moving from oral literate practices
to written literate practices.

4.4

PARTICIPANTS

Forty nine children, aged between six and nine years, participated in the study (twenty
two girls and twenty seven boys). This age period coincides with Piaget’s concrete
operations stage (Piaget, 1954), where children become less egocentric and begin to
use logic to problem-solve, and with Applebee’s emergence of true narrative whereby
the sequence of events is interrelated in a meaningful way (Applebee, 1978). Similarly
it is at this age that children are consolidating their oral competence and strengthening
their emerging writing abilities while learning to differentiate the two modes (Kroll,
1981).

The children were drawn from two Year 2 classes, a Year 2/3 class and a Year 3/4
class in a Perth inner city school. It was assumed that both Year 2 class groups were
as similar as possible for age, gender, and ethnicity. Children in the Year 2/3 class
were mainly Year 2 children with some Year 3 children, who were considered ‘weak’ as
determined by end of year literacy and numeracy assessments the previous year.
Children in the Year 3/4 class were mainly Year 3 children with a few Year 4 children.
The school population, of the increasingly gentrified area, was diverse ranging from
newly arrived non-English speaking children to children of English speaking
professional couples.

All seventy eight children from the four classrooms were invited by letter to participate
in the study. Students provided personal written consent and written consent from a
parent/guardian for participation in this study, as required by the policy for ‘Research
Conducted on Department of Education Sites by External Parties’, by the Department
of Education Western Australia (see Appendix 2). This research also followed the
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required protocol for ‘Human Research and Ethics’ as stated by the University of
Western Australia.
Sixty five children responded, of which sixty three consented to oral and written
narratives being collected for the study. A minimum level of writing ability was required
to participate in the study. Those children who were unable to write more than three
sentences in a screening writing sample were excluded. Eligibility for participation also
required regular attendance at intervention lessons and provision of oral and written
narratives for assessment. The Year 4 children were excluded because their
attendance at intervention sessions was infrequent due to timetable differences. A
total of forty nine students took part in the study.

Using existing class lists, participants were assigned to Group 1 or Group 2. Those
participants in Group 1 received treatment during the first time interval (Intervention A),
whilst those in Group 2 received treatment in the second time interval (Intervention B).
The groups were considered as an intact, rather than randomised, sample. Group 1
consisted of 22 children (12 female and 10 male) drawn from two classes (Yr 2 and
Yr2/3) of which 4 were Year 3 students. The mean age of participants in Group 1 was
7y8m. Group 2 consisted of 27 children (10 female and 17 male) drawn from two
classes (Yr 2 and Yr3/4) of which 13 were Year 2 students and 14 were Year 3
students. The mean age of participants in Group 2 was 8y0m. Fourteen of these
students spoke English as a second language. Table 3 summarises the participant
demographic data.
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Table 3. Participant Demographic Data

It should be noted that the school’s principal deemed the intervention programme to be
part of the curriculum and therefore all children from the four classes received the
intervention, even those from whom narratives were not collected.

4.5

PROCEDURES

4.5.1 DATA COLLECTION (PHASE 2)
Intervention A was carried out in Term Two (T2). After children were assigned to
treatment and control groups for the study, oral and written narratives were generated
and collected from all participants for pre-test measures in the first week of the term
(T2W1).

Wordless picture stories from the Edmonton Narrative Norms Instrument (ENNI),
(Schneider, et al., 2005) were used as story prompts to elicit narratives for assessment.
Sequenced picture stories are useful in assessing children’s ability to formulate a story,
rather than recall a story that is already formulated, as in retell tasks (Schneider &
Dubé, 2005). Additionally, the use of cohesive devices may be more sophisticated
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when the formulation task is made easier by the use of sequenced pictures (rather than
a single picture), which support narrative structure and allow more processing capacity
to devote to cohesion (Shapiro & Hudson, 1991). Oral and written narratives in
Intervention A were elicited using the ENNI story B1, The Sandcastle, as a stimulus
(Schneider, et al., 2005). The Sandcastle picture story consists of five frames and is a
simple one-episode, two-character story.

The oral narrative was collected first and the task administered individually by the
researcher. Each participant was shown The Sandcastle (10x8cm book format), and
given as much time as needed to familiarise themselves with the event sequence of the
picture story, to facilitate more coherently structured stories. The children were then
asked to tell the story while looking at the pictures, as if reading a book. A Phillips
digital voice tracer was used to audio-record the oral narratives, for later transcription.

The written narrative was collected later the same day in a whole class setting. For the
written task, The Sandcastle was presented as an ordered series of pictures
(20x16cm), in clear view of all children, who were asked to write the story they had told
earlier that day, using the series of pictures to sequence the story. The written narrative
task was administered by the researcher. Both oral and written narratives were
unassisted and no prompts were given (Schneider, et al., 2005). A time limit of 40
minutes was imposed on the written narrative task.

After collecting the pre-test narratives, the intervention began with Group 1.
Commencing in Week 2 and finishing in Week 9, the children received three sessions
of instruction each week (24 sessions) (see Chapter 3). At the completion of the
intervention period all participants (treatment and control) were asked to produce one
oral and one written story (T2W10) as described previously, using the same picture
stimulus, The Sandcastle.
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Intervention B delivered treatment to those participants in Group 2, who were in the
control group in Intervention A. Commencing in Week 1 of Term 3 and finishing in
Week 8, the treatment group received the intervention under the same conditions as
the previous treatment group in Intervention A. The pre-test or baseline data for
Intervention B were those narratives collected as participants in the control group in
Intervention A (T2W1 & T2W10). At the completion of the intervention programme,
each child from both Groups 1 and 2 produced one oral and one written narrative
(T3W11) as previously described, but using ENNI story A1, The Beach Ball as the
picture stimulus (Schneider, et al., 2005). A different picture stimulus was chosen for
Intervention B to avoid a practice effect from familiarity with the story in previous
testing. The Beach Ball and The Sandcastle picture stories are analogous in structural
complexity.

The quality of children’s narratives depends on the way in which they are elicited. The
validity of a tool used for measuring growth as a result of intervention may be affected
by the variability inherent in the stimulus materials or the elicitation procedures that are
used (S. Gillam & Justice, 2010). Therefore, care was taken to use equivalent stories
and equivalent procedures for all narrative tasks (ENNI stories B1 & A1). Overall, each
child produced one spoken and one written story on three separate occasions over the
period of two school terms. The experimental protocol resulted in 294 narrative
samples for analysis (49 participants x 2 modalities (spoken and written) x 3 sampling
points).

4.5.2 TRANSCRIPTION & SEGMENTATION (PHASE 3)
Software from the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES) (MacWhinney,
2000) was used for transcription and language analysis of generated narratives from all
narrative tasks. The Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT) system is
the standard transcription system for the CHILDES Project, with all transcripts in the
CHILDES

database

presented

in

CHAT
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format

(MacWhinney,

2000).

The

Computerised Language Analysis (CLAN) software, designed specifically to analyse
data transcribed in the format of the CHAT, allows a large number of automatic
analyses to be performed on transcript data (MacWhinney, 2000).

Oral and written narratives were transcribed by the researcher according to the
guidelines for CHAT, which require segmentation into communication units (C-Units)
(MacWhinney, 2000). Each C-Unit consists of one main or independent clause, or a
main clause and its subordinate or dependent clause or clauses, and phrases. In the
current study, a clause was identified each time there was a verb, and if the subject
was missing, which is very common in coordinated clauses, it was considered as
ellipsis. For instance, ‘The giraffe and the elephant were playing near the pool and
bouncing the ball and then the ball dropped into the pool.’ was segmented into three Cunits: (1) ‘The giraffe and the elephant were playing near the pool’; (2) ‘and bouncing
the ball’; (3) ‘and then the ball dropped into the pool’.

Reliability checks were performed on a randomly selected subset of 18 transcripts (5%
of all transcripts; 3 transcripts in each mode at each sampling point; 3 x 2 x 3) by an
experienced speech therapist. Original audio recordings and hand written narratives
were transcribed again according to the guidelines for CHAT. Mean reliability for
transcription was 93% and for segmentation was 90%.

4.5.3 NARRATIVE ASSESSMENT
A

range

of

instruments

and

methods

assessed

both

macrostructural

and

microstructural aspects of oral and written narrative performance.

4.5.3.1 GENERAL LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Quantitative indices of language ability that reflect productivity and grammatical
complexity were obtained using the language analysis software, CLAN (MacWhinney,
2000). Total Number of Words (TNW), Vocabulary Diversity (D), Total Number of C-
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Units (Length) and Mean Length of C-Units in Morphemes (MLCU-m) were
automatically produced by CLAN.

TNW and Length are indices of productivity which quantify the amount of information
provided in a narrative. Language output (productivity) improves with language
development/ability and chronological age (Justice, et al., 2006). Measures of
vocabulary/lexical diversity are frequently used as an index of children’s vocabulary
skills, especially in narrative studies (Heilmann, Miller, Nockerts, & Dunaway, 2010).
The present study used the parameter D (McGee, Malvern, & Richards, 2000), which is
offered by CLAN software as an option for calculating this measure, rather than the
Type-Token Ratio (TTR) which may obtain flawed values, related to the number of
words in the sample. However the D value of vocabulary diversity can only be
calculated for language samples when TNW is equal to, or greater than fifty.

Grammatical complexity was measured by MLCU-m. Examining the number of
morphemes within specific linguistic units (utterances or clauses) is a well documented
approach to monitoring grammatical complexity of narrative performance in school-age
children, and takes into account the child’s developing morphological skills as well as
their syntactic skills. This measure reflects increasing complexity at a phrasal, clausal
and argument structural level (Curenton, et al., 2008; Justice, et al., 2006; Kaderavek &
Sulzby, 2000; Scott & Windsor, 2000).

4.5.3.2 NARRATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Inclusion of story grammar elements and use of literate language and referents were
assessed using scoring protocols adapted from the TNL-Pr instrument (S. Gillam &
Gillam, 2009) and Edmonton Narrative Norms Instrument (ENNI) (Schneider, et al.,
2005). The TNL-Pr instrument rates inclusion of story grammar elements, and the use
of literate language, on a Likert-type scale from 0-3. This allows incremental scoring to
reflect not only presence of these elements and features, but also complexity of their
employment, so that higher scores reflect the appearance of more complex narrative
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language and structures. The ENNI may also be used to assess the inclusion of story
grammar elements. However, whilst ENNI story A1, The Beach Ball has been analysed
for story grammar by the instrument’s authors, and a scoring sheet specifies the criteria
for each element in this story, ENNI story B1, The Sandcastle is yet to be similarly
analysed. Therefore the present analyses used the scoring protocol prescribed by the
TNL-Pr instrument to assess story grammar and use of literate language in ENNI
stories A1 and B1.

Transcribed narratives were hand coded for the information that they contained that
corresponded to story grammar elements (character/s, setting, initiating event, internal
response, plan, attempt, & consequence) that children used in their narratives. Each
story grammar element (SGE) was scored and hand coded as follows:
i.

[SGE1] The element was present but ambiguous;

ii.

[SGE2] One example of the element was present in a specific way;

iii.

[SGE3] More than one specific instance of the element was observed (Dalton,
2011; S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009).

Table 4 summarises the criteria used for scoring story grammar in ENNI story B1.
Using this rating scale, criteria for scoring story grammar for ENNI stories A1 and B1
were determined by the researcher, based on the scoring protocol of the TNL-Pr
instrument (S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009). The criteria for scoring story grammar in ENNI
story A1 are presented in Appendix 3.
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Table 4. Scoring SG in ENNI story B1 (TNL-Pr) (S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009)

Table SG

Description

Element

(1 point)

Character
(ch)

Setting
(s)

Initiating
Event
(ie)

Internal
Response
(ir)

Plan
(p)

Attempt
(a)

Consequence
(co)

Example

Description

Example

(2 points)

Description

Example

(3 points)

(ch1) Includes
both characters
using
nonspecific labels
with
a
determiner the,
a

A dog was
playing in the
sandpit.

(ch2) Includes
one
main
character using
a
using
a
specific name.

A dog called
Charlie was
playing
in
the sandpit.

(ch3) Includes
both characters
using a specific
name.

There was a
dog
called
Charlie and a
rabbit
called
Tony.

(s1) Includes a
reference to a
general place
&/or time,

One
day/
once upon a
time

(s2)
One
reference to a
specific place or
time in the story.

There was a
dog playing
in
the
sandpit.

(s3)
Includes
two or more
references
to
specific places
or times.

One hot day
there was a
dog playing in
the sandpit

(ie1) Includes
at least one
event (potential
initiating event)
that does not
elicit an active
response
(action
or
attempt) from
the character(s)

The rabbit
saw the dog
building
a
sandcastle
and asked if
he
could
help.
(potential ie)
His
Mum
went to the
shop to buy
an ice cream
(no attempt
related to ie)

(ie2) includes at
least one event
that elicits an
active response
from
the
character(s)

The rabbit
saw
the
dog
building a
sandcastle
and asked
if he could
help.
He
dug up sand
and mixed it
in
his
bucket.

(ie3)
Includes
another possible
initiating event
from
a
complication.

The rabbit saw
the
dog
building
a
sandcastle
and asked if
he could help.
He mixed sand
in his bucket.
He had lots of
fun. But then
he tipped sand
on the castle.
It
was
destroyed and
they had to
rebuild it.

(ir1) Words are
used
that
describe
feelings that are
not
directly
related to the
IE.

The
rabbit
saw the dog
building
a
sandcastle
and asked if
he
could
help. He saw
lots of happy
people in the
sandpit.

(ir2)
The
feelings, desires
or thought of the
character
are
explicitly stated
and relate to the
IE.

The rabbit
saw the dog
building
a
sandcastle
and asked if
he
could
help. He felt
excited to
be helping.

(ir3) Two or
more
feelings,
desires
or
thoughts
are
explicitly stated
and relate to the
IE (Two or more
stated IRs)

The rabbit saw
the dog building
a
sandcastle
and asked if he
could help. He
felt excited. He
was happy to
be helping.

(p1) Use of a
cognitive/menta
l state verb in a
statement
about a plan
not
directly
related to the
IE.

The
rabbit
saw the dog
building
a
sandcastle
and asked if
he
could
help.
He
thought he
saw his Mum
across
the
path.

(p2) Use of a
cognitive/mental
state verb in a
statement about
a plan directly
related to the IE.

The rabbit
saw the dog
building
a
sandcastle
and asked if
he
could
help.
He
wanted to
build a huge
tower.

(p3)
Includes
two or more
statements
about a plan
directly related
to the IE.

The rabbit saw
the dog building
a
sandcastle
and asked if he
could help. He
wanted to build
a huge tower.
The
rabbit
decided to fill a
bucket
with
sand.

(a1) Actions are
taken by the
main
character(s)
that are not
directly related
to
the
IE
(descriptive
actions).

The
rabbit
saw a dog
playing in the
sandpit. He
whistled as
he walked
along
the
path.

(a2) One or
more actions are
taken by the
main
character(s) that
are
directly
related to the IE.

The rabbit
saw a dog
playing
in
the sandpit.
The rabbit
asked if he
could join
in. He filled
up a bucket
with sand
to help the
dog.

(a3) The addition
of a complicating
action
that
interferes
with
the character’s
actions
in
response to the
IE.

The rabbit filled
up a bucket
with sand to
help the dog.
But he tipped
it on the castle
and knocked it
down.

(co1)
The
consequence is
linked only to
an action.

The
rabbit
filled up a
bucket with
too
much
sand and it
fell over.

(co2)
One
consequence
directly linked to
IE

The rabbit
mixed sand
in
his
bucket. But
then
he
tipped it on
the castle.
The castle
was
destroyed.

(co3) Two or
more
consequences.

The
rabbit
mixed sand in
his bucket. But
then he tipped
it on the castle.
The castle was
destroyed. The
dog was mad
and
shouted
and cried. So
then he had to
rebuild it.

(One stated IR)
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Literate language that children used in their narratives was also scored. Language
features included conjunctions, mental/linguistic verbs, adverbs, and elaborated noun
phrases, and were hand coded and scored as the type of conjunction used
(coordinating, temporal, or causal) as well as the frequency of different verbs, adverbs,
and noun phrases. The criteria for scoring literate language used are shown in Table 5.
Narratives elicited by the ENNI stories A1 and B1 were scored using this protocol.

Table 5. Scoring use of literate language (TNL-Pr) (S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009)

Literate Language
Feature

CONJUNCTIONS (conj)

Description

Description

Description

(1 point)

(2 points)

(3 points)

conj1

conj2

conj3

Coordinating conjunctions
used in the story.

Temporal
conjunctions
used in the story.

Causal conjunctions used
in the story.

(but, so, or, and)

(after, before, when, next,
while, until)

(because, since, so that,
therefore)

mv/lv (frequency count)

mv/lv (frequency count)

mv/lv (frequency count)

MENTAL/LINGUISTIC VERBS
(mv/lv)

One M/L verb used in the
story.

Two
different
mental/linguistic
verbs
explicitly stated in the story

Three or more different
mental/linguistic
verbs
explicitly stated in the story

ADVERBS (adv)

adv (frequency count)

adv (frequency count)

adv (frequency count)

(non-conjunctive)

One adverb used in the
story.

Two different adverbs used
in the story.

Three or more different
adverbs used in the story.

enp (frequency count)

enp (frequency count)

enp (frequency count)

Includes a noun phrase that
contains one modifier that
precedes the noun.

Includes a noun phrase that
contains two or more
modifiers that precede the
noun.

Includes two or more noun
phrases that contain two or
more
modifiers
that
precede the noun.

Adverb that modifies verb, to
convey tone, attitude, time,
manner
ELABORATED NOUN
PHRASES (enp)

Mean reliability for coding and scoring of story grammar was 90%, whilst for literate
language, mean reliability was 95%.

4.5.3.3 FIRST MENTIONS
The First Mentions measure of the ENNI evaluates the referring expressions used to
mention characters and objects for the first time in a narrative, so that the listener or
reader understands that they are new to the story (i.e. indefinite/definite articles,
pronouns, names) (Schneider, et al., 2005; Schneider & Hayward, 2010). The ENNI
includes a scoring system, which is specific to the ENNI stories, that rates the
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adequacy of the referring expression for its context (See Appendix 4). Using this
scoring system, narrative transcripts (A1 and B1 only) were scored and hand coded as
follows: fm3 to reflect the use of a fully adequate referring expression (3pts); fm2 a less
than adequate referring expression that was still moderately informative (2pts); and fm1
an inadequate referring expression (1pt). Only the first mentions of target referents, as
specified by the ENNI, were scored. It is important to note that the present analysis did
not include ENNI stories A2, A3, B2 and B3 and therefore the results of the analysis
cannot be related to the normative data supplied by the original authors. The results of
the present analysis were used to monitor use of referents in ENNI stories A1 and B1.
Figure 4 exemplifies an oral narrative that has been scored and hand coded for story
grammar e.g. [c1][s2][a2][co3] (TNL-Pr), literate language e.g. [conj1][mv][adv] (TNLPr), and referential cohesion e.g. [fm3][fm2].

Figure 4. Oral narrative (T2W1) scored for story grammar, literate language and
referential cohesion (S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009; Schneider, Dubé, & Hayward, 2005)

@ID:eng|Miranda|CHI||female|LA10||Child||LA10_Miranda_ON1
*CHI: (I think) it is about a rabbit[fm3][ch1] and[conj1] the dog[fm2] [ch1]playing in the sand[s2].
*CHI: and then the dog makes a sandcastle[fm3].
*CHI: and[conj1] the rabbit is mixing up some sand.
*CHI: and then the rabbit pours it onto the castle[a2].
*CHI: and then it is ruined.
*CHI: then he is sad that he broke it.
*CHI: and then the dog tries to fix it up again[adv][co3].

Reliability checks were performed on a randomly selected subset of transcripts by an
experienced speech therapist, as previously described. Mean reliability for coding and
scoring of referents was 98%.
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4.5.3.4 PAIRWISE COMPARISON METHOD OF ASSESSMENT
To augment the quantitative comparisons of narrative performance, an analysis of
overall narrative performance or story quality was assessed using the process of
pairwise comparison. The process uses Thurstone’s method of pairwise comparison
(Thurstone, 1927, 1959) in the assessment of narrative scripts, and relies on expert
judgement of performance. A recent study, whereby teachers judged written scripts
(narratives) using the process of pairwise comparison to generate a scale,
demonstrated that it is possible to obtain highly reliable and valid teacher judgements
using this process. The scale locations from this process were highly correlated with
scale estimates for the same students from a large-scale testing programme
(Heldsinger & Humphry, 2010).

In the present study, the process of pairwise comparison was used to rank a sample of
oral and written narratives which characterised a performance continuum against which
other narrative scripts were judged. Because every script is compared exhaustively
with every other it is possible to use the simple ranks, rather than the scale estimates
from the Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model (Bradley & Terry, 1952; Luce, 1959), that
was used by Heldsinger & Humphry (2010) to compute a rank for each narrative.

General language performance measures produced by CLAN (MacWhinney, 2000)
suggested that for those children who received the intervention, post-test Total Number
of Words (TNW) scores were greater than those at pre-test. With this in mind,
children’s narrative scripts were sorted by mode (oral or written) and story (ENNI A1 or
B1), and then ordered by TNW, from highest to lowest. A subset of 35 narratives was
selected from each group to reflect the range of TNW. These four subsets were then
used in the pairwise exercise.

The assessment of narrative scripts relied on expert judgement of performance, rather
than use of a rubric. The expert’s understanding of what constituted a better narrative
was informed by the following considerations:
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i.

Does the story make sense? Is the story sequenced with clear links for the
listener/reader to follow?

ii.

Is the story a complete episode (beginning, a problem, a plan to overcome the
problem and a resolution)?

iii.

Does the story contain complex language (conjunctions, adjectives and causal
statements)?

iv.

Is the story related to the events in the picture story?

A response sheet was constructed for each subset that listed the pairs of narrative
scripts which were to be compared. The number of comparisons, when each of 35
narratives was compared with each other performance, was I(I-1)/2 =595. Two judges
(the researcher and an experienced speech pathologist) each compared narrative
performance of 35 scripts in two of the four subsets.

The preferred performance (i.e. the better narrative) for each pair of narrative scripts
that was compared was noted on the response sheet. A ‘preferred performance’ score
(the number of times the narrative was chosen as the better narrative) was determined
for each narrative and used to construct a scale of performance for each subset. A
higher score indicated a stronger narrative performance. Duplication of preferred
scores required the omission of some narratives. A total of 30 scripts for each subset
were scaled using this score to construct a continuum of narrative performance with
scores between 0 and 29. The remaining narratives from each subset were measured
against this scaled sample of performances by deciding which of the performances
they were most alike on the continuum, and assigned a performance score. This
process is described by Heldsinger and Humphry (2010) and is analogous to a process
originally developed by Thurstone (1927, 1959)

To validate the results from the pairwise exercise internal reliability was calculated. The
Pearson separation index rates the internal reliability of the assessment, with a
minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1. A higher value indicates greater
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internal reliability. The mean Pearson separation indices for each subset, when each of
35 narratives was compared with each other performance, were ENNI A r = .97 (oral)
and r = .98 (written); ENNI B r = .98 (oral) and r = .97 (written).

4.6

DATA ANALYSIS (PHASE 3)

The present study investigated the relationship between oral storytelling skills and
written narrative performance, and tested the hypothesis that transfer from oral
storytelling to story writing can be enhanced by pedagogical interventions. To test the
hypothesis, quantitative descriptive and inferential analysis was performed on
measures of narrative language of children’s pre-intervention and post-intervention oral
and written narratives. The analysis evaluated growth in narrative performance and
determined which literate style narrative language skills were transferred from oral
narrative to written narrative performance. To augment the quantitative analysis, a
descriptive case study was carried out to illuminate the process by which young writers
move from oral literate practices to written literate practices and to provide a rich
description of what the transfer of narrative skills from oral storytelling to story writing
might look like to practicing classroom teachers.

4.6.1 INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES
The independent variable in the study was the narrative intervention programme (preand post-). There were two categories of dependent variables (oral and written), with
the same variables occurring in both categories. The dependent variables were as
follows and are described in Table 6.

i.

Measures of productivity and complexity, as automatically calculated by CLAN
(MacWhinney, 2009)

ii.

Story grammar and literate language score using criteria of the TNL-Pr instrument
(S. Gillam & Gillam, 2009)

iii.

First Mentions Score using criteria of the ENNI (Schneider, et al., 2005)
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Narrative performance rank, based on a calibrated performance continuum,
constructed using the process of pairwise comparison (Heldsinger & Humphry,
2010; Thurstone, 1927, 1959).

Table 6. Dependent Variables

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
(code/abbreviation)

Productivity & Grammatical
Complexity

PWR

S1, S2, S3
IE1, IE2, IE3
IR1, IR2, IR3
P1, P2, P3
A1, A2, A3
CO1, CO2, CO3

frequency of code

CH1, CH2, CH3

computed

Character/s

Story Grammar Score
(Sum of Story Grammar
Elements)

SGS

Total number of words

TNW

calculated by clan

Story Grammar

Pairwise Comparison
Rank

Setting
Initiating event
Internal response
Plan
Attempt
Consequence

freq of
code

MACROSTRUCTURAL ASPECTS

Narrative Performance

computed

ASPECT ASSESSED

Total number of C-units
Lexical diversity
Mean length of C-units
in morphemes
First Mentions
1, 2, 3

Length
D
MCLU-m

fm1/fm2/fm3

Literate Language

frequency of code

computed

Referential Cohesion
First Mention Score
Sum of First Mentions
Conjunctions
(Co-ordinating,
Temporal, Causal)
Verbs
(Mental, Linguistic)
Adverbs
(non conjunctive)
Elaborated Noun
Phrases
(Number of modifiers)
computed

MICROSTRUCTURAL ASPECTS

iv.

Literate Language Score
(Sum of Literate
Language Features)

FMS
CONJ1, CONJ2,
CONJ3
MV, LV
ADV
ENP1, ENP2,
ENP3

LLS

4.6.2 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
The values for each variable were entered into a database using the SPSS v 19.0
statistical package. Values for Performance Language Measures, automatically
calculated by CLAN, were entered directly into the database. Values for measures of
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inclusion of story grammar elements, literate language features and referents (first
mentions) were determined by counting the number of codes per transcript as
computed by the frequency (FREQ) programme of CLAN. The value for Story
Grammar Score (SGS) and Literate Language Score (LLS) was computed as the sum
of values for all story grammar elements and literate language features, respectively.
The value for Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR) was computed using the process
previously described.

Descriptive analysis investigated the patterns of data for each intervention group (A
and B) across pre-intervention and post-intervention conditions. All dependent
measures were examined using this method. Statistical analysis examined the
relationship of growth in oral narrative performance and that in written narrative
performance, and identified which literate style narrative language skills were
transferred from oral narrative to written narrative performance. A t-test compared the
pre-test mean scores of all dependent variables for treatment and control groups, in
oral and written mode, to test the difference between participant groups 1 and 2.
Differences between measures of dependent variables at adjacent time points (preand post-intervention) in oral and written narratives, for both treatment and control
groups, were investigated using statistical analysis. A series of paired sample t-tests
was performed on gain scores (difference at post-test) for each dependent variable and
independent t-tests conducted on these differences. Effect size was quantified to
determine the magnitude of the effect of the intervention, using Cohen’s d. The results
of the analyses are presented in Chapter 5.

4.6.3 DESCRIPTIVE CASE STUDY
A descriptive case study, containing three sub-cases, that focussed qualitatively on the
content of the children’s pre-intervention and post-intervention oral and written
narratives was undertaken to illuminate growth in narrative performance and describe
what the transfer of narrative skills from oral storytelling to story writing might look like.
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Coding was used to interpret the data and employed transcripts that had been hand
coded for macrostructural and microstructural aspects of narrative performance. These
key variables were then used to describe the development of individual children’s
narrative performance across the intervention period, with reference to:

i.

How did children use language to organise ideas and structure the story?

ii.

How did children use language to orientate the story?

iii.

How did children use language to reflect intentions and emotional motivations of
characters?

iv.

Was transference of linguistic skills from oral to written mode apparent in
individual sub-cases as well as across cases?

v.

Which linguistic skills were apparent across participants?

The descriptive case study is presented in Chapter 6
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS OF QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

The current study investigated the relationship between oral narrative and written
narrative performance, and tested the hypothesis that acquired literate style narrative
language may transfer from oral storytelling to story writing. More specifically the study
sought to determine the effectiveness of an oral narrative intervention to promote the
development and use of literate, complex language in storytelling, and in doing so,
develop a linguistic repertoire that may be readily accessed when writing stories.

Forty nine children, aged between six and nine years, participated in the study using
intact class groups rather than randomised groups. Each year group was assigned to a
treatment or control group determined by existing class lists. The intervention was
delivered in two parts (A and B). There was a crossover of groups, with the treatment
group becoming the control group, and the former control group receiving the
treatment. A quasi-experimental strategy, and both pre-test-post-test non-equivalent
group design and time series design, were employed to investigate the growth in
general language performance measures and narrative performance measures in oral
and written modes. This chapter presents the descriptive and inferential analysis of
intervention effects for those measures.

5.2

ANALYSIS OF INTERVENTION EFFECTS

Pre-test and post-test narratives (from Intervention A & B) were collected to investigate
the growth in general language performance measures and narrative performance, in
oral and written modes, to address the following research questions:

i.

Is there a relationship between oral storytelling ability and written narrative
achievement?
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ii.

If so, can transfer from oral storytelling to story writing be enhanced by pedagogical
interventions?

5.2.1 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
5.2.1.1 INTERVENTION A
Descriptive analysis investigated the patterns of data of pre-intervention (T2W1) and
post intervention (T2W10) narratives, for both oral and written modes. Measures of
productivity and complexity, inclusion of story grammar elements, use of literate
language and referents, and narrative performance rank, were examined using this
method and are presented in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Pre-test and Post-test Measures of General Language Performance and
Narrative Performance in Oral Narratives in Intervention A

Dependent Variable

General
Language
Measures

Performance

Total Number of Words (TNW)
Length (Number of C-Units)

Group 1 (Treatment)

Group 2 (Control)

Pre-test
(T2W1)

Post-test
(T2W10)

Pre-test
(T2W1)

Post-test
(T2W10)

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

60.76

87.52

67.29

68.96

(17.68)

(38.51)

(28.35)

(23.81)

8.19

11.00

9.36

8.93

(1.99)

(4.28)

(3.81)

(3.13)

Mean Length of C-Units in morphemes
(MLCU-m)

7.98

8.70

7.68

8.53

(1.25)

(1.48)

(1.33)

(1.59)

Lexical Diversity (D)

24.73

31.01

26.49

26.89

(10.14)

(9.13)

(8.29)

(9.37)

7.24

7.95

6.86

8.00

(1.61)

(1.69)

(1.53)

(1.68)

3.57

5.81

3.61

4.43

(1.66)

(2.50)

(1.85)

(1.91)

8.57

8.90

8.21

8.39

(0.87)

(0.30)

(1.37)

(0.83)

7.10

15.29

9.36

11.21

(5.05)

(7.86)

(8.27)

(7.77)

Narrative Performance Measures
Story Grammar Score (SGS)
Literate Language Score (LLS)
Referential Cohesion (FMS)
Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR)
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Table 8. Pre-test and Post-test Measures of General Language Performance and
Narrative Performance in Written Narratives in Intervention A

Dependent Variable

General
Language
Measures

Performance

Total Number of Words (TNW)
Length (Number of C-Units)

Group 1 (Treatment)

Group 2 (Control)

Pre-test
(T2W1)

Post-test
(T2W10)

Pre-test
(T2W1)

Post-test
(T2W10)

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

47.76

74.00

48.89

64.39

(18.41)

(36.51)

(14.57)

(31.25)

7.00

10.00

7.18

8.71

(2.83)

(4.40)

(2.09)

(3.26)

Mean Length of C-Units in morphemes
(MLCU-m)

7.41

7.89

7.50

8.17

(0.94)

(1.47)

(1.64)

(2.94)

Lexical Diversity (D)

30.94

32.18

35.00

42.98

(5.41)

(11.05)

(10.26)

(26.19)

6.86

8.14

6.82

8.25

(2.29)

(1.96)

(2.16)

(2.98)

3.38

5.05

3.14

4.36

(2.44)

(2.54)

(2.48)

(2.63)

8.29

8.67

8.39

8.39

(1.27)

(0.80)

(1.03)

(0.92)

6.67

13.43

8.25

12.57

(6.57)

(8.05)

(6.30)

(8.36)

Narrative Performance Measures
Story Grammar Score (SGS)
Literate Language Score (LLS)
Referential Cohesion (FMS)
Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR)

As can be seen in Tables 7 and 8, mean post-test values of all measures are greater
than those at pre-test for both treatment and control groups, for oral and written
narratives, except for the variable Length for the control group in oral mode. Greater
increases in post-test values for the treatment group (Group 1) in TNW, Length, LLS
and PWR suggest an intervention effect on productivity, use of literate language, and
narrative performance rank, for oral and written narrative performance. Similarly, the
mean post-test value for the variable Lexical Diversity increases more for the treatment
group in oral narrative mode. However, this is not apparent in written mode. A greater
increase in the mean post-test value for MLCU-M for the treatment group is observed
in written but not oral narrative mode.
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5.2.1.2 INTERVENTION B
Treatment was delivered to Group 2 (the former control group) in Intervention B. This
part of the study may be viewed as a time series design where the treatment group
(Group 2) had two pre-tests (T2W1 & T2W10), and one post-test (T3W11), whilst
Group 1 had one pre-test (T2W1) and two post-tests (T2W10 & T3W11). Data is
presented for all dependent measures, for oral and written narratives, in Intervention B
in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9. Pre-test and Post-test Measures of General Language Performance and
Narrative Performance in Oral Narratives in Intervention B
Dependent Variable

Group 1

Group 2

Pre-test
(T2W1)

Post-test 1
(T2W10)

Post-test 2
(T3W11)

Pre-test 1
(T2W1)

Pre-test 2
(T2W10)

Post-test
(T3W11)

General Language
Performance Measures

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

Total Number of Words
(TNW)

60.76

87.52

67.24

67.29

68.96

76.32

(17.68)

(38.51)

(13.87)

(28.35)

(23.81)

(27.95)

8.19

11.00

9.33

9.36

8.93

10.64

(1.99)

(4.28)

(2.18)

(3.81)

(3.13)

(4.39)

7.98

8.70

7.94

7.68

8.53

8.04

(1.25)

(1.48)

(1.32)

(1.33)

(1.59)

(1.32)

24.73

31.01

22.09

26.49

26.89

26.87

(10.14)

(9.13)

(6.68)

(8.29)

(9.37)

(12.22)

7.24

7.95

10.05

6.86

8.00

10.43

(1.61)

(1.69)

(1.96)

(1.53)

(1.68)

(2.46)

3.57

5.81

3.05

3.61

4.43

3.79

(1.66)

(2.50)

(1.12)

(1.85)

(1.91)

(1.93)

8.57

8.90

8.67

8.21

8.39

8.61

(0.87)

(0.30)

(0.73)

(1.37)

(0.83)

(0.83)

7.10

15.29

11.67

9.36

11.21

14.11

(5.05)

(7.86)

(6.39)

(8.27)

(7.77)

(9.84)

Length (Number of CUnits)
Mean Length of C-Units in
morphemes (MLCU-m)
Lexical Diversity (D)

Narrative Performance
Measures
Story Grammar Score
(SGS)
Literate Language Score
(LLS)
Referential Cohesion
(FMS)
Pairwise Comparison
Rank (PWR)
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Table 10. Pre-test and Post-test Measures of General Language Performance and
Narrative Performance in Written Narratives in Intervention B
Dependent Variable

Group 1

Group 2

Pre-test
(T2W1)

Post-test 1
(T2W10)

Post-test 2
(T3W11)

General Language
Performance Measures

Mean

Mean

Mean

(SD)

(SD)

Total Number of Words
(TNW)

47.76

Length (Number of CUnits)
Mean Length of C-Units in
morphemes (MLCU-m)
Lexical Diversity (D)

Pre-test 1
(T2W1)

Pre-test 2
(T2W10)

Post-test
(T3W11)

Mean

Mean

Mean

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

74.00

63.48

48.89

64.39

74.61

(18.41)

(36.51)

(33.41)

(14.57)

(31.25)

(31.15)

7.00

10.00

8.81

7.18

8.71

10.25

(2.83)

(4.40)

(3.01)

(2.09)

(3.26)

(4.01)

7.41

7.89

7.42

7.50

8.17

8.09

(0.94)

(1.47)

(1.45)

(1.64)

(2.94)

(2.08)

30.94

32.18

24.26

35.00

42.98

26.87

(5.41)

(11.05)

(10.37)

(10.26)

(26.19)

(12.22)

6.86

8.14

9.38

6.82

8.25

9.64

(2.29)

(1.96)

(2.25)

(2.16)

(2.98)

(2.23)

3.38

5.05

2.86

3.14

4.36

4.29

(2.44)

(2.54)

(2.08)

(2.48)

(2.63)

(1.90)

8.29

8.67

8.67

8.39

8.39

8.64

(1.27)

(0.80)

(0.58)

(1.03)

(0.92)

(0.78)

6.67

13.43

9.10

8.25

12.57

14.00

(6.57)

(8.05)

(8.64)

(6.30)

(8.36)

(8.52)

Narrative Performance
Measures
Story Grammar Score
(SGS)
Literate Language Score
(LLS)
Referential Cohesion
(FMS)
Pairwise Comparison
Rank (PWR)

Tables 9 and 10 show that mean post-test (T3W11) values for TNW, Length, FMS and
PWR are greater than those at pre-test 1 (T2W1) and pre-test 2 (T2W10) for the
treatment group (Group 2), for oral and written narratives. This is not evident in mean
post-test 2 (T3W11) values for the control group (Group 1), with mean post-test 2
(T3W11) values for TNW, Length, and PWR less than those at post-test 1 (T2W10),
suggesting an intervention effect for these variables. Mean post-test (T3W11) values
for MLCU-M, Lexical Diversity and LLS are less than those at pre-test 2/post-test 1
(T2W10) for both Group 2 and Group 1, for oral and written narratives, however mean
post-test (T3W11) values are greater for the treatment group (Group 2). Mean post-
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test (T3W11) values for SGS are greater than those at pre-test (T2W1 and T2W10) for
both treatment and control groups, for oral and written narratives.

When viewing data for Intervention B it is important to note that a different picture
stimulus was chosen for the post-test (T3W11) narrative sample collected in
Intervention B (as explained in Chapter 4), and although The Beach Ball and The
Sandcastle picture stories are analogous in structural complexity, mean values for
some measures of general language performance and narrative performance are
expected to diverge. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, present the data from Tables
9 and 10 in a visual format that more clearly demonstrates trends in narrative
performance over both interventions.

Figure 5. TNW Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Figure 6. Length Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Figure 7. MLCU-m Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Figure 8. Lexical Diversity Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 &
T3W11)
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Figure 9. SGS Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Figure 10. LLS Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Figure 11. FMS Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Figure 12. PWR Pre- & Post-test Oral & Written Narratives (T2W1,T2W10 & T3W11)
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Visual data in Figures 5 to 12 reveal a trend for change in dependent variable values in
oral and written narratives. During the interval in which Intervention A was
implemented,

most

values

in

both

treatment

and

control

groups

increase

(T2W1/T2W10). Although, for some variables (TNW, Length, D, LLS and PWR), there
appears to be a greater increase for those participants in the treatment group (Group
1). During the interval in which Intervention B was implemented, most mean variable
values decrease for participants in Group 1 and 2 (T2W10/T3W11), although mean
SGS increases for both groups at each data collection point. Post-intervention (T3W11)
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mean variable values are generally higher for the treatment group (Group 2). Figures 5
and 6 illustrate growth in mean measures of productivity (TNW and Length) for both
oral and written narratives following treatment, whilst mean values for the same
variables decrease in the control group. There also appears to be an intervention effect
on the use of literate language (LLS) (Figure 10). This growth in oral and written
general language measures and narrative performance measures is reflected by
increased post-treatment mean values for PWR (Figure 12).

It is important to clarify, that at time point T2W10 (post-test 1 for those participants who
received the treatment in Intervention A) positive post-test changes for dependent
variables in control versus treatment groups are interpreted as meaningful. However, at
time point T3W11, (post-test 1 for those participants who received the intervention in
Group B) negative post-test changes for dependent variables in control versus
treatment groups are not interpreted as strictly meaningful, because a different picture
stimulus was used for the post-test (T3W11) narrative sample. It is the comparison of
changes between pre-test and post-test mean values for dependent variables, in
control versus treatment groups, that are considered meaningful. Thus the
experimental hypothesis being tested is that changes between pre-intervention and
post intervention mean values for dependent variables will be more positive for the
treatment group in a given time interval in the study.

5.2.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
5.2.2.1 ANALYSIS OF PRE -TEST DATA
Analysis of pre-test oral and written narratives (T2W1) assessed empirically the
difference between participant groups 1 and 2. Results are summarised in Tables 11
and 12.
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Table 11. Group Comparison on Pre-test Measures for General Language
Performance and Oral Narrative Performance (T2W1)

Dependent Variable

Group 1

Group 2

(n=21 )

(n=28 )

M

SD

M

SD

t

p

Total Number of Words (TNW)

60.76

17.68

67.29

28.35

-0.93

0.359

Length (Number of C-Units)

8.19

1.99

9.36

3.81

-1.39

0.173

Mean Length of C-Units in
morphemes (MLCU-m)

7.98

1.25

7.68

1.33

0.80

0.427

*24.73

10.14

**26.49

8.29

-0.56

0.581

Story Grammar Score (SGS)

7.24

1.61

6.86

1.53

0.84

0.404

Literate Language Score(LLS)

3.57

1.66

3.61

1.85

-0.07

0.945

Referential Cohesion (FMS)

8.57

0.87

8.21

1.37

1.11

0.272

Pairwise Comparison Rank
(PWR)

7.10

5.05

9.36

8.27

-1.18

0.243

General Language Performance
Measures

Lexical Diversity (D)
Narrative Performance Measures

*n=14 & **n=20 when TNW ≥50

Table 12. Group Comparison on Pre-test Measures for General Language
Performance and Written Narrative Performance (T2W1)

Dependent Variable

Group 1

Group 2

(n=21 )

(n=28 )

M

SD

M

SD

t

p

Total Number of Words (TNW)

47.76

18.41

48.89

14.57

-0.24

0.811

Length (Number of C-Units)

7.00

2.83

7.18

2.09

-0.25

0.800

Mean Length of C-Units in
morphemes (MLCU-m)

7.41

0.94

7.50

1.64

-0.18

0.859

*30.94

5.41

**35.00

10.26

-0.97

0.346

Story Grammar Score (SGS)

6.86

2.29

6.82

2.16

0.06

0.956

Literate Language Score (LLS)

3.38

2.44

3.14

2.47

0.33

0.739

Referential Cohesion (FMS)

8.29

1.27

8.39

1.03

-0.33

0.746

Pairwise Comparison Rank
(PWR)

6.67

6.57

8.25

6.30

-0.86

0.397

General Language Performance
Measures

Lexical Diversity (D)
Narrative Performance Measures

*n=7 & **n=13 when TNW ≥50
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A t-test for independent samples established that the values of dependent variables for
the two groups do not differ significantly on dependent measures (measures of
productivity and complexity, inclusion of story grammar elements, use of literate
language and referents, and narrative performance rank) in either mode, therefore
ruling out initial differences and normal development as explanations for the differences
in post-test results (T2W10 &T3W11).

5.2.2.2 ANALYSIS OF INTERVENTION DATA
To substantiate and quantify the intervention effect on dependent variables, inferential
analysis was conducted using an independent t-test on changes between preintervention and post intervention mean values for dependent variables, in control
versus treatment groups, for intervention groups A and B.

Mean pre-test-post-test differences were calculated for each dependent variable for
treatment and control groups, at two time points following treatment (T2W10 and
T3W11), during the interval in which interventions A and B were implemented. A series
of t-tests for independent samples was conducted to test the mean post-test
differences, for each dependent variable in the control versus treatment groups at two
post-test points (T2W10 and T3W11), which may be considered the same as repeated
measures t-tests. The analysis tested the experimental hypothesis that differences
between pre-intervention and post intervention mean values for dependent variables
will be more positive for the treatment group in a given time interval in the study.

The criterion for statistical significance is α = 0.05. This criterion is adopted for all
statistical tests in the study. Effect size is quantified to determine the magnitude of the
effect of the intervention, using Cohen’s d.

5.2.2.2.1 INTERVENTION A (ORAL NARRATIVE )
A t-test for independent samples was performed on mean post-test changes for
dependent variables in oral narratives, in the control versus treatment group, to
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determine the effectiveness of an oral narrative intervention to promote the
development and use of literate, complex language in storytelling. The data
summarised in Table 13, show significant post-test (T2W1/T2W10) changes for
dependent variables TNW, Length, LLS and PWR in the control versus treatment
groups: TNW t = 2.66, p = 0.011; Length t = 2.94, p = 0.005. Mean effect size
difference (Cohen’s d) for TNW and Length for the two groups is 0.76 and 0.84
(respectively). These differences are considered large by Cohen’s criteria (Cohen,
1988). Examination of individual post-test TNW and Length scores in the intervention
groups indicates that 17 out of 21 and 21 out of 21students made gains on these
measures (respectively). A significant intervention effect is also seen for the use of
literate, complex language: LLS t = 2.23, p = 0.031; PWR t = 3.34, p = 0.002. Mean
effect size difference (Cohen’s d) in post-test changes, for dependent variables LLS
and PWR is 0.64 and 1.00 (respectively). The difference for PWR is considered large
by Cohen’s criteria (Cohen, 1988) whilst effect size for LLS is medium. Examination of
individual post-test values for LLS and PWR in the intervention group indicates that 19
out of 21 and 17 out of 21students made gains on these measures (respectively).

Table 13. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Oral Narrative
Performance in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention A

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

Total Number of Words (TNW)

2.66

0.011

25.08

0.76

Length

2.94

0.005

3.23

0.84

-0.21

0.836

-0.12

-0.06

1.33

0.193

5.13

0.47

Story Grammar Score (SGS)

-0.79

0.433

-0.43

-0.23

Literate Language Score (LLS)

2.23

0.031

1.42

0.64

Referential Cohesion (FM)

0.46

0.650

0.15

0.13

Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR)

3.34

0.002

6.45

1.00

Dependent Variable
General Language Performance
Measures

Mean
Length
of
C-Units
morphemes (MLCU-m)

in

Lexical Diversity (D)

Narrative Performance Measures
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The results suggest that the intervention is effective in promoting improved story
output, and the development and use of literate, complex language, resulting in an
overall improvement in the quality of oral narratives.

5.2.2.2.2 INTERVENTION A (WRITTEN NARRATIVE )
A t-test for independent samples was performed on mean post-test changes for
dependent variables in written narratives, in the control versus treatment group to
compare the post-test changes observed in oral narratives with those observed in
written narratives.
The results (summarised in Table 14) do not show significant post-test (T2W1/T2W10)
changes for dependent variables TNW, Length, LLS and PWR in the control versus
treatment groups, unlike the significant changes shown for the same dependent
variables in post-test oral narratives. However mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d)
for the dependent variables TNW, Length and PWR may be considered a medium
effect (Cohen, 1988): TNW t = 1.31, p = 0.197, d = 0.38; Length t = 1.51, p = 0.139, d =
0.43; LLS t = 0.68, p = 0.501, d = 0.20; PWR t = 1.34, p = 0.187, d = 0.39.

Table 14. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Written Narrative
Performance in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention A

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

Total Number of Words (TNW)

1.31

0.197

10.74

0.38

Length

1.51

0.139

1.46

0.43

Mean Length of C-Units in
morphemes (MLCU-m)

-0.35

0.727

-0.21

-0.11

Lexical Diversity (D)

-0.54

0.596

-5.55

-0.32

-0.18

0.860

-0.14

-0.05

Literate Language (LLS)

0.68

0.501

0.45

0.20

Referential Cohesion (FMS)

0.97

0.337

0.38

0.28

Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR)

1.34

0.187

2.44

0.39

Dependent Variable
General Language Performance
Measures

Narrative Performance Measures
Story Grammar (SGS)
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The effect size difference for dependent variables Length, TNW and PWR suggests a
relationship between oral storytelling ability and story writing achievement, and that
transfer from oral storytelling to story writing might well be enhanced by pedagogical
interventions, as the production of longer written narratives and improved overall
narrative performance indicates.

5.2.2.2.3 5INTERVENTION B (ORAL NARRATIVE )
This part of the study is viewed as a time series design where the treatment group
(Group 2) has two pre-tests (T2W1 & T2W10), and one post-test (T3W11), whilst
Group 1 has one pre-test (T2W1) and two post-tests (T2W10 & T3W11). Data is
presented for results of t-tests for independent samples for post-test (T2W10/T3W11)
changes for dependent variables in the control versus treatment groups, for oral and
written narratives. A t-test for independent samples was performed on mean post-test
changes for dependent variables in oral narratives, in the control versus treatment
group, to determine the effectiveness of storytelling intervention on oral narrative
performance. Results are shown in Table 15

Table 15. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Oral Narrative
Performance in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention B

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

Total Number of Words (TNW)

3.00

0.004

27.64

0.86

Length

2.58

0.013

3.38

0.75

Mean Length of C-Units in
morphemes (MLCU-m)

0.53

0.601

0.28

0.15

Lexical Diversity (D)

2.41

0.021

9.61

0.78

Story Grammar (SGS)

0.46

0.649

0.33

0.15

Literate Language (LLS)

3.38

0.001

2.12

0.96

Referential Cohesion (FMS)

1.51

0.137

0.45

0.45

Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR)

2.48

0.017

6.51

0.72

Dependent Variable
General Language Performance
Measures

Narrative Performance Measures
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Data presented in Table 15 show significant post-test changes for measures of story
output (TNW & Length) and Lexical Diversity (D) in the control versus treatment
groups, for oral narratives: TNW t = 3.00, p = 0.004, d = 0.86; Length t = 2.58, p =
0.013, d = 0.75; D t = 2.41, p = 0.021, d = 0.78. The mean effect size differences
(Cohen’s d) for dependent variables TNW, Length and D, are considered large by
Cohen’s criteria (Cohen, 1988).

There are also significant post-test changes for dependent variables LLS and PWR in
the control versus treatment groups: LLS t = 3.38, p =0.001; PWR t = 2.48, p = 0.017.
Mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d) for LLS and PWR is 0.96 and 0.72
(respectively). The differences are considered large by Cohen’s criteria (Cohen, 1988).
The results suggest a significant intervention effect on story productivity, with greater
lexical diversity and use of literate language which have a positive effect on overall oral
narrative performance.

5.2.2.2.4 INTERVENTION B (WRITTEN NARRATIVE )
A t-test for independent samples was performed on mean post-test changes for
dependent variables in written narratives, in the control versus treatment group to
examine the relationship between storytelling and story writing and to see if transfer
from oral storytelling to story writing can be enhanced by an oral narrative intervention.
Table 16, shows results for a t-test for independent samples for post-test changes for
dependent variables TNW, Length, LLS and PWR in written narratives, in the control
versus treatment groups, show significant changes: TNW t = 2.53, p = 0.015, d = 0.72;
Length t = 2.44, p = 0.018, d = 0.72; LLS t = 3.25, p = 0.002, d = 1.00; and PWR t =
3.05, p =0.004, d = 0.88. These results parallel the post-test changes for oral narratives
(Table 15) and support the hypothesis that acquired literate style narrative language
may transfer from oral storytelling to story writing.
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Table 16. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Written Narrative
Performance in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention B

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

Total Number of Words (TNW)

2.53

0.015

20.34

0.72

Length

2.44

0.018

2.73

0.72

0.60

0.554

0.39

0.18

-0.11

0.928

-0.68

-0.04

Story Grammar (SGS)

0.19

0.852

0.15

0.06

Literate Language (LLS)

3.25

0.002

2.12

1.00

Referential Cohesion (FM)

0.78

0.437

0.25

0.23

Pairwise Comparison Rank (PWR)

3.05

0.004

5.76

0.88

Dependent Variable
General Language Performance
Measures

Mean
Length
of
C-Units
morphemes (MLCU-m)

in

Lexical Diversity (D)

Narrative Performance Measures

5.2.2.3 ANALYSIS OF LITERATE LANGUAGE
To further explore the significant positive changes in the use of literate language in oral
and written narratives following intervention treatment, a t-test for independent samples
was performed on mean post-test changes of the four literate language features, which
contribute to the dependent variable Literate Language Score (LLS), in the control
versus treatment group. LLS is computed by summing the scores of four literate
language features: conjunctions; mental and linguistic verbs; adverbs; and elaborated
noun phrases. Results of t-tests for independent samples performed on mean post-test
changes for individual literate language features in oral and written narratives, in the
control versus treatment group, for Intervention A and B, are presented in Tables 17,
18. 19, and 20.

5.2.2.3.1 INTERVENTION A
Although there is a significant mean post-test (T2W1/T2W10) change for LLS (LLS t =
2.23, p = 0.031) in oral narrative, in the control versus treatment groups, for
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Intervention A (see Table 13), a significant post-test change is not shown for any
individual literate language feature using a t-test for independent samples, as shown in
Table 17. However mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d), for Mental and Linguistic
Verbs, and Adverbs is 0.43, which may be considered a medium effect (Cohen, 1988).
Table 17. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Oral Literate
Language Features in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention A

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

Conjunctions (Conj)

0.83

0.410

0.26

0.24

Mental & Linguistic Verbs (MV/LV)

1.46

0.150

0.44

0.43

Adverbs (Adv)

1.48

0.145

0.56

0.43

Elaborated Noun Phrases (ENPs)

0.61

0.547

0.15

0.17

Literate Language Feature

Conversely, a t-test for independent samples for post-test changes in literate language
features in written narratives, in the control versus treatment groups, for Intervention A,
shows significant changes for Elaborated Noun Phrases (ENPs): ENP t = 2.89, p =
0.007, Cohen’s d = 0.86 (see Table 18). However this change is not apparent in the
results for mean changes of LLS (see Table 14).
Table 18. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Written Literate
Language Features in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention A

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

-1.29

0.204

-0.25

-0.37

Mental & Linguistic Verbs (MV/LV)

0.24

0.811

0.08

0.07

Adverbs (Adv)

0.04

0.972

0.01

-0.01

Elaborated Noun Phrases (ENPs)

2.89

0.007

0.63

0.86

Literate Language Feature
Conjunctions (Conj)

5.2.2.3.2 INTERVENTION B
Tables 19 and 20 present results for t-tests for independent samples for post-test
(T2W10/T3W11) changes in literate language features in the control versus treatment
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group for Intervention B. A significant change is shown for post-test use of adverbs in
oral narratives: Adv t = -2.78, p = 0.008. Mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d) is
0.79. A medium mean effect size difference for use of conjunctions (Cohen’s d = 0.47)
is also observed. These differences in mean post-test changes for literate language
features reflect the significant difference in mean post-test changes for LLS (see Table
15).
Table 19. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Oral Literate
Language Features in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention B

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

Conjunctions (Conj)

1.66

0.116

0.48

0.47

Mental & Linguistic Verbs (MV/LV)

1.10

0.278

0.32

0.32

Adverbs (Adv)

2.78

0.008

1.02

0.79

Elaborated Noun Phrases (ENPs)

1.22

0.229

0.30

0.37

Literate Language Feature

Analogously, a significant difference between mean post-test changes for use of
adverbs and ENPs in the control versus treatment groups, in written narratives is
evident in Table 20: Adv t = 2.55, p = 0.014; ENP t = 2.99, p = 0.004. Mean effect size
difference (Cohen’s d) is 0.72 and 0.85 (respectively), which is considered large. These
differences in mean post-test changes for literate language features reflect the
significant difference mean post-test changes for LLS, in the control versus treatment
groups as shown in Table 16.
Table 20. Group Comparison of Post-test Changes for Measures of Written Literate
Language Features in the Control vs Treatment Groups in Intervention B

t

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Cohen’s d

-0.68

0.503

0.18

0.19

Mental & Linguistic Verbs (MV/LV)

1.17

0.248

0.38

0.33

Adverbs (Adv)

2.55

0.014

0.86

0.72

Elaborated Noun Phrases (ENPs)

2.99

0.004

0.70

0.85

Literate Language Feature
Conjunctions (Conj)
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Therefore the results suggest that the use of adverbs and ENPs contributed to the
increase in use of literate language in both storytelling and story writing, and
furthermore suggest that the knowledge and skills associated with use of literate
language are transferred from oral stories to story writing.

5.3

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Quantitative analysis was performed to determine the effect of a storytelling
intervention programme on general language performance measures and narrative
performance measures in children’s oral and written narratives. It investigated if
transfer from oral storytelling to story writing can be enhanced by pedagogical
interventions.

5.3.1 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
Descriptive analysis, presented in a visual format, clearly demonstrates trends in
performance over both interventions. Generally, values in both treatment and control
groups increase during the interval in which Intervention A was implemented, although
there appears to be a greater increase for those participants who receive treatment, for
measures of story output, lexical diversity, use of literate language and overall narrative
performance. For those participants who receive treatment in Intervention A, positive
post-test changes for dependent variables in control versus treatment groups are
interpreted as meaningful.
During the interval in which Intervention B was implemented, measures of story output
increase for both oral and written narratives following treatment. Nearly all other
variable values decrease in both treatment and control groups, although post-test
variable values are generally higher for the treatment group, in particular LLS and
PWR, whilst values for the same variables decrease in the control group. Mean values
for SGS increase for treatment and control groups during the interval in which both
interventions were implemented.
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The decrease in dependent variable values is most likely due to use of a different
stimulus to elicit children’s stories. As a result, for those participants who receive
treatment in Intervention B, negative post-test changes for dependent variables are not
interpreted as strictly meaningful. Rather, it is the changes between pre-test and posttest mean values for dependent variables, in control versus treatment groups, that are
considered meaningful. However, the decrease in dependent variable values for those
participants who received treatment in Intervention A may be in part attributed to a
fading effect of treatment. The lasting effectiveness of the intervention will be discussed
in Chapter 7.

5.3.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
T-tests for independent samples tested the experimental hypothesis that changes
between pre-intervention and post intervention mean values for dependent variables
will be more positive for the treatment group in a given time interval in the study. Ttests for independent samples were performed on post-test changes for each
dependent variable.

Results show a significant difference between mean post-test changes for measures of
story output (TNW & Length), use of literate language (LLS) and overall narrative
performance (PWR) in oral narratives, in the control versus treatment groups for both
Intervention A and B. Similarly, there is a significant difference between mean post-test
changes for measures of story output (TNW & Length), lexical diversity (D), use of
literate language (LLS), and overall narrative performance (PWR) in children’s written
narratives, in the control versus treatment groups during the interval in which
Intervention B was implemented. Although significant difference is not shown for mean
post-test changes in dependent measures in written narratives, in the control versus
treatment groups, during the interval in which Intervention A was implemented, a
medium mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d) is calculated for story output (Length),
use of literate language (LLS) and overall narrative performance (PWR). Significant
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differences in post-test changes for LLS, in oral and written narratives, in the control
versus treatment groups, appear to be due to greater use of adverbs and ENPs, as
demonstrated by significant differences between mean post-test changes for literate
language features, in the control versus treatment groups.

5.3.3 CONCLUSIONS
Results of T-tests for independent samples support the experimental hypothesis that
changes between pre-intervention and post intervention mean values for dependent
variables are more positive for the treatment group in a given time interval in the study.
The results suggest there is a relationship between oral storytelling ability and written
narrative achievement, and moreover, that transfer from oral storytelling to story writing
can be enhanced by pedagogical interventions. The results are discussed in Chapter 7,
along with those of the descriptive case study analysis.
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6 CHAPTER SIX: DESCRIPTIVE CASE STUDY
6.1

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter presented results for quantitative analysis of children’s pre-test
and post-test oral and written narratives, which showed statistically significant growth in
treatment groups for measures of story output, use of literate language and overall
narrative performance. The analysis suggested that use of literate language is
transferred from oral stories to story writing. The current chapter presents the findings
of a descriptive case study analysis to illuminate the process by which young writers
move from oral literate practices to written literate practices, and describe what the
transfer of narrative skills might look like to practicing classroom teachers.

6.2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The qualitative analysis focussed on how language was used to organise ideas and
shape narratives, and to reflect intentions and emotional motivations of characters. The
following grand tour question guided this study:
What do children’s oral and written narrative texts look like, in terms of use of literate
style language, as they move from oral literate practices to written literate practices?

Qualitative analysis of data focussed on how language was employed in the narratives.
It examined the effectiveness of word choice, syntactic construction and elaboration of
narratives. The following questions guided analysis of data:

i.

How did children use language to organise ideas and structure the story?

ii.

How did children use language to orientate the story?

iii.

How did children use language to reflect intentions and emotional motivations of
characters?

iv.

Was transference of linguistic skills from oral to written mode apparent in
individual sub-cases as well as across cases?
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v.

6.3

Which linguistic skills were apparent across participants?

METHODOLOGY

Descriptive case study research was chosen as the method of inquiry, because it
allowed the researcher to present a descriptive account of the linguistic features of a
series of texts, which may help classroom practitioners better understand a
developmental process. This analysis did not attempt to build theory, but instead to
provide a description of how literate language was used in the oral and written
narratives produced by children, as they moved from oral literate practices to written
literate practices. The findings of the analysis may contribute to the theoretic framing of
the transference of competencies, and to the literature addressing literacy teaching
practices. The analysis aimed to provide a comprehensive description of the
expressive aspects and linguistic devices, employed within the narratives. To facilitate
this approach, the present analysis used some of the categories and subcategories of
expressive elaboration as described by Ukrainetz and colleagues in the tradition of
Labov’s method of narrative analysis as describe (Labov & Waletzkyl, 1967; Ukrainetz,
et al., 2005).

6.3.1 PARTICIPANTS
The descriptive case study comprised three sub-cases which consisted of narratives
from three children in the study. Although all participants in the study generally
demonstrated gains, as indicated in the quantitative analysis, three individual subcases were selected specifically to show what the transfer of narrative skills from oral
storytelling to story writing looked like in three children with different linguistic abilities,
and suggest what teachers might do to support and enhance language development in
these different cases.
Teachers are often concerned about how to provide for a range of language abilities in
the everyday classroom. They may need to support and enhance the language
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development of learners who speak English as a second language (ESL), as well as
enhance the learning and development of children who are already demonstrating high
achievement. Teachers sometimes struggle to give specific and meaningful feedback
to young writers, about how they might improve their writing. ‘Linguistically informed
teachers’ make the analysis of children’s texts explicit and are more able to target the
features of those texts, that would benefit from instruction and/or practice.
Metalinguistic knowledge can assist teachers to accurately present linguistic concepts
and be better able to assess the students’ level of writing (Fielding-Barnsley & Purdie,
2005; Hudson, 2004).
Two sub-cases were chosen from treatment group A (Participants 1 and 2) and one
from treatment group B (Participant 3). Both children from group A were females in
Year 2. Participant 1, who was considered by the classroom teacher to be a highly
competent reader but a reluctant writer, and Participant 2, an ESL learner who required
extra support with language activities, both showed considerable benefit from the
treatment. Participant 3 was a high achieving male student in Year 3, who
demonstrated increasingly sophisticated skills in story writing during the period of the
study.

6.3.2 ANALYSIS OF DATA
Within-case analysis and cross-case analyses were undertaken to describe the
features of children’s oral and written narratives as they moved from oral literate
practices to written literate practices.

Within-case analysis used coding to interpret the data, and examined individual
children’s coded pre-intervention and post-intervention oral and written narratives.
Subsequent cross-case analysis yielded four statements across the sub-cases. Hand
coded transcripts of children’s narratives, previously used in the quantitative analysis
(see Chapters 4 and 5) were used in the qualitative analysis The relationship between
research questions and codes for analysis of key variables is summarised in Table 21.
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Table 21. Research Questions and Codes for Analysis of Key Variables
RESEARCH QUESTION

CODES FOR ANALYSIS OF KEY VARIABLES

How did children use
language to organise
ideas and structure a
coherent and cohesive
story?

Connectives used to link events (initiating event [ie],
attempt [a], consequence [co]) and make explicit
causal and temporal relationships

How did children use
language to orientate the
story?



Co-ordinating conjunctions [conj1]



Temporal conjunctions [conj2]



Causal conjunctions [conj3]

Adjectives and adverbs used to make reference to
specific time and place setting [s1, s2, s3]
Specific identifiers or relations to refer to characters
[ch1, ch2, ch3]
The referring expressions used to mention characters
and objects for the first time in a narrative, so that the
listener or reader understands that they are new to
the story [fm3, fm2, fm1]

How did children use
language
to
provide
evaluations in the story?

Adjectives and adverbs used to make reference to
specific time and place setting [s1, s2, s3]
Specific identifiers or relations to refer to characters
[ch1, ch2, ch3]
The referring expressions used to mention characters
and objects for the first time in a narrative, so that the
listener or reader understands that they are new to
the story [fm3, fm2, fm1]

Narratives were previously coded for inclusion of story grammar elements, literate
language features and cohesive referents, for the quantitative analysis. For the
qualitative analysis, the narratives were also coded for expressions that reflected
literary style language, repetition of nouns, adjectives or verbs used to add emphasis,
and dialogue (Ukrainetz, et al., 2005). Subsequent cross-case analysis yielded four
statements across the sub-cases.

6.3.3 WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS
6.3.3.1 PARTICIPANT 1
As indicated in the discussion of selection of participants, Participant 1 was identified
as having shown considerable benefit from the intervention treatment. She received
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treatment in Intervention A, and produced one pre-test (T2W1) and two post-test
(T2W10, T3W11) oral and written narratives.

6.3.3.1.1 PRE-TEST (T2W1)
The pre-test oral and written narratives, produced by the participant were brief and
more like descriptions of event sequences than stories (see Figure 13).

Figure 13. Participant 1: Pre-Test (T2W1) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

Pre-Test 1(T2W1)

Pre-Test 1(T2W1)

I think it is about a rabbit[fm3] and the
dog[ch1][fm2] playing in the sandpit[s2].

First a rabbit[fm3] and a dog[fm3][ch2] are
playing in the sand pit[s2].

And
then
the
sandcastle[fm3].

And[conj1]
the
sandcastle[fm3].

dog

makes

a

And[conj1] the rabbit is mixing up some
sand.

rabbit

makes

a

The dog mixes up some sand.
Then he pours it on the castle[a3].

And then the rabbit pours it onto the
castle[a3].

He then realises[mv] what he has done.
And[conj1] says[lv] sorry[d].

And then it is ruined.

Then they both
together[adv][co2]

Then he is sad[ir1] that he broke it.
And then the dog tries to fix it up
again[adv][co3].

try

and

put

it

And[conj1] they are both back friends
again[adv].

The oral narrative began with an abstract (I think it is about a rabbit and the dog playing
in the sandpit), whilst the written narrative used a temporal indicator (first) to signal the
start of the story. The oral narrative was mostly ordered by the sequence of events as
presented in the picture story. However, the written narrative used pronomination more
frequently, to tie clauses together, and help fix the order of events. Temporal chaining
using additive connectives (and, and then), which linked events on a timeline in the oral
story, were replaced in the written story by simple and compound sentences,
containing temporal indicators (Then pours it on the castle) and co-ordinate clauses (A
rabbit and a dog are playing in the sand pits and the rabbit makes a sandcastle),.
There was an absence of temporal and/or causal conjunctions. Evaluations were
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minimal in both narratives, with few references to the intentions and emotions of
characters (Then he is sad that he broke it; He then realises what he has done); and
limited dialogue (and says sorry). Both stories offered logical conclusions (And then the
dog tries to fix it up again; then they both try to put it together) with an additional closing
statement or coda included in the written narrative (and they are both back friends
again).

6.3.3.1.2 POST-TEST 1 (T2W10)
In contrast, the post-test 1 (T2W10) narratives elicited from the same ENNI story, and
collected soon after receiving the intervention (see Figure 14), were much longer and
more ‘story-like’ than the pre-test narratives. The changes in post-test oral and written
narratives reflected the teaching focus of the intervention programme; building
children’s knowledge of story grammar and coherence, and supporting children’s use
of lexical and grammatical structures when composing narratives. The children were
encouraged to use: ENPs and adjectives to identify characters and describe events in
their stories; adverbs to make explicit time, manner and place references; coordinating
and subordinating conjunctions to clarify relationships among story elements; and
mental and linguistic verbs to reflect intentions and thoughts of characters and narrator.

Both oral and written stories offered conventional introductions which included
characters and location. The introduction comprised two co-ordinate clauses, which
introduced the characters and set the scene (One day there was a rabbit and a dog
and they were in a sand pit with bright cold sand in it). Although specific identifiers
were not used to refer to characters in the oral narrative, characters were referred to by
name (Dog, Rabbit) later in the written narrative.
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Figure 14. Participant 1: Post-Test 1 (T2W10) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

Post-Test 1(T2W10)

Post-Test 1(T2W10)

Once there was a rabbit[fm3] and a
dog[fm3][ch1].

One day there was a rabbit[fm3] and a
dog[fm3][ch1].

And[conj1] they wanted[mv] to play in the
cold bright yellow sand[enp2][s2].

And[conj1] they were in a sand pit[s2]
with bright cold sand[enp2] in it.

And then they decided[mv] that they both
wanted
to
make
a
big
huge
sandcastle[enp2][fm3][p2].

Then they decided[mv] that they
wanted[mv] to make a big huge
sparkling sandcastle[enp2][fm3]

So they did.

So they did.

And they thought[mv] it would only[adv]
stay up for a short time[enp1].

But it took ages[exp] to make it.

But[conj1] it stayed up for a while.
And when[conj2] the dog was just[adv]
finishing it the rabbit was filling a bucket
with wet sand[enp1].
And then he mixed it all up[adv].
And then he threw it all over the big
sandcastle[enp1][a3].
And then the dog was really[adv] sad[ir1]
because[conj3] it had ruined their castle
that they had spent a long time[enp1] on.
So then the rabbit saw what he had done
to the castle.
And[conj1] the dog was also[adv] sad
because[conj3] it was ruined
So then the rabbit made the dog fix it all
up[co3]
And[conj1] she was crying.

And when[conj2] Dog was just[adv]
finishing the last touches[enp1] off
Rabbit was filling a bucket with wet wet
wet wet wet[r] sand[enp1] with a bit of
dry sand[enp1].
Then when[conj2] the sandcastle was
finished completely[adv] Rabbit threw
the sand onto the castle as hard as he
could[exp] [a3].
So he then stepped back.
And[conj1] realised[mv] what he had
done.
Then he
sorry[r][d].

said[lv]

oh

sorry

sorry

I am so[adv] sorry I did that[d].
Oh no he shouted[lv][d].
And Dog was so[adv] so[r] sad.
She had started crying.
But the rabbit made her start the whole
sandcastle[enp] all on her own[co3].
And she was even[adv] crying the
whole time[enp1] she was fixing it up.
So the rabbit finally[adv] said[lv] sorry
one more time[d].
And[conj1] said[lv] he will never do it
ever again[adv][d].

Oral and written narratives were ordered by the sequence of events as presented in the
picture story. Pronomination and subordinate temporal and causal conjunctions tied
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clauses together, increasing cohesion between clauses and within clauses, and overall
coherence. The post-test oral story contained temporal chaining, with additive
connectives (and, and then), as well as an adversative (but) and a few causal (so)
connectives, to link events on the timeline. Additionally, the oral narrative included the
temporal conjunction when, providing a context for the event (And when the dog was
just finishing it the rabbit was filling a bucket with wet sand), as well as acting as a
temporal indicator to anchor the event on the timeline. The use of when as a temporal
indicator was reflected in the post-test written narrative (And when Dog was just
finishing the last touches off Rabbit was filling a bucket with wet wet wet wet wet sand
with a bit of dry sand), as well as in the sentence that followed (Then when the
sandcastle was finished completely Rabbit threw the sand onto the castle as hard as
he could). The causal conjunction, because, was used to explicitly link a character’s
emotional reaction to a previous event (And then the dog was really sad because it
had ruined their castle that they had spent a long time on).

Oral and written narratives frequently employed linguistic devices to convey
evaluations, which had been taught explicitly and practised in the intervention.
Modifiers (complex pre-modification noun phrases) were used with some success in
both narrative modes to reference a specific place in the setting (cold bright yellow
sandpit), and add emphasis (big huge sparkling sandcastle). Modifiers (adverbs) were
also used to intensify emotional state (so sorry; so sad; really sad) and give a sense of
timing of events (just finishing it; finished completely). Common expressions were used
for literary effect (for a short time; it took ages; finishing the last touches off, as hard as
he could) and repetition for emphasis (wet wet wet wet wet sand; so so sad; sorry sorry
sorry). Dialogue was expanded in post-test stories. Linguistic verbs were used in direct
and reported speech in the written narrative (‘Oh no,’ he shouted; Then he said ‘Oh
sorry, sorry, sorry’). Intention and thought were more frequently expressed by use of
mental verbs (decided, thought, wanted, realised). This was reflected by the inclusion
of the story grammar element plan which was absent in the pre-test narratives.
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Emotional reactions were also related in the post-test narratives (the dog was really
sad; she had started crying). Both stories offered logical conclusions, although the
written narrative offered a more complete conclusion with an additional closing
statement or coda (and said he will never do it again).

6.3.3.1.3 POST-TEST 2 (T3W11)
The post-test 2 (T3W11) narratives were collected approximately ten weeks after
treatment, and were elicited using a different picture stimulus (ENNI story A1) to avoid
practice effect, as explained in Chapter 4.

The post-test 2 oral and written narratives (see Figure 15) did not display the exuberant
expressive elaboration that was apparent in earlier post-test 1, narratives. However,
the oral narrative related a complete story (characters, setting, initiating event, internal
response, plan, attempt, and consequence) and delivered a well ordered narrative, with
frequent pronomination that increased coherence. Additive connectives (and; and then)
were used frequently to link events. Direct speech was used to express intention/plan
(But then the giraffe said, ‘I will jump in and get it’) and other evaluative linguist devices
were employed to describe motivation, emotional response and events (they were
worried that they could not get it out; he swam quickly and he tried to hold his breath
and he managed to get it.).

In contrast, the written narrative was shorter and included fewer story grammar
elements (setting and response, were omitted.) It contained a poorly orientated
beginning with ambiguous pronomination (The giraffe and the elephant was bouncing
the ball. She dropped it into the pool). There was less elaboration of actions to resolve
the problem than found in the oral narrative. In both narratives, the participant
attempted to provide a concluding appendage to show the effect that the events had on
the characters. The oral narrative simply described the final image in the picture story
(And then the elephant was holding it by herself); however the written story presented
an evaluation of the emotional reaction of the characters (He thought he was a hero.
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The elephant thought he was a hero as well. The elephant kind of felt like she was in
love.).

Figure 15. Participant 1: Post-Test 2 (T3W11) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

Post-Test 2(T3W11)

Post-Test 2(T3W11)

The
giraffe[fm2]
and
the
elephant[fm2][c1] were playing near the
pool[s2].

T3W11 Post-test 2
The giraffe[fm2] and the elephant[fm2]
was bouncing the ball[fm2].

And[conj1] bouncing the ball[fm2].

She dropped it into the pool[ie2].

And then the ball dropped into the
pool[ie2].

Giraffe said[lv] he would jump in to find
the ball and get it[p2][d].

And[conj1] they were worried[ir2] that
they could not get it out.

So he did.
When[conj2] he had got it[a2] he jumped
out and gave it to the elephant[co2]

But then the giraffe said[lv] I will jump in
and get it[p2][d].

And[conj1] stood up feeling very[adv]
proud[ir1].

So he did.
And he swam quickly[adv][a2].
And[conj1] he
breath[exp].

tried

to

He thought[mv] he was a hero.
hold

his

The elephant thought[mv] he was a hero
as well.

And he managed to get it.
So he gave it to the elephant[co2].

The elephant kind of felt like she was in
love.

And then he got out.

The end.

And[conj1] gave it to the elephant.
And then the elephant was holding it by
herself.

Chaining, which was apparent in the oral narrative, was replaced by simple and
complex sentences which included subordinate clauses. The temporal conjunction
when was used as a temporal indicator, as well as to make explicit the context of an
event (When he had got it he jumped out). Reported speech was used to express
intention/plan in a manner similar to that used in the oral narrative (Giraffe said he
would jump in to find the ball and get it).

It is interesting to note that the participant’s use of referring expressions to mention
characters and objects for the first time in a story was inconsistent. Definite articles,
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instead of indefinite articles were used to introduce characters and target objects in
both oral and written post-test 2 narratives (T3W11) (the giraffe, the elephant, the ball),
even though fully adequate referring expressions were used in post-test 1 (T2W10) oral
and written narratives. The first mention of referents considers only a portion of
referential

cohesion,

but

is

important

in

making

children’s

narrative

more

comprehensible. The assumption that the listener/reader already know the characters,
suggests that the concept was still being consolidated in oral and written language
resources.

6.3.3.1.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FOR PARTICIPANT 1
It appears that Participant 1 responded positively to the intervention. The oral and
written narratives presented in Figures 13, 14 and 15 illuminated development of
literate style language and the processes by which the young writer drew on oral
language resources as she moved from oral literate practices to written literate
practices.

There was a noticeable increase in the use of linguistic devices to create expressive
elaboration in post-test 1 oral and written narratives (references to cognitive and
emotional states; direct and reported speech; modifiers; and repetition), although the
employment of these devices was sometimes incongruous and poorly managed (And
they wanted to play in the cold bright yellow sand; Rabbit was filling a bucket with
wet wet wet wet wet sand with a bit of dry sand).

The chaining of events using additive connectives was more common in oral than
written stories. The young writer more frequently used co-ordinate clauses, and
adversative connectives (but), as well as temporal and causal indicators (then, when,
so) to link events on the timeline in written narratives. Furthermore, the use of the
subordinate clauses, as well as pronomination, illuminated the development of
linguistic devices used to create cohesion in texts.
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In summary, the participant attempted to rearrange spoken stories to create more
coherent and artful written stories as she moved from oral to written practices. This
included the use of linguistic devices that she was developing in her oral language. As
suggested by Kress (1993) once a teacher understands the specific linguistic, cognitive
and conceptual modes that the child is using, the teacher may intervene with
appropriate discussion of the child’s knowledge of syntax, textual structure and genre
in spoken texts, to activate that knowledge for writing.

Alternative linguistic and

cognitive models can be discussed by comparison or contrast with other oral and
written texts.

6.3.3.2 PARTICIPANT 2
Teachers are often required to support and enhance language development of ESL
learners in the normal classroom. The following narratives (Figures 16, 17 and 18)
present the pre-test and post-test oral and written narratives of Participant 2, a young
female ESL learner, and illuminate language development in a young child developing
literacy skills in English as a second language. Participant 2 produced one pre-test
(T2W1) and two post-test (T2W10, T3W11) oral and written narratives.

6.3.3.2.1 PRE-TEST (T2W1)
The pre-test oral and written narratives (see Figure 16) were poorly constructed and
contained few story grammar elements (characters, attempt, consequence). Both
narratives used a temporal indicator (first) to signal the start of the narrative, which
more closely resembled descriptions of event sequences than stories.
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Figure 16. Participant 2: Pre-Test (T2W1) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

T2W1 Pre-test

T2W1 Pre-test

First in this story there was a rabbit[fm3]
and a dog[fm3][ch1].

First in the story there was a dog[fm3]
girl.

Then
the
dog
sandcastle[fm3].

a

And there was a rabbit[fm3][ch1] that
was sister and brother.

And [conj1]the rabbit came to put some
sand on it[a2].

And the brother took some sand in the
bucket.

And then when[conj2] he putted the sand
on it something happened.

And now he throwed
sandcastle[fm2][a3].

And what happened?

The dog girl cried[co1].

was

doing

it

on

the

The sandcastle broked[co2]
Then dog girl cried.
And the rabbit was doing like something.
The end.

Although the oral narrative was weak, it provided more explicit information and greater
coherence than the written story. The participant displayed conceptual and linguistic
knowledge in her spoken text that she was unable to translate into written text. The
sequence of events in the picture story mostly ordered the narrative. Temporal
connectives (Then dog girl cried), co-ordinating conjunctions (Then the dog was doing
a sandcastle and the rabbit came to put some sand on it) and subordinate clauses
(And then when he putted the sand on it something happened), as well as
pronomination increased cohesion, and help to fix the order of events, thus also
increasing overall coherence.

The participant used the voice of the narrator to ask a question of the listener (And
what happened?). This interpersonal aspect is a feature of speech, and occurred only
in the oral narrative. However the young participant may have been attempting to
imitate a literary device she had heard in storybook readings, by introducing an
element of suspense in oral narrative.
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Verb tenses are difficult for young children and more so for ESL students, especially for
those whose first languages do not have elaborated tense systems. This can be seen
in both narratives where the participant generalised the past tense morpheme ‘ed’
(putted, broked, throwed). Similarly the placement and order of adjectives was
problematic (there was a dog girl).

The written narrative was very short and incomplete. Implicit shared knowledge of
picture prompts was assumed by the young writer, resulting in a disjointed story.
However an attempt was made to use specific identifiers to refer to and elaborate
characters (And there was a rabbit that was sister and brother).

6.3.3.2.2 POST-TEST 1 (T2W10)
As anticipated, post-test narratives collected soon after receiving the intervention,
showed growth in conceptual and linguistic narrative skills, with more elaboration in the
written narrative (see Figure 17). An improvement in the use of verb tense was also
observed.

In contrast to the pre-test narratives, a conventional introduction was used in both
narratives (Once there was a dog and a rabbit) and specific identifiers successfully
employed to refer to characters in the written story (The rabbit was a boy and the dog
was a girl). Oral and written narratives were ordered mostly by the sequence of events
as presented in the picture story. However, ambiguous pronomination and irregular
sentence construction weakened the narratives’ coherence.

As in the pre-test oral narrative, the participant once again used the interpersonal voice
of the narrator; this time appealing more directly to the listener by using the mental
verb, guess (And guess what happened?). The response included a causal
subordinating conjunction (The dog cried because she wanted to do it all over again).
The causal conjunction was repeated later in the narrative in an attempt to make
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explicit the consequence and conclusion to the story (Then she cried again because
she nearly made it, but it was keeping falling over by the sand from the bucket).

Figure 17. Participant 2: Post-Test 1 (T2W10) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

T2W10 Post-test 1

T2W10 Post-test 1

Once [s1]there was a dog[fm3] and a
rabbit[fm3][ch1].

Once [s1] there was a dog[fm3] and a
rabbit[fm3][ch1].

The dog was building a house.

The rabbit was a boy.

Then the rabbit was putting sand in its
sand bucket.

And[conj1] the dog was a girl.

And then he dropped it all over the
doggie's sandcastle[a3].
And [conj1]guess[mv] what happened?
The dog cried because[conj3] she
wanted[mv] to do it all over again[adv].
And he did it for an accident
Then she cried again[adv] because[conj3]
she nearly[adv] made it.
But it was keeping falling over by the sand
from the bucket[co2].

The
dog
was
sandcastle[fm3]

building

a

But[conj1] the rabbit was putting sand
in its bucket.
And it put much in it that he
accidentally[adv] tipped over the dog's
sandcastle[a3].
But he tried to say[lv] sorry[d].
But
the
dog
did
not
hear
because[conj3] she was crying too[adv]
loud.
That is why because[conj3] the rabbit
did not want[mv] to get in big
trouble[enp1].

The end.

And then the dog stopped crying.
And[conj1]
sandcastle.

tried

to

make

the

But[conj1] the sand from the bucket
made it keep falling down[adv][co2].
And the rabbit got all of the sand from
the bucket.
And[conj1] the dog build its sandcastle
again[adv].

The post-test written narrative was much longer than the oral story and included more
expressive elaboration and causal clauses. However, this was problematic with
meaning lost in poorly constructed sentences and the sequence of events interrupted
and confused (But the dog did not hear because she was crying too loud. That is why
because the rabbit did not want to get in big trouble). The adversative co-ordinating
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conjunction but was often used to present a contrast that was unexpected in relation to
the previous clause (And he tried to make the sandcastle, but the sand from the bucket
made it keep falling down). The causal conjunction because was used with mixed
success to explain the motivations and responses of characters (That is why because
the rabbit did not want to get in big trouble). Nevertheless, post-test oral and written
stories included elaborations such as reported speech (But he tried to say sorry); use
of mental verbs to reflect intentions (The dog cried because she wanted to do it all
over again); and, modifiers (accidentally, nearly).

6.3.3.2.3 POST-TEST 2 (T3W11)
The oral and written post-test 2 narratives (T3W11), were collected approximately ten
weeks after treatment and elicited using ENNI story A1 (see figure 18). The narratives
were very alike in structure and choice of language. Both narratives employed the
same conventional introduction (Once upon a time there was an elephant and a giraffe)
and continued to construct the narrative using similarly worded clauses and sentences
(The elephant was bouncing the ball; it accidentally fell in the water; he was being like
he was a hero for her). In one instance during the writing process, the temporal
connective (then), was replaced with the co-ordinating conjunction (and) to link related
events on the timeline, (The elephant was bouncing its ball and it accidentally fell in the
water).

The narratives were largely event driven and ordered by the sequence of events in the
picture story. Little attention was given to characters’ intentions and motivations. This
was reflected in the absence of causal conjunctions and the scarcity of mental verbs
and adjectives to describe emotions, except for the emotional reactions of the
characters related in the closing sentence of both stories. The linearity of the
narratives, reduced the syntactic complications associated with elaboration, that
occurred in post-test 1 narratives, and resulted in simple and more regular sentence
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structure using co-ordinating clauses and subject ellipsis (Then the giraffe looked at the
ball and jumped in the water and went to get the ball).

Figure 18. Participant 2: Post-Test 2 (T3W11) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

T3W11 Post-test 2

T3W11 Post-test 2

Once upon a time[s1] there was an
elephant[fm3] and a giraffe[fm3][ch1].

Once upon a time[s1] there was a
elephant[fm3] and a giraffe[fm3][ch1].

The elephant was bouncing the ball [fm2]l.

The elephant was a girl.

Then it accidentally[adv]
water[ie2].

And[conj1]the giraffe was a boy.

fell

in

the

The elephant
ball[fm3].

Then the giraffe looked at the ball.
Then the giraffe jumped in the water[a2].

was

bouncing

its

And[conj1] it accidentally[adv] fell in the
water[ie2].

And [conj1] went and get the ball.

Then the giraffe looked at the ball.

And gave it back to the elephant[co2].
Then he was being like he was a hero for
her.
And [conj1]she was like she loved[mv]
her.
The end.

And[conj1] jumped in the water.
And[conj1] went to get the ball[a2].
Then gave it to the elephant[co2].
And [conj1] got out of the water.
He was been like a hero for the
elephant.
And[conj1] the elephant was like she
loved[mv] him.

6.3.3.2.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FOR PARTICIPANT 2
The narratives (see Figures 16, 17 and 18) illuminate the process by which the young
ESL learner acquired and transferred narrative language skills from oral storytelling to
story writing. Competency in oral language, especially in sentence construction, is
central to the transfer from oral to written literate practices. Kress (1993) suggested
that the major part of learning to write was mastery of the linguistic unit of sentence.
For ESL learners, the task is even more difficult with knowledge of word order and
tense still developing in oral language.
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It seems that the intervention had a positive effect on the narrative performance of the
participant, especially immediately following the intervention (T2W10). This was
apparent in the increased use of evaluations in post-test 1, oral and written narratives,
in which the characters’ intentions and emotional reactions were expressed. For
example, the increased use of the causal conjunction because, suggested a
developing understanding of the need to present a reason for characters’ intentions
and emotional reactions in order to make meaning in a narrative. The inclusion of
reported speech and mental verbs also reflected this development. It is interesting to
note, that in all three written narratives (but not in any of the oral narratives) the
participant included specific identifiers to refer to characters (character 1 is a girl and
character 2 is a boy). This along with the increased use of linguistic devices to report
characters emotional states reflected the young learner’s developing ‘sense of story’.

Young writers’ dependence on oral language resources, when developing written
literacy, is especially pertinent for classroom practitioners to consider when planning
how they might support and enhance the language development of ESL learners.
Explicit teaching to develop oral literate language, by building vocabulary and
enhancing syntax and the use of cohesive devices, supports the acquisition of an oral
literate repertoire which may be used as a resource when writing.

Shared reading of quality children’s literature and practice with listening to and
constructing oral stories are recommended classroom activities which support the
development of oral literate language and subsequent use of literate language in
written texts for young ESL learners. It is important for ESL children, who are
dependent on the classroom for language learning, that the differentiation between oral
and written language is made explicit. Quality children’s literature exposes children to a
wide vocabulary and provides models of syntax that may be used later in their own oral
texts. Shared storytelling provides children with the opportunity to analyse, revise, and
experiment with language and story structure, as they construct an understanding of
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what makes a ‘good story’. The needs of the audience must be considered with the
storyteller responsible for clearly constructing meaning, whilst those children listening
to stories use their story knowledge to construct meaning and provide feedback to the
storyteller.

6.3.3.3 PARTICIPANT 3
Participant 3, a high achieving male student in Year 3 who demonstrated sophisticated
skills in story writing during the period of the study, received treatment in Intervention B
and produced two pre-test (T2W1, T2W10) and one post-test (T3W11) oral and written
narratives.

6.3.3.3.1 PRE-TEST 1 (T2W1)
The pre-test 1 (T2W1) oral narrative presented more like a description of event
sequences than a story (see Figure 19).

Figure 19. Participant 3: Pre-Test 1 (T2W1) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

T2W1 Pre-test 1

T2W1 Pre-test 1

A dog[fm3] and a rabbit[fm3][ch1] were
building a sandcastle[fm3].

A dog[fm3] was building a sandcastle.

Then they spilt all the sand on it[a2].
The sandcastle was destroyed.
The dog was not very happy[ir1].
So[conj1] he tried
again[adv][co3].

to

build

it

up

And the rabbit was not happy either[adv].

And[conj1]his
rabbit
[ch1]
friend[fm3][enp1] decided[mv] to join in
and help[ie2].
Everything
was
going
fine[exp]
until[conj2] the rabbit accidentally[adv]
spilt a bucketful of sand all over the
dog's castle[a2].
And[conj1] it got knocked down.
The dog was not happy[ir1].
And [conj1]she had to start her
sandcastle all over again[adv][co3].

The oral narrative was characterised by simple sentences and co-ordinating
conjunctions (so, and) and included few story grammar elements (character, attempt,
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consequence). In contrast, the written narrative, although brief, was elaborated and
included co-ordinate and subordinate clauses and linguistic devices such as temporal
conjunctions to contextualise the event (Everything was going fine until the rabbit
accidentally spilt a bucketful of sand all over the dog's castle), idiomatic expression
(everything was going fine) and modifiers (accidentally; all over again).

6.3.3.3.2 PRE-TEST 2 (T2W10)
Pre-test 2 (T2W10) oral and written narratives (see Figure 20) were collected nine
weeks after pre-test 1 (T2W1) and showed development in narrative language skills. It
should be noted however, that unlike participants 1 and 2, the changes in participant
3’s narratives (T2W10) cannot be attributed to treatment effect.

The oral narrative included a conventional introduction and a greater number of story
grammar elements (setting, characters, initiating event, internal response, attempt,
consequence), than the earlier pre-test oral narrative. The narrative was brief, but
‘story-like’ and contained co-ordinate, subordinate and embedded clauses. Mental
verbs, temporal conjunctions, and modifiers that reflected characters’ intentions and
emotions were included in the narrative (A bunny rabbit wanted to join her; they were
building the sandcastle happily until the rabbit tipped some sand onto it).

The pre-test 2 written narrative showed marked development in narrative language
skills. The use of a range of linguistic devices contributed to the participant’s
developing ‘sense of story’ and improved narrative performance. The narrative
contained many complex sentences, which included subordinate and embedded
clauses, and resulted in clauses being tightly linked (Everything was going perfectly
well as they happily built a fabulous sandcastle when all of a sudden, just as the rabbit
was putting the finishing touches very carefully on their sandcastle – bang).
Furthermore, sentences did not always use Subject –Verb –Object construction, but
instead used adverbial clauses to start sentences (Everything was going perfectly well
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as they happily built a fabulous sandcastle; All that was left of the dog and rabbit's
sandcastle was a single turret) (Myhill, 2010).

Figure 20. Participant 3: Pre-Test 2 (T2W10) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

T2W10 Pre-test 2

T2W10 Pre-test 2

One day[s2] a little dog[fm3][enp1] was
building a sandcastle[fm3].

One day a little dog[fm3][enp1] was
having
fun
in
her
sandpit[s2]
when[conj2]
her
rabbit
friend[fm3][enp1][ch1] came over and
decided[mv] to join in with the dog[ie2].

A bunny rabbit[fm3][ch1] wanted[mv] to
join her[ie2].
They were building the
happily[adv][ir2] until[conj2]
tipped some sand onto it[a3].

sandcastle
the rabbit

The sandcastle got destroyed[co2].
And[conj1] they were all dumbfounded.
The dog was mad.
The end.

Everything was going perfectly[adv]
well[exp] as they happily[adv] built a
fabulous
sandcastle[enp1][fm3][ir2]
when[conj2] all of a sudden[exp],
just[adv] as the rabbit was putting the
finishing touches[enp1][exp] very[adv]
carefully[adv] on their sandcastle –
bang.
The rabbit completely[adv] bombarded
their little sandcastle[enp1] with
sand[a3].
All that was left of the dog and rabbit's
sandcastle was a single turret[enp1]
that was also[adv] starting to fall
apart[adv].
The rabbit was very[adv] shocked at
what he had done.
And [conj1]just decided[mv] to sneak
back as the dog frantically[adv] tried to
fix the castle[co3].
But it did not work at all.

Devices that conveyed evaluation were employed throughout the narrative: references
to cognitive states (decided to join in; decided to sneak back); words that reflected
characters’ emotional motivations and reactions (having fun; happily built a sandcastle;
the rabbit was very shocked; frantically tried to fix the castle); use of literary expression
(everything was going perfectly well; the finishing touches; all of a sudden); inclusion of
interesting modifiers (simple descriptive noun phrases and adverbs) (fabulous
sandcastle; completely bombarded; single turret); and use of onomatopoeia (bang).
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6.3.3.3.3 POST-TEST (T3W11)
Post-test narratives, elicited from ENNI story A1, were collected soon after receiving
the intervention treatment (see Figure 21). The post-test oral narrative was once again
brief, but well ordered and included an elaborated orientation which was transferred to
the written narrative (Once upon a time on a sunny morning an elephant and a zebra
were playing by the river with a ball). The subsequent events (initiating event, internal
response, attempt and consequence) were reported with little elaboration and were
sequenced by the order of events presented in the picture story.

The post-test written narrative illuminated the participant’s growing sense of the need
to engage and entertain the reader, which reflected his developing written literate
practices. The sentences were not as complex as those of the previous written
narrative (pre-test 2), but more varied in length and sometimes used adverbial clauses
to start sentences. Furthermore, the young writer not only narrated the events depicted
in the picture story, but employed linguistic devices to interrupt the action of an event,
to provide information on a character’s emotional state, in an attempt to further develop
dilemmas and complications in the story (The elephant was very worried as she saw
him dive in the ice cold water. The only problem was how to get back out). Although,
the potential problem (and additional initiating event) did not eventuate, it suggested
the writer’s developing awareness of the importance of an interesting and sophisticated
plot. The development of a complete episode emerges at around age seven, however
the plot may not be well developed (Applebee, 1978; Stein & Glenn, 1979). As children
become older their stories become more complex with the inclusion of obstacles and
multiple attempts to reach goals.
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Figure 21. Participant 3: Post-Test (T3W11) Oral and Written Narrative
Oral Narrative

Written Narrative

T3W11 Post-test

T2W11 Post-test

Once upon a time on a sunny
morning[enp1][s3] an elephant[fm3] and a
zebra[fm3][ch1] were playing by the river
with a ball[fm3]

One
sunny
morning[enp1]
an
elephant[fm3] and a giraffe[fm3][ch1]
were playing by the river at the park[s3]
with the elephant's new ball[enp1][fm3].

Then the elephant threw the ball into the
lake by accident[ie2].

All of a sudden[exp] the ball flew into
the deep dark river[enp3][ie2].

They were all very[adv] shocked[ir2].

The giraffe deeply[adv] wanted[mv] to
get the ball[p2].

Suddenly[adv] the zebra dived into the
water to get the ball[a2].

So he was very[adv] brave[ir2].

And he brought the ball back to the
elephant[co2].

And[conj1] dived right into the river to
get back the ball.

The end.

The elephant was very[adv] worried as
she saw him dive in the ice cold
water[enp3].
But after[conj2] a very long time[enp2]
of grabbing at the ball he popped right
up.
The only problem was how to get back
out[ie3].
The giraffe swam back to the elephant
as night was coming fast[exp][adv][a3].
The elephant was very[adv] happy to
have the ball back.
And so was the giraffe[co3].
But the only problem[enp1] was the
giraffe was freezing and soaking wet.
The end.

The narrative frequently used modifiers to intensify the characters’ emotional and
cognitive states (deeply wanted; very brave; very worried; very happy) and idiomatic
and literary expressions as a story device (all of a sudden; dived right into the river; he
popped right up; as night was coming fast; the only problem was).
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6.3.3.3.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FOR PARTICIPANT 3
The narratives of Participant 3 illuminated the process by which a competent young
writer moves from oral literate practices to written literate practices. The written
narratives (T2W1, T2W10, T3W11) were increasingly sophisticated and illuminated the
participant’s development of fluent language generation processes and knowledge
relevant to writing. The participant’s growing competence with written literate practices
was reflected by his careful choice of words and structuring of sentences to create a
coherent and artful story. His ability to include several structures effectively within a
single sentence provided cohesion within clauses and greater lexical density
(Everything was going perfectly well as they happily built a fabulous sandcastle when
all of a sudden, just as the rabbit was putting the finishing touches very carefully on
their sandcastle – bang). A high correlation has been shown between vocabulary
knowledge and general linguistic competence. This was evident in the participant’s
narratives

(fabulous

sandcastle;

completely

bombarded;

turret,

frantically,

dumbfounded).

Even though the effect of the intervention on the already competent writer was not as
obvious as that for the other participants, the narratives (T2W1, T2W10, T3W11)
present a continuum of literate language learning and knowledge about narrative
structure, which reflect his expanding linguistic repertoire and knowledge relevant to
writing. The study posited that a linguistic repertoire is required from which the writer
may make appropriate choices to best create meaning. McCutchen (2011) argued that
writing expertise depends on the development of fluent language generation processes
and knowledge relevant to writing. Story telling provides young writers with an
opportunity to practise, shape and reshape the form of a written text in an oral context.
Exposure to quality children’s literature builds on rich knowledge relevant to writing,
such as topic and genre knowledge. Such classroom practices, build the foundation for
literary expression, and expand the linguistic repertoire of young writers.
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Bereiter & Scardamalia (1987) defined writing development as a progression from
knowledge telling to knowledge transforming and finally knowledge crafting. Participant
3, while still at the knowledge-transforming stage, presented written narratives that
showed attention paid to word choice, syntactic construction and elaboration of
narratives, and a genuine attempt to craft a sophisticated written text. Competent,
young writers need support to consolidate their skills at the knowledge transforming
stage, which lays the foundation for literary expression and knowledge crafting. This
includes explicit and implicit teaching of topic-related vocabulary and the use of
linguistic devices, such as variety in sentence length, use of non-finite clauses, postmodification of nouns, and variation of position of main idea in the sentence to create
meaning and highlight and emphasise the message being conveyed (Myhill, 2010).

6.3.4 CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
Coding and descriptions were completed for each participant before any comparisons
were attempted across participants. The researcher examined the narrative products of
each participant individually and found common linguistic features that reflected their
individual linguistic development, which were then used to generate categories for the
collective case (coherence and cohesion, orientations, expressive elaboration and
transference). From these categories, synthesising statements were developed to
describe collectively children’s use of linguistic devices as they progressed from oral
literate practices to written literate practices:

i.

Children used specific linguistic devices to link clauses and sentences to create
coherent stories, and used cohesive devices to express the relations between
sentences or clauses. The order of sentences in children’s stories, given by the
sequence of events in the picture story, most often provided coherence in
children’s narratives. Connectives frequently linked events on a timeline.
Temporal chaining with additive connectives (and, and then) were most
commonly used in oral narratives, but were replaced during the writing process
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by simple and compound sentences, containing temporal indicators (then, now)
and co-ordinating conjunctions (and, but). Temporal conjunctions (when, until,
after) were used to make explicit the context of an event. When was the
temporal conjunction most commonly used by children and was frequently used
as a temporal indicator to anchor their stories. Children tend to keep the
chronological order of events when forming subordinating clauses, placing the
event that happened first, in the first clause, and the later event in the second
clause (When he had got it, he jumped out). Better writers do not order the
clause in this predictable manner, instead most often placing the subordinating
conjunction between the two clauses (Everything was going perfectly well as
they happily built a fabulous sandcastle when all of a sudden, just as the rabbit
was putting the finishing touches very carefully on their sandcastle – bang)
(Kress, 1993). Pronomination tied clauses together and helped fix the order of
events. Subordinate and embedded clauses created cohesion at sentence level
and contributed to coherence at text level. More competent writers included
several structures effectively within a single sentence to provide cohesion
between clauses and greater lexical density.
ii.

Children used specific linguistic devices to provide background information to
orientate the story. Formulaic openings such as ‘one day’, ‘once there was’ and
‘once upon a time’ were often used by children in oral and written narratives.
References to time, characters and location were present in the opening
sentences of more developed narratives which also used modifiers and
adjectival prepositional phrases. Simple descriptive noun phrases and complex
pre-modification noun phrases were used most often to elaborate the setting;
time, location and activity (one sunny day; wanted to play in the cold bright
yellow sand; were playing with Elephant’s new ball). Characters were
sometimes given specific identifiers such as names or relationships (Dog,
Rabbit, sister, brother, friend). Children’s orientations ranged on a continuum of
syntactic complexity from simple sentences to compound sentences to complex
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sentences using embedded clauses (One day a little dog was having fun in her
sandpit when her rabbit friend came over and decided to join in with the dog).
iii.

Children used specific linguistic devices to expressively elaborate the
character’s emotions and motivations for his actions. Good stories were more
than just coherent retelling of events. Linguistic devices were used to provide
evaluations to tell about why characters acted, and how they thought and felt.
Modifiers were more frequently used in post-intervention oral and written
narratives. Adverbs indicated difficulties (accidentally; kept falling down; fall
apart) and attempts (completely, carefully, finally, quickly, frantically, again).
Expressions were used to capture the urgency of an event (all of a sudden); the
mood of an event (everything was going perfectly well) and for literary effect (as
night was coming fast). Mental verbs were used to reflect characters’ intentions
and thoughts (wanted, thought, decided, realised), and a range of words (basic
descriptors to more advanced vocabulary) chosen to reflect emotional
motivations and reactions (sad, sorry, proud, worried, shocked, dumbfounded).
Reported and direct speech used linguistic common verbs such as said and
shouted. Repetition of adjectives, verbs and adverbs added emphasis to
characters emotions and motivations (and dog was so so sad; wet, wet, wet,
sand).

iv.

Children appeared to transfer acquired linguistic skills from oral to written
narratives. The intervention was effective in promoting the use of literate style
language in oral storytelling. Children‘s post-test oral stories were longer and
contained more expressive elaboration than pre-test stories. Children used
linguistic devices to construct elaborated oral stories, which were also apparent
in their written stories. Young writers appeared to access acquired literate oral
language resources when constructing written narratives. Use of Mental verbs,
dialogue, ENPs, literary expressions and use of temporal indicators and
conjunctions, as well as causal conjunctions frequently appeared in oral
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narratives and their written counterparts. Furthermore, in some cases whole
sentences were transferred from oral stories to written narratives.

6.3.4.1 SUMMARY
The case study aimed to illuminate the language use of three young learners as they
moved from oral literate practices to written literate practices. It appears that linguistic
development was reflected in both oral and written narratives, and children drew on
their literate oral language resources when composing written stories. Texts and
sentences were shaped with increasing linguistic sophistication. The following chapter
discusses the findings of the descriptive case study and linguistic development in
young writers, along with the results of the quantitative analysis.
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7 CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
7.1

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative analysis evaluated growth in narrative performance following the delivery
of an intervention, and determined which literate style oral narrative language skills
were transferred to story writing. Additionally a descriptive case study analysis
illuminated the process by which young writers move from oral literate practices to
written literate practices, and described what the transfer of narrative skills might look
like to practicing classroom teachers. This chapter first discusses the findings of the
quantitative analysis in the light of previous research and current understanding about
oral and written literate practices of young writers. It discusses the effectiveness of the
storytelling intervention to teach explicitly oral storytelling knowledge and skills. The
author then addresses the hypothesis that acquired literate style narrative language is
transferred from storytelling to story writing, before the findings of the descriptive case
study are discussed with reference to linguistic development in young writers. Lastly,
the chapter presents a theoretical consideration of why the intervention had a positive
effect on linguistic development in children’s oral and written stories.

7.2

QUANTITATIVE STUDY

7.2.1 EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERVENTION
The quantitative study suggested that the intervention was effective in improving
children’s oral narratives. Children who received intervention treatment produced
stories that were longer (TNW, Length) and rated as better (PWR), and contained more
literate language features (LLS) and diverse vocabulary (D).

Results of quantitative inferential analysis showed a significant difference between
mean post-test changes for measures of story output, use of literate language and
overall narrative performance in oral narratives, in the control versus treatment groups
for both intervention groups A and B. There was also a significant difference between
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mean post-test changes for measures of lexical diversity in the control versus treatment
groups for intervention group B. The corresponding difference was not apparent in
intervention group A, although a medium mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d), for
mean post-test change for lexical diversity was observed.

The correlation of use of literate language with story output was expected. Ukrainetz &
Gillam (2009) suggested that children, who have larger vocabularies and greater
command of literate language, have access to superior language resources and are
therefore likely to produce longer and more interesting stories. Moreover, specific
linguistic devices are used in literate language to convey evaluations, which provide the
affective element in a well developed narrative. The significant difference between
mean post-test changes for dependent variable LLS suggested that greater use of
literate language contributed to greater productivity, diverse vocabulary and improved
story quality in post-intervention oral stories.

Research has shown that literate language development is dependent on a child’s
literacy experiences and occurs more frequently in oral language as children become
increasingly familiar with the characteristics of written language. Children acquire
literate language through print, and children who can read and those who are read to,
have important exposure to literate language and a wide vocabulary (Greenhalgh &
Strong, 2001; Hill, 2010; Wallach & Butler, 1994). The current intervention afforded the
participants experience with listening to and engaging with well structured children’s
stories and a literate style of language, allowing them to become familiar with the
written language register, and internalise literate structures. As a result, it appeared
that children who received the intervention demonstrated certain linguistic features,
characteristic of a more literate register, in their post-intervention oral narratives.

The changes in the use of literate language in post-test oral narratives were further
investigated to identify which literate language features (conjunctions; mental and
linguistic verbs; adverbs; and elaborated noun phrases) contributed to the growth in
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overall narrative performance. The findings suggested that differences in post-test
changes for LLS in oral narratives are most likely related to greater use of adverbs.
Their use reflects a child’s semantic development and familiarity with decontextualised
language (Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001). A medium mean effect size difference
(Cohen’s d), for mean post-test change for use of mental and linguistic verbs may have
indicated a small increase in the use of these verbs in children’s oral narratives, to
reflect intentions and thoughts of characters, as well as dialogue.
Together, the results of T-tests for independent samples supported the experimental
hypothesis. Changes between pre-intervention and post-intervention mean values for
dependent variables TNW, Length, LLS and PWR in oral narratives, were more
positive for the treatment group in both time intervals (A and B) in the study. The
intervention was effective in developing and promoting the use of literate language in
oral narrative texts, as shown in the results of analysis.
The intervention also addressed the use of story grammar in the construction of oral
narratives, and anticipated an increase in the number of story grammar elements
(SGS) included in post-intervention oral stories. However, although descriptive
statistics indicated that the number of story grammar elements included in oral
narratives increased for both treatment and control groups at the three data collection
points (see Figure 5e), inferential analysis did not show significant differences between
treatment and test groups. It appeared that intervention treatment did not directly affect
the story grammar of post-intervention oral narratives. Although the findings are
contrary to other intervention studies (Davies, et al., 2004; Pena, et al., 2006), there are
several possible explanations for the findings. Firstly, the ENNI picture stories provided
the order of events for the children’s narratives, therefore effectively assisting the
storyteller’s choice of story grammar elements. Additionally, cognitive narrative
development as described by Applebee (1978) and Stein and Glenn (1979) may have
contributed to an increase in inclusion of story grammar elements for all children. A
study of children’s invented oral narratives produced soon after a four day workshop on
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fairytales, concluded that there was a cognitive developmental sequence in the
organisation of the children’s invented oral stories, not based on intervention treatment
(Geist & Aldridge, 2002).

Although the intervention was shown to be effective, the lasting effectiveness of the
intervention was not investigated. As explained in Chapter 4, a different picture
stimulus was chosen for Intervention B to avoid a practice effect from familiarity with
the story in previous testing. It appears that the different picture stimulus for the posttest (T3W11) narrative sample resulted in mean values for some measures of general
language performance and narrative performance to decrease in both the treatment
and control groups. Conversely, the mean values for some measures of general
language performance and narrative performance, in both treatment and control
groups, may have increased at time point T2W10 (post-test 1 for those for those
participants who received treatment in Intervention A) due to a possible practice effect
from familiarity with the story in the initial pre-test (T2W1).
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect that mean values for measures of general
language performance and narrative performance for both groups at time point T3W11
(post-test for both groups) would be similar if the treatment effect was sustained.
Therefore, it could be argued that the decrease in dependent variable values observed
at time point T3W11, (post-test 2 for those for those participants who received
treatment in Intervention A) was in part attributed to a ‘fading effect’ of treatment.

7.2.2 RELATIONSHIP OF ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE
It was hypothesised that acquired literate style narrative language is transferred from
storytelling to story writing. The hypothesis was tested by comparing the post-test
changes observed in oral narratives with those observed in written narratives.

Results of t-tests for children’s written narratives in intervention group B showed a
significant difference between mean post-test changes for measures of story output,
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use of literate language and overall narrative performance. On the other hand, results
for children’s written narratives, in intervention group A, did not show the same level of
difference for measures of narrative performance. However, a mean medium effect
size difference (Cohen’s d) was calculated for story output and overall narrative
performance, and a small mean effect size difference (Cohen’s d) was calculated for
use of literate language. Hence, there appeared to be a convergence of evidence that
variables had changed which suggested an intervention effect for story output, use of
literate language and overall narrative performance. The results were analogous to the
significant difference between mean post-test changes for measures of the same
dependent variables, in the control versus treatment groups, shown in children’s oral
narratives.

Comparison of post-test changes observed in oral narratives to those observed in
written narratives showed a similarity. Specifically, there was a statistically significant
difference between mean post-test changes for the same dependent variables (TNW,
LENGTH, LLS and PWR) in the control versus treatment groups in both oral and
written narratives. These results suggested that acquired literate style narrative
language was transferred from storytelling to story writing. As with the analysis of
children’s oral narratives, changes in the use of literate language in post-test written
narratives were further investigated to identify which literate language features
contributed to the growth in overall narrative performance. The findings suggested an
increase in the use of elaborated noun phrases and adverbs contributed to greater
story output (TNW, LENGTH) and improved story quality (PWR) in written stories of
children in intervention groups A and B. Like adverbs, ENPs are used to make explicit
the elements of the narrative and are a useful marker of literate language competence.

As previously mentioned, the study anticipated that story grammar score (SGS) would
increase in children’s post-intervention narratives; however inferential analysis failed to
show significant differences between treatment and control groups for measures of
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story grammar in children’s written narratives in either intervention group A or B. It
appeared that there was even less difference in SGS between treatment and control
groups, in written narratives, than in children’s oral narratives. The findings were
contrary to those of Nelson et al., (2011), who conducted a similar study to investigate
whether classroom-based instruction in oral narration resulted in improved student
performance in written narrative skills. Written stories were scored using the same
progress-monitoring tool (TNL-PR), as the present study. However, Nelson et al.,
(2011) suggested that gains were made in use of certain story elements in oral
narration, which were transferred, to a small degree, to written narratives; there were
no significant changes in the children’s microstructural scores. Nevertheless, the
explanations offered for the findings in children’s oral narratives in the present study,
are also likely to be true for written narratives.
Furthermore, although inferential analysis failed to show significant differences
between treatment and control groups for measures of grammatical complexity (MLCUM), or appropriate use of referents (FMS) in children’s oral and written narratives,
descriptive statistics indicated that mean values for both dependent variables in
treatment and control groups increased during the interval in which Intervention A was
implemented. The findings suggested that even though the intervention did not appear
to enhance grammatical complexity or appropriate use of referents, nevertheless these
aspects of narrative performance increased over time. These findings are consistent
with other studies which found a developmental trend for grammatical complexity
(Eisenberg, et al., 2008; Loban, 1976; Perera, 1986a) and appropriate use of referents
(Schneider & Hayward, 2010).

7.2.3 SUMMARY
Quantitative analysis was performed to determine the effect of a storytelling
intervention programme on general language and narrative performance measures in
children’s oral and written narratives. The analysis investigated whether transfer from
oral storytelling to story writing can be enhanced by pedagogical interventions.
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The results of analysis showed that the intervention was effective in improving some
aspects of general language and oral narrative performance. Examination of the group
mean differences for all measures revealed that mean difference for variables TNW,
Length, D, LLS, and PWR for the control versus treatment group, were statistically
significant, with effect size ranging from medium to large. Additionally, the findings
suggested that differences in mean post-test changes for LLS in oral narratives were
most likely related to greater use of adverbs, and a medium mean effect size difference
for mean post-test change for use of mental and linguistic verbs may indicate a small
increase in the use of these verbs. Hence, post-intervention oral narratives were longer
and contained a wider range of vocabulary, which included more literate language, and
produced stories that were judged better on average. Although the intervention was
shown to be effective, the lasting effectiveness of the intervention was not investigated.
Nevertheless, analysis of data suggests a possible ‘fade effect’ for some aspects of
narrative performance.
Moreover, there appeared to be transfer of acquired literate language, from storytelling
to story writing; the changes in written narratives mostly reflected those changes
observed in oral stories. Examination of the group mean differences for measures of
written narrative performance revealed that mean difference for story output (TNW,
Length), use of literate language (LLS), and overall narrative performance (PWR) for
the control versus treatment group, were statistically significant, with a large effect size.
Unlike the findings for oral narratives, in written narratives a significant mean difference
was not observed for lexical diversity (D). One possible explanation for this is that the D
value of vocabulary diversity can only be calculated for language samples when TNW
is equal to, or greater than fifty, and the sample size for this variable is smaller for
written narratives than oral narratives. The quantitative analysis of written narratives
also suggested that differences in mean post-test changes for LLS in written narratives
were most likely related to greater use of adverbs and ENPs, with a medium to large
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effect. Written stories were longer and contained more literate language, following the
intervention.

However, it appeared that intervention treatment did not directly affect the story
grammar of post-intervention oral and written narratives. The number of story grammar
elements included (SGS) increased for both treatment and control groups at each data
collection point. The results would seem to suggest that all participants used the order
of events, as presented in the ENNI stories to structure their oral and written narratives.
Similarly, although there was no evidence to suggest an intervention effect for
grammatical complexity (MLCU-M) or appropriate use of referents (FMS), nevertheless
these aspects of narrative performance increased during the interval in which
Intervention A was implemented. This was most likely due to developmental changes,
as suggested in other studies.

7.3

DESCRIPTIVE CASE STUDY

Although the results of quantitative analysis suggested that use of literate language
was transferred from oral stories to story writing, it did not provide fine grained analysis
of young writers’ linguistic experiences. Consequently, descriptive case study analysis
was used to describe individually and collectively three children’s oral and written
narratives to illuminate their linguistic experiences as they progressed from oral literate
practices to written literate practices. Previous studies suggested that the structures
young children initially use in writing are closely related to those used in speech.
However, as children become more competent writers they learn to use literate
language in order to transform oral structures into written structures (Bereiter &
Scardamalia, 1982; Kress, 1993; Kroll, 1981; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2009; Perera,
1986b).

The current descriptive case study analysis synthesised statements that suggested
similar findings. Statements from cross-case analysis posited that:
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i.

Children used specific linguistic devices to link clauses and sentences to create
coherent stories, and used cohesive devices to express the relations between
sentences or clauses.

ii.

Children used specific linguistic devices to provide background information to
orientate the story.

iii.

Children used specific linguistic devices to elaborate expressively the
character’s emotions and motivations for his actions.

iv.

Children appeared to transfer acquired linguistic skills from oral to written
narratives.

7.3.1 COHERENCE AND COHESION
Narrative writing is important in the development of writing, as the sequence of events
(which in the case of the current study was given by the order of events in the picture
stories) suggests its own sequential structure to the texts of young writers (Hayward &
Schneider, 2000; Kress, 1993). Early writers keep the chronological order of events as
reason for the events in the narrative (Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001). The current study
showed that participants in the case study used the order of events, as presented in
the ENNI stories to structure their oral and written narratives. Linguistic devices were
also used to create links between events. Participants 1 and 2, who were early phase
writers, used temporal chaining in their oral stories. In a study of children’s linguistic
development, Kress (1993) noted that children make frequent use of chaining in oral
language, with a sequence of events leading directly from one to another. Temporal
chaining in the participants’ oral narratives, frequently included third person pronouns
(he, she, it); past tense verbs; and additive connectives (and, then, and then).
Furthermore, the written narratives of participants 1 and 2 reflected chaining speech
patterns. Although additive connectives were omitted during the writing process, their
written stories consisted of co-ordinated and weakly subordinated clauses, which are
typical of speech.
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In contrast, literate language features appear more often in oral language as children
become increasingly familiar with the characteristics of written language. Eisenberg, et
al., (2008) and Michael and Collins (1984), claimed that children who used literate
language in their spoken narratives evidenced similar features in their written
narratives. In a similar way, the oral narratives of participant 3 showed little if any
chaining, but instead used complete sentences containing co-ordinate and subordinate
clauses. Furthermore, Kress (1993) found that the text of a competent writer has fewer
co-ordinated and adjoined clauses, and is characterised by full subordination and
embedding. The written narratives of participant 3, displayed some of the traits of a
competent writer, frequently using subordinate and embedded clauses. His ability to
include several structures effectively within a single sentence provided cohesion within
clauses.

Good stories are cohesive, as well as coherent. Halliday and Hasan (1976) suggested
that good writers use cohesion to clarify meaning within and across clauses in a text.
They found the cohesive device most often identified in written texts was pronominal
reference. This finding was reflected in the present study with the three young writers
using pronomination in their oral and written narratives to provide cohesion both within
and between sentences. Whilst pronomination was present in all narratives it appeared
more frequently in the narratives of participant 3, and in the post-intervention narratives
of participants 1 and 2. Similarly, ellipsis of subject was present in most narratives, but
occurred most frequently in the narratives of participant 3 and the second post-test
narrative of participant 2. The findings suggested that more skilled writers use more
semantic cohesive ties to create cohesion in both oral and written stories.

Conjunctive cohesive ties are characteristically different from semantic cohesive ties,
overtly relating together whole texts (Hasan, 1984). Participants 1 and 2 used
conjunctions to connect ideas and contribute to the cohesion and complexity of text.
Temporal conjunctions were used to provide a context for the events in a narrative, as
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well as a temporal indicator to anchor events on the timeline. Kress (1993) found that
this is common among early writers, and reflects the influence of speech. In contrast,
participant 3 used temporal conjunctions less often, instead using adverbial clauses to
provide context for events. However, when the temporal conjunction when was used, it
often had a more explicit causal purpose. Kress (1993) suggested that there may be a
tendency for one group of conjunctions to occur more frequently within speech or
writing. This appeared to be the case for participant 3, with more explicit causal use of
when. Similarly causality in the writing of younger writers is influenced by its use in
speech; because is most often used. The conjunction is used in sequence of events, in
a similar way to the temporal conjunction when, to express a cause/effect relationship.
This was apparent in the oral and written narratives of participants 1 and 2. In contrast,
older writers express causality by using embedding and subordinating syntax, as seen
in the written narratives of participant 3 (Kress, 1993). Other studies have suggested
that an age related increase in the understanding of spatial, temporal, and logical
relationships is reflected in the more sophisticated use of inter-clausal connectives to
provide cohesion between the different sentences and clauses in their narratives
(Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Shapiro & Hudson, 1991). This may partly explain the
noticeable difference in syntactical skills between participant 3 and the other two
participants.

7.3.2 EXPRESSIVE ELABORATION
The lexical and grammatical organisation of decontextualised language requires not
only formal syntactic marking of the temporal and causal nature of events, but also use
of a more precise vocabulary (Curenton & Justice, 2004). In the current study, children
used linguistic devices to help construct elaborated oral stories, which were also
apparent in their written stories. Use of ENPs, mental verbs, dialogue, and literary
expressions frequently appeared in children’s oral and written narratives. Linguistic
devices were used to provide evaluations to tell about why characters acted, and how
they thought and felt.
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The use and variety of evaluative devices have been found to increase in frequency
with age (Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Ukrainetz, et al., 2005). The present qualitative
analysis used some of the categories and subcategories of expressive elaboration as
described by Ukrainetz et al., (2005) who suggested that the use of modifiers (ENPs
and adverbs), expressions, repetition, and internal state words (mental verbs and
emotional motivations and reactions) showed age changes in both presence and
frequency. They reported modifiers were the most commonly present type of
evaluation. There were similar findings in the present study. Modifiers were present in
all narratives, but simple descriptive noun phrases and complex pre-modification noun
phrases were more frequently used in post-intervention oral and written narratives,
especially those collected immediately after the intervention was implemented
(T2W10), for participants 1 and 2. The post-intervention changes in use of modifiers,
was not as great for participant 3; however, there was a noticeable increase in
adjectives used to elaborate the setting element of the post-intervention oral and
written narratives. The findings of the present study are consistent with those of
Eisenberg, et al., (2008), who found that noun phrase elaboration in oral narration,
appeared to be useful for revealing competence in use of literate language. Their study
showed a clear developmental pattern with simple designating noun phrases produced
by 5 years of age, simple descriptive noun phrases produced by 8 years, and complex
pre-modification noun phrases produced by 11 years.

Research also suggested that use of mental verbs showed age changes in both
presence and frequency (Bamberg & Reilly, 1994; Ukrainetz, et al., 2005). In the
present study, mental verbs were used in children’s narratives to reflect characters’
intentions and thoughts. While all participants included mental verbs in their oral and
written narratives following intervention treatment, Participant 1 in particular, included
several different mental verbs in her oral and written narratives immediately following
the intervention (T2W10). Fewer mental verbs were included in her later narratives.
Similarly, participant 2 included mental verbs only in oral and written narratives
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immediately following the intervention (T2W10). In contrast participant 3 included
mental verbs in all three written narratives. The children mostly used basic verbs such
as wanted and thought, but sometimes used more advanced vocabulary such as
decided and realised. Words that reflected emotional motivations and reactions were
used frequently by all three children, ranging from basic descriptors to more advanced
vocabulary. Participant 3 used more advanced vocabulary such as dumbfounded,
whilst participants 1 and 2 generally used basic descriptors such as sad and sorry.

Ukrainetz, et al., (2005) found that 7-9 year old children in their study, used informal
and idiomatic language, as well as some that sounded literary. In the present study,
informal expressions were not coded. Instead, common expressions such as all of a
sudden, and more literary expressions were coded. Participant 1 used only a few
expressions in her post-intervention narratives, while participant 3 used expressions
more often and with greater effect. Participant 2, an ESL student, did not use
expressions in any of her narratives. It would appear that children with better linguistic
skills were more likely to use expressions. Ukrainetz and her colleagures also found
that older children used repetition for emphasis most commonly across adjectives and
adverbs (Ukrainetz, et al., 2005). The present study found several instances of
repetition of adjectives and adverbs, which added emphasis to characters’ actions and
emotional reactions, in the post-test written narrative (T2W10) of participant 1.
Repetition was not present in other participants’ narratives.

Ukrainetz, et al., (2005) reported that children of all ages demonstrated dialogue in
their narratives, with no apparent developmental pattern. Ely and McCabe (1993) on
the other hand, reported that frequency of references to speech increased with age. In
the present study participants 1 and 2 used reported and direct speech employing
common linguistic verbs such as said and shouted. Surprisingly, participant 3 did not
use dialogue in any of his narratives.
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7.3.3 THE INTERVENTION AND LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT IN WRITING
Extant literature on writing development describes writing as linguistically demanding
for the young writer, requiring knowledge of vocabulary and grammar, as well as
overall organisation. The structure of writing is distinct from that of speech. Kress
(1993) defined the sentence as the basic unit of writing, in contrast to the chaining
syntax of speech. It seems that children structure texts and use syntax, in ways which
require the least cognitive effort (Berninger & Swanson, 1994; McCutchen, 2011;
Shanahan, 2006).

The present study placed the learning of linguistic knowledge and skills necessary for
writing development in the context of an oral storytelling intervention. The study
demonstrated that the intervention as effective in supporting the development of
conceptual and linguistic knowledge in oral language, which was later accessed when
creating written texts. The development of genre knowledge was addressed through
explicit instruction of story grammar elements, supported by modelling and visual aids.
Although quantitative analysis of data suggested that the intervention did not affect the
story grammar of post-intervention stories, it appears that ready access to the
organised schema of story grammar elements in long-term memory resources allowed
use of a temporal structure which participants used to chronologically order events as
the reason for the events, and in turn create longer stories with reduced cognitive
effort. Furthermore, explicit knowledge of story grammar elements provided a narrative
framework on which to ‘hang’ developing linguistic knowledge and skills. The iterative
design of the intervention encouraged participants to relate new learning to previous
learning. Thus participants’ growing knowledge and competence with story grammar in
turn supported linguistic development.

The effectiveness of the intervention in developing fluent language generation
processes and use of linguistic devices can be attributed to the participants’ increased
familiarity with the written language register which allowed them to: accumulate lexical
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and syntactic structures and ways of combining them; internalise the literate structures;
and begin to use certain linguistic features characteristic of a more literate register,
initially in oral constructions and later in their writing. Familiarity with the written
language register was facilitated through: participants’ experience with listening to and
engaging with well structured children’s stories and a literate style of language; explicit
teaching about lexical and grammatical concepts; and practice using linguistic devices
and literate language structures in authentic contexts. The ability to differentiate
between the linguistic demands of speech and writing is central to successful writing
development in young writers. Therefore, the distinction between oral and literate
registers was explicitly highlighted in authentic contexts throughout the intervention.

From a cognitive perspective of learning, the findings of the study suggested that
participants built on existing linguistic knowledge and skills in their oral language when
acquiring new lexical and syntactic structures more typical of a literate register. New
linguistic knowledge and skills which were acquired were practised in oral storytelling
exercises, which included modelling and scaffolding by the teacher. It appears that
participants’ access of story grammar knowledge from long-term memory produced a
‘temporal template’ which was used to construct a timeline of events in the narrative.
Using the temporally ordered narrative, participants used acquired linguistic knowledge
and skills to create more coherent and cohesive elaborated oral narratives. They made
lexical and syntactic choices from a repertoire of oral literate language to create
meaning that best suited the needs of the audience. The dynamic nature of oral
storytelling in the intervention made observable and explicit the processes of mental
planning and internal rehearsal that take place in language generation processes,
when creating a written text.

The study found that development of oral literate language was demonstrated by use of
‘written syntax’ in children’s oral narratives. Furthermore, the findings of the present
study suggested that the participants used linguistic and genre knowledge from their
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oral texts when creating written texts. There appeared to be a transfer of linguistic
devices from oral stories to written stories, with speech patterns often reflected in
young writers’ written stories and in some instances, complete clauses and sentences
transferred from oral to written stories. Therefore linguistic devices were used initially in
the participants’ oral stories and then in their written stories. The study suggested that
participants drew on their acquired oral language resources when making meaning in
written text. Thus, the practice of oral storytelling may be conceptualised as a type of
oral rehearsal which provides young writers the opportunity to practise, shape and
reshape the form of a written text in an oral context, making appropriate choices of
lexical and syntactic structures to best make meaning. Both early and accomplished
writers use working memory resources when constructing sentences for written texts.
The practice of storytelling may help young writers when translating oral language to
written text by allowing them access to long-term memory resources of earlier linguistic
choices and concise vocabulary. Fluent language generation processes help the young
writer to deal with the limits imposed by working memory, by making more automatic
the writer’s choice of lexical and syntactic structures.
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8 CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION
8.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter concludes the thesis. It first provides an overview of the study and its
findings and limitations. Next, the chapter presents a discussion of the original
contribution this study makes to the theory and practice of writing development in
young learners and writing pedagogy. The chapter finishes with the implications of the
findings for practice that may be of interest to researchers and practitioners, and
recommendations for future research.

8.2

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

The development of oral and written language and their interrelationship has been
explored in numerous studies over many decades. However, a review of the research
literature on writing development suggested that there is a gap in the literature
addressing the processes by which children move from spoken texts to written texts.
One researcher commented that, “It may seem obvious that a learner’s spoken
language resources provide a rich reservoir for the challenges of creating written text,
yet the process of moving from talk to written text is not one that has been the subject
of substantive empirical investigation” (Myhill, 2009, p. 265). The present study sought
to reduce the gap by investigating the relationship between oral storytelling skills and
written narrative performance. The study aimed to better understand the features of
children’s oral narratives that are important in the successful transition to literate
language use in written texts.

The researcher posited that competent writers draw on oral literate language as a
resource for fluent language generation processes, and hypothesised that acquired
literate style language is transferred from oral storytelling to story writing. The study
construed storytelling as a specific intervention target, as well as a vehicle for the
development of literate language for use in written texts. The study compared the
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language forms used within the oral and written stories of children aged between six
and nine years, in a mainstream school setting, following delivery of the intervention. A
quasi-experimental strategy, and both pre-test-post-test non-equivalent group design
and time series design, were employed to investigate the changes in oral and written
stories. Comparative quantitative analysis of data measured growth in narrative
performance and determined which literate style language skills were transferred from
oral to written stories. Furthermore, a descriptive case study sought to relate
quantitative findings to what this looks like in text, by illuminating the process of young
writers moving from oral literate practices to written literate practices.

8.3

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The findings of the study provide answers to the research questions posed at the
beginning of the thesis. The study presented data that suggests there is a relationship
between oral storytelling ability and written narrative achievement. The data showed
that the development of linguistic knowledge and competence in the use of literate
language is reflected in children’s oral and written texts. Inferential analysis of data
showed that the oral storytelling intervention had a positive effect not only on the
linguistic development in children’s oral stories, but their written stories as well.
Children’s post-intervention oral and written stories were on average judged as better
stories; they were longer and contained more literate language; in particular, more
frequent use of modifiers, especially ENPs and adverbs. Moreover, quantitative
descriptive data indicated that children in the control group, also showed parallel
development in their oral and written stories, albeit significantly less than those children
who received treatment. Qualitative descriptive analysis of a subset of participants’ oral
and written narratives placed the results of the quantitative analysis in the context of
individual performance and illuminated linguistic development. Oral and written
narratives showed parallel increased use of compound and complex sentences;
linguistic devices to create coherent and cohesive narratives; and expressive
elaboration, over the interval that the study was conducted.
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Additionally, the study presented data that supports the hypothesis that literate style
language is transferred from oral storytelling to story writing. Comparative quantitative
analysis of data showed that increased use of linguistic devices in children’s postintervention oral stories was transferred to post-intervention written stories; specifically
the use of ENPS and adverbs. The findings of qualitative descriptive analysis of a
subset of participants’ oral and written narratives illuminated the development of
linguistic knowledge and use of linguistic devices, such as modifiers, that were first
evident in oral stories, and then demonstrated in written stories. The findings of the
present study and those of other studies suggested that modifiers are the type of
evaluation most commonly used in children’s narratives, and that noun phrase
elaboration in oral narration is more used more frequently, with increased competence
in use of literate language.

8.4

LIMITATIONS

The study had several limitations. It was not a randomised controlled study, but rather
a naturalistically designed study and therefore subject to the everyday vagaries of the
classroom. Although the intervention was implemented faithfully across all groups,
instruction outside the intervention was uneven and subject to the teaching
programmes of class teachers and literacy practices at home. The sample size was
relatively small (N = 49). However, children’s stories were collected across two modes
and three time intervals, resulting in a total of 294 narratives. The effect sizes for posttest changes in story output, use of literate language and overall narrative performance
in oral and written narratives were approximately 0.70 or greater, which is medium
large according to Cohen (1988). Although these findings cannot be generalised to a
wider sample, based on this study alone, the findings are consistent with other studies
that examined development of literate language and linguistic knowledge (Eisenberg,
et al., 2008; R. B. Gillam & Johnston, 1992; Myhill, 2010). It is recognised that
increasing the sample size would result in greater statistical power and greater
sensitivity and ability to detect small changes between mean values for dependent
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variables in control versus treatment groups. However, to ensure a larger sample size
several other local schools would need to be part of the study.

Although in depth qualitative analysis of all children’s writing was beyond the scope of
this study, three children’s narratives were analysed for use of linguistic devices and
discussed in terms of linguistic development as children moved from oral literate
practices to written literate practices. Once again these findings cannot be generalised,
but instead were intended to illuminate the process by which young writers move from
oral literate practices to written literate practices, and describe what the transfer of
narrative skills might look like to practising classroom teachers. Furthermore, the
researcher was aware that a more in depth qualitative analysis of children’s narrative
performance could have been accomplished using Halliday’s Systemic Functional
Grammar. However, the study sought to present a descriptive account of the linguistic
features of a series of texts, which may help classroom practitioners better understand
a developmental process, which in turn has the potential to influence their teaching and
assessment of early writing knowledge and skills.

8.5

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

The findings of the present study make a contribution to both the theory and practice of
writing development in young learners and writing pedagogy. Firstly, the findings of the
study add to what is already known about the oral-literate continuum and the
relationship between oral and written language. The study presents original data which
contribute to understandings of how children access oral language resources when
making lexical and syntactic choices to make meaning in written texts. The study used
inferential and case study analysis to show that the vocabulary and linguistic devices
children use in their oral stories are reflected in their written stories. The descriptive
case study illuminated the processes by which young writers move from oral literate
practices to written literate practices and made explicit the children’s use of linguistic
devices. Vocabulary and linguistic devices were first evident in oral stories, and then
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demonstrated in written stories. This view of writing development contributes to the
theoretical framing of the transference of competencies and suggests that the choice of
vocabulary and use of linguistic devices in written stories is a consequence of the same
conceptual and linguistic knowledge displayed in oral stories. Young writers appear to
develop appropriate linguistic knowledge by accumulating lexical and syntactic
structures and ways of combining them, initially into oral constructions and later into
their writing. The findings of the study suggest that the use of quality children’s
literature to support explicit instruction in the use of appropriate language forms and
story grammar, along with frequent practice in composing and telling oral stories,
assisted children to recognise and internalise the use of linguistic devices (lexical and
syntactic) most often used in written-style texts. In turn, a repertoire of oral literate
language was developed which was used to both understand and compose oral and
written narratives. The repertoire makes choices of lexical and syntactic structures
more automatic, thus helping reduce the limits imposed by working memory.
Furthermore, it appears that children, who demonstrate greater command of oral
literate language and use of linguistic devices in oral storytelling, acquire advanced oral
language resources, which are transferred when creating written texts. Concomitantly,
poor oral language resources will limit the complexity of lexical and syntactic
constructions in their written stories.

Secondly, the present study contributes to the literature addressing literacy teaching
practices. The perspectives of writing research and teaching curricula over the past
decades have been many and varied. This study contributes a linguistic perspective
which highlights young writers’ genuine attempts to make meaning using the language
resources at their disposal. The study provides a comprehensive account of a
pedagogical intervention which

employed an embedded-explicit approach to

developing an understanding of narrative structure and competency with literate
language. Additionally, the findings of the present study suggest that educators’ better
understandings of linguistic development in young writers will support instruction and
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assessment practices in the writing classroom. The study provides authentic samples
of annotated scripts which describe what young learners’ linguistic development might
look like to the classroom teacher. The author anticipates that the findings of the
present study will encourage teachers to consider the important role linguistics plays in
writing development. Moreover, the detailed description of the intervention provides
teachers with a ready-made teaching strategy, even if they do not have a great deal of
linguistic knowledge.

8.6

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The findings of the present study have implications for instruction and assessment
practices in the development of writing knowledge and skills, in the classroom. The
study presented data that showed the effectiveness of an oral intervention on
participants’ linguistic development in storytelling and story writing. The study provides
details of a whole class intervention to deliver explicit instruction in the development of
linguistic knowledge in spoken texts. The intervention can be adapted with different
trade books and picture sequences to suit class room themes and may also be used in
professional development workshops

The findings of the study suggest that more generally, storytelling may also be used as
a vehicle for the development of literate language for use in other types of written texts.
Therefore instruction that promotes the differentiation of oral and literate registers, and
provides opportunities for children to use appropriate oral literate language
constructions in authentic contexts, will contribute to linguistic development in both oral
and written texts. The findings of the present study suggest that instruction in oral
language development has an important place in the classroom in development of
writing skills, even when children become writers.

Additionally, the findings of the present study may provide direction for teachers who
are concerned about how to give specific and meaningful feedback to young writers
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about how they might improve their writing. The qualitative analysis provided a
description of the expressive aspects and linguistic devices employed within the
participants’ narratives, and illuminated a range of linguistic development across young
writers within a cohort. The descriptive case study drew attention to the features of the
children’s oral and written texts which may indicate their linguistic understanding and
competence, and what the transfer of linguistic skills of children in the early phases of
writing might look like. Linguistically, the three young learners made lexical and
syntactic choices to convey meaning and connections between ideas in their oral and
written texts, with less competent writers relying heavily on their oral language
resources when creating written texts. The results of the study underscored the need
for teachers to be cognisant of patterns of linguistic development in order to identify
children’s strengths and weaknesses and respond appropriately when presenting
linguistic concepts to young writers. The findings of the study emphasise the
importance of developing young learners’ metalinguistic knowledge and scaffolding use
of appropriate grammatical structures in oral and written texts as prescribed in the
recently introduced Australian Curriculum for English (ACARA, 2011).

8.7

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The present study showed the effectiveness of an oral intervention on the development
and use of literate language in both oral and written stories. The results suggested that
children’s language generation processes in writing may be enhanced through explicit
teaching and frequent practice with oral storytelling. However, the study was conducted
at only one site, with relatively few participants, and was of short duration. A larger
study, conducted at multiple sites and implemented over more than one school term,
would provide statistically more robust data and a longer time frame to better observe
incremental linguistic development in early writers. Future research that examines the
effects of explicit instruction in oral language genres on the development of writing
knowledge and skills would contribute further to the understanding of how young
learners move from oral to written literate practices.
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Related to the concept of oracy, there appears to be only a few studies that have
examined the concept and practice of oral rehearsal. The present study construed
storytelling as a type of oral rehearsal and found that the practice supported children as
they learned to make distinctions between oral and written language registers.
Additional studies may examine the practice of oral rehearsal from the perspective of
ESL and culturally diverse learners, as well as other genres.

Finally, the present study used the scoring protocol of the TNL-Pr instrument (S. Gillam
& Gillam, 2009) as one method to assess growth in story quality. A review of extant
literature found two studies (Dalton, 2011; Nelson, et al., 2011) that used the TNL-Pr
instrument. Dalton (2011) examined which of two interventions (standard practice or
narrative based) was associated with better improvement in the use of literate
language, for school-age children learning English as a second language. Analysis of
literate language features was conducted using the TNL-Pr and the Test of Narrative
Language (TNL) (R. B. Gillam & Pearson, 2004). Criterion validity for the TNL-Pr was
calculated with the TNL Narrative Language Ability Index (NLAI) using a Pearson
Product Moment Correlation Coefficient and was r = .71. Additionally, a study by
Nelson, et al., (2011), that investigated the effect of instruction in oral narration on
student performance in written narrative skills, reported changes in use of story
grammar, but not the use literate language using the TNL-Pr instrument. The present
study reported changes in the use of literate language, but did not report changes in
the use of story grammar. Future studies using the TNL-Pr would provide valuable data
about the parameters of the instrument.

8.8

CONCLUSION

This study is timely in terms of recent concerns about falling literacy standards in
Australia, specifically, and in the United Kingdom and the United State of America,
more broadly, and the ongoing debate about the effectiveness of teaching grammar to
improve literacy outcomes. The present study considers writing development from a
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linguistic perspective and provides data which highlights the importance of oral
linguistic knowledge and skills as young writers move from oral to written literate
practices. The findings of the study strongly support the role of oral language and oracy
as an important part of the language curriculum.
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APPENDIX

1

STORYTELLING INTERVENTION FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR WEEK 6 (INTERVENTION GROUP A)
Week

Outcome

Resources

Session 1

LA
10

6

Students will
understand
that once you
have a plan to
try to solve the
problem you
need to
attempt to
solve it
(Westerveld,
M.F. and
Gillon, G.T.,
2008).

Laminated
story map

Identifying SGE
Attempt

Laminated
SGE cards.

Recap story grammar
elements and locate
attempt element on
the story map

Students will
use verbal and
adverbal
phrases and
temporal
connectives.

Willy the
Wimp
(Anthony
Browne)

The Three
Little Pigs big
book
Three Little
Pigs story
picture cards

Laminated
problem
picture cards

Explanation that once
you have a plan to try
to solve the problem
you need to take
action to solve it.
Teacher to read aloud
“Three Little Pigs’ and
students to identify
and discuss attempts
to solve the problem.
Students to discuss
possible alternative
attempts to solve the
problem.









Session 2

12

10



Exploring language used
to tell about Willy’s
attempts to solve the
problem in ‘Willy the
Wimp’.



Teacher to recap that
once you have a plan to
try to solve the problem
you need to take action to
solve it





LA
12

10

12









Revising concepts
and
practising
storytelling





Teacher to reread Willy
the Wimp.





Students to list the
attempts Willy made.





Teacher to highlight the
use of verbal and
adverbial phrases and
temporal connectives.
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LA

Session 3

Teacher to recap the
attempts made to
solve the problem in
‘Willy the Wimp’
highlighting lexical
and syntactical
choices.
Students work in
small groups to
develop attempts to
solve the problem
that is depicted on
picture cards using
vocabulary and
linguistic devices as
discussed earlier.

Week

Outcome

Resources

Session 1
Teacher to read aloud
‘Willy the Wimp’ and
students to identify
and discuss attempts
to overcome the
problem.

LA
10

10






6
(Contd)

Students to discuss
and identify possible
alternative attempts to
solve the problem.

Session 2



Students to create a word
wall of verbs, adverbs and
temporal connectives from
the story.
Students to brainstorm
verbs, adverbs and
temporal connectives to
add to word wall.

LA
10

10









One student to retell ‘Willy
the Wimp’ and teacher to
scaffold feedback from
classmates on narrative 
structure, identifying story
grammar
elements
andlexical choices when
telling stories
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LA

Session 3
Student from each
group present a brief
narrative which
includes SGE and
concepts covered in
previous weeks, but
focus on presenting
attempt component
in story. Children
may provide a
resolution and
ending if they wish.
Children and teacher
provide feedback on
structure, identifying
SGE and lexical
choices.

10

10
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FOR

RESEARCH

CONDUCTED

ON

DEPARTMENT

OF

EDUCATION AND TRAINING SITES CONDUCTED BY EXTERNAL PARTIES

Graduate School of Education
35 Stirling Highway
Crawley.WA.6009
T +61 8 6488 2392
F +61 8 6488 1052
E Marnie.O’Neill@uwa.edu.au
www.http://www.gse.uwa.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Code: 00126G

Mrs Suzanne Dawkins
PhD student
Graduate School of Education
The University of Western Australia
35 Stirling Highway
Crawley WA 6009
Perth, Australia

Dear Mr Spence
The oral-literate continuum: Young Children as story tellers
My name is Sue Dawkins and I am writing to you on behalf of the Graduate School of
Education, at the University of Western Australia. I am conducting a research project that aims
to deliver an oral storytelling intervention to children in Years 2 & 3, with the intention of
developing literate style oral narrative language that may be transferred to written narrative
performance. The project is being conducted as part of a PhD study at the University of
Western Australia.
I would like to invite East Victoria Park Primary School to take part in the project. EVP Primary
School has a reputation for forming partnerships with tertiary Institutions in research and
educational initiatives that offer substantial learning opportunities and benefits to all participants.
The researcher has a long association with the staff and school community at EVPPS and a
genuine appreciation for the support given to programmes that deliver positive outcomes for
students and contribute to the implementation of evidence based teaching practices. East
Victoria Park Primary School is the only school in Western Australia approached for their
participation.
What does participation in the research project involve?
I seek access to all Year 2 & 3 students and their teachers.
The children will be invited to participate in an oral storytelling intervention, delivered by the
researcher, throughout terms 2 or 3 in 2010. The intervention period is 9 weeks, and will
involve 3 sessions each week, with each session being about 30 minutes.
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I will keep the school’s involvement in the administration of the research procedures to a
minimum. However, it will be necessary for the school to send home with students the
information letters and consent forms for students and their parents. Teachers will also be
asked to report briefly on their classroom programme for narrative writing, and parents will be
invited to complete a short questionnaire about home literacy practices.
To what extent is participation voluntary, and what are the implications of withdrawing
that participation?
Participation in this research project is entirely voluntary.
If any member of a participant group decides to participate and then later changes their mind,
they are able to withdraw their participation at any time.
Any data collected during the period of participation will not be used in the study.
There will be no consequences relating to any decision by an individual or the school regarding
participation, other than those already described in this letter. Decisions made will not affect the
relationship with the research team or University of Western Australia.
What will happen to the information collected, and is privacy and confidentiality
assured?
Information that identifies anyone will be removed from the data collected. The data is then
stored securely in the Graduate School of Education and can only be accessed by Suzanne
Dawkins. The data will be stored for a minimum period of 5 years, after which it will be
destroyed. This will be achieved by deletion of all audio and computer files and shredding of all
paper records.
The identity of participants and the school will not be disclosed at any time, except in
circumstances that require reporting under the Department of Education and Training Child
Protection policy, or where the research team is legally required to disclose that information.
Participant privacy, and the confidentiality of information disclosed by participants, is assured at
all other times.
The data will be used only for this project, and will not be used in any extended or future
research without first obtaining explicit written consent from participants.
Consistent with Department of Education and Training policy, a summary of the research
findings will be made available to the participating site(s) and the Department. You can expect
this to be available June, 2012.
Is this research approved?
The research has been approved by the UWA Human Rights and Ethics Committee and has
met the policy requirements of the Department of Education and Training as indicated in the
attached letter.
“Do all members of the research team who will be having contact with children have
their Working with Children Check?”
Yes. Under the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004, people
undertaking work in Western Australia that involves contact with children must undergo a
Working with Children Check. The documents attached to this letter include a list of the
research team who will be having contact with children through your school along with current
evidence of their checks.
Who do I contact if I wish to discuss the project further?
If you would like to discuss any aspect of this study with a member of the research team, please
contact me on the number provided below. Alternatively, you may contact the supervisor
Professor Marnie O’Neill by email (Marnie.O’Neill@uwa.edu.au) or by telephone: 6488 2392. If
you wish to speak with an independent person about the conduct of the project, please contact
Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrar’s Office, University of Western
Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703)
How do I indicate my willingness for the school to be involved?
If you have had all questions about the project answered to your satisfaction, and are willing for
the school to participate, please complete the Consent Form on the following page.
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This information letter is for you to keep.
Mrs Suzanne Dawkins
PhD student
Graduate School of Education, UWA
email: dawkis04@student.uwa.edu.au
Mobile: 0403 327 200
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Graduate School of Education
35 Stirling Highway
Crawley.WA.6009
T +61 8 6488 2392
F +61 8 6488 1052
E Marnie.O’Neill@uwa.edu.au
www.http://www.gse.uwa.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Code: 00126G

Consent Form


I have read this document and understand the aims, procedures, and risks of
this project, as described within it.



For any questions I may have had, I have taken up the invitation to ask those
questions, and I am satisfied with the answers I received.



I am willing for East Victoria Park Primary School to become involved in the
research project, as described.



I understand that participation in the project is entirely voluntarily.



I understand that East Victoria Park Primary School is free to withdraw its
participation at any time, without affecting the relationship with the research
team or the University of Western Australia.



If any member of a participant group decides to participate and then later
changes their mind, they are able to withdraw their participation at any time.
Any data collected during the period of participation will not be used in the
study.



I understand that this research may be reported in a thesis and/or published in
a journal, provided that the participants or the school are not identified in any
way.



I understand that the East Victoria Park Primary School will be provided with a
copy of the findings from this research upon its completion.

Name of Site Manager (printed):
Signature:

Date:

/

/

The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires
that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner,
in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or,
alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrar’s Office,
University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone
number 6488-3703). All study participants will be provided with a copy of the
Information Sheet and Consent Form for their personal records.
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Dear Parent/Carer

The oral-literate continuum: Young children as storytellers

My name is Sue Dawkins and I am writing to you on behalf of Graduate School of Education at
the University of Western Australia. I am conducting a research project that aims to help
children to become better storytellers and as a result better writers. The project is being
conducted as part of a PhD study at the University of Western Australia.
I would like to invite your child to take part in the project. This is because the ability to tell a story
well is an important skill in becoming a successful writer. Children aged between 7 & 9 years
are developing their writing skills and this project will help children to use the language and
structures found in stories. East Victoria Park Primary School is the only school in Western
Australia approached for their participation. Your child has also been provided with a letter from
us that we encourage you to discuss with him/her.
Participation in the project will involve your child taking part in whole class storytelling sessions
during normal class time in either Term 2 or 3 in 2010. Your child will also be asked to tell 4
stories to be audio-recorded and to write 4 stories between April and December 2010. The work
done by the children will be available for their teacher to use in the normal assessment
program.
Participation is voluntary and your decision will be respected. Your decision will not affect your
family’s relationship with your child’s teacher or the school. If a decision is made to participate, it
will need to be made by the final week of Term 1, 2010 for your child to be included in the
project. Once a decision is made to participate, either you or your child can change your mind at
any time.
If a decision not to participate is taken at any stage during the research period, data previously
collected during the period of participation will not be used in the study. Since the project will
take part during normal class time, another activity will be arranged for children not taking part,
in conjunction with their teacher.
Parents are invited to complete a short questionnaire about home literacy practices, which will
be sent to you early in Term 4, 2010. This information will be helpful in better understanding
how children learn the skills of storytelling. Completion of the questionnaire is voluntary and
does not affect your child’s participation in the project.
The privacy and confidentiality of participants is assured. Information that identifies anyone will
be removed from the data collected. The data is then stored securely in the Graduate School of
Education and can only be accessed by Suzanne Dawkins. The data will be stored for a
minimum period of 5 years, after which it will be destroyed by deletion of all audio and computer
files and shredding of all paper records.
Participant privacy and the confidentiality of information disclosed by participants, is assured
except in circumstances that require reporting under the Department of Education and Training
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Child Protection policy, or where the research team is legally required to disclose that
information.
The data will be used only for this project, and will not be used in any extended or future
research without first obtaining explicit written consent from both you and your child.
It is intended that the findings of this study will be reported to an academic body at the
University of Western Australia. A summary of the research findings may be requested on
completion of the project. You can access this by telephoning the Graduate School of
Education at UWA and expect it to become available in June, 2012.
The research has been approved by the University of WA Human Rights and Ethics Committee
and has met the policy requirements of the Department of Education and Training.
All persons undertaking research activities on Department sites must complete a Confidential
Declaration. Also, under the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004,
people undertaking research that involves contact with children must undergo a Working with
Children Check. Evidence, that these checks are current for each member of the research
team, has been provided to the Principal of your school.
If you would like to discuss any aspect of this study please contact me on the number provided
below. Alternatively, you may contact the supervisor Professor Marnie O’Neill by email
(marnie.o’neill@uwa.edu.au) or by telephone: 6488 2392. If you wish to speak with an
independent person about how the project is conducted please contact Secretary, Human
Research Ethics Committee, Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35
Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703).
If you and your child are both willing for him/her to be involved, please complete the Consent
Form on the following page. Your child is also asked to complete the Consent Form attached to
his/her letter.
This project information letter is for you to keep.

Mrs Suzanne Dawkins
PhD student
Graduate School of Education, UWA
email: dawkis04@student.uwa.edu.au
Mobile: 0403 327 200
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Consent for Child’s Participation


I have read and understood the information letter about the project, or have had it
explained to me in language I understand.



I have taken up the invitation to ask any questions I may have had and am
satisfied with the answers I received.



I understand that participation in the project is entirely voluntarily.



I am willing for my child to become involved in the project, as described.



I have discussed with my child what it means to participate in this project. He/she
has explicitly indicated a willingness to take part, as indicated by his/her
completion of the child consent form.



I understand that both my child and I are free to withdraw that participation at any
time without affecting the family’s relationship with my child’s teacher or my child’s
school.



If any member of a participant group decides to participate and then later changes
their mind, they are able to withdraw their participation at any time. Any data
collected during the period of participation will not be used in the study.



I give permission for the contribution that my child makes to this research to be
reported in a thesis and/or published in a journal, provided that neither my child
nor the school is identified in any way.



I understand that I can request a summary of findings after the research has been
completed.

Name of Child (printed):
Name of Parent/Carer (printed):
Signature of Parent:

Date:

/

/

The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all
participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a research
project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or, alternatively to the Secretary, Human
Research Ethics Committee, Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway,
Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703). All study participants will be provided with a
copy of the Information Sheet and Consent Form for their personal records.
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Hello
My name is Mrs Dawkins. I have a project that you might like to help me
with.
The project is about getting to know how to become a good storyteller.
Would you like to help me for about one term?
If you want to stop at anytime, that’s OK, you can.
I won’t tell anyone what you say while helping me with the project, unless
I need to tell someone like your teacher, e.g. “if you tell me that you have
been hurt by someone lately”.
Your parents, or the person who looks after you, has talked with you
about helping with the project.
If you would like to help with the project, draw a circle around the word
YES
If you don’t want to help with the project – that’s OK too.

Mrs Suzanne Dawkins
PhD student
Graduate School of Education, UWA
email: dawkis04@student.uwa.edu.au
Mobile: 0403 327 200
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Consent Form for Young Children
 I know I have a choice whether or not I want to do this project
 I know that I can stop whenever I want.
 I know that I will be telling and writing four stories as part of the
project.
 I know that I need to, draw a circle around the word YES, on
this page before I can help with the project.

YES

NO

I would like to help with

I do not want to help

the project

with the project

Name of child:

______________________________

Today’s Date:

/

The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia
requires that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint
regarding the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given
to the researcher or, alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics
Committee, Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling
Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703). All study
participants will be provided with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Form for their personal records.
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/

APPENDIX

3.

SG SCORING FOR ENNI STORY A1 (TNL-PR) (S. GILLAM & GILLAM, 2009)

SG
Element
Character
(ch)

Setting
(s)

Initiating
Event
(ie)

Internal
Response
(ir)

Plan
(p)

Attempt
(a)

Description

Example

(1 point)

Description

Example

(2 points)

Description

Example

(3 points)

(ch1) Includes
both characters
using
nonspecific
labels
with
a
determiner the, a

A giraffe and
an elephant
were playing
ball

(ch2) Includes
one
main
character using
a
using
a
specific name.

A
giraffe
called Tom
was playing
ball with an
elephant

(ch3) Includes
both characters
using a specific
name.

A giraffe called
Tom
was
playing ball with
Sally
the
elephant

(s1) Includes a
reference to a
general
place
&/or time,

One
day/
once upon a
time

(s2)
One
reference to a
specific place or
time in the story.

Once
a
giraffe and
an elephant
were at the
swimming
pool

(s3)
Includes
two or more
references
to
specific places
or times.

One hot day a
giraffe and an
elephant were
at
the
swimming
pool

(ie1) Includes at
least one event
(potential
initiating event)
that does not
elicit an active
response (action
or attempt) from
the character(s)

The elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water.
(Potential ie).
It made a big
splash. Lots of
other played
and swam in
the pool and
...(no attempt
related to ie)

(ie2) includes at
least one event
that elicits an
active response
from
the
character(s)

The
elephant
bounced
the ball into
the water.
The giraffe
jumped into
the water to
get the ball.

(ie3)
Includes
another possible
initiating event
from
a
complication.

The elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water.
The
giraffe jumped
into the water
and
grabbed
the ball. But
then it floated
away.

(ir1) Words are
used
that
describe feelings
that
are
not
directly related
to the IE.

The elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water. Happy
people
splashed
around in the
water.

(ir2)
The
feelings, desires
or thought of the
character
are
explicitly stated
and relate to the
IE.

The
elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water. She
was
shocked.

(ir3) Two or
more
feelings,
desires
or
thoughts
are
explicitly stated
and relate to the
IE

The
elephant
bounced
the
ball into the
water. She was
shocked and
anxious to get
it back.

(p1) Use of a
cognitive/mental
state verb in a
statement about
a
plan
not
directly related
to the IE.

The elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water.
The
giraffe
thought
he
looked
handsome in
his
new
bathers.

(p2) Use of a
cognitive/mental
state verb in a
statement about
a plan directly
related to the IE.

The giraffe
saw that the
elephant
was upset
and
decided to
get the ball.

(p3)
Includes
two or more
statements
about a plan
directly related
to the IE.

The giraffe saw
that
the
elephant was
upset
and
decided to get
the ball. He
thought that it
would be easy.

(a1) Actions are
taken by the
main
character(s) that
are not directly
related to the IE
(descriptive
actions).

The elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water.
The
giraffe looked
at
all
the
pretty girls at
the pool.

(a2) One or
more actions are
taken by the
main
character(s) that
are
directly
related to the IE.

The
elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water. The
giraffe
jumped
into
the
water and
grabbed
the ball.

(a3) The addition
of a complicating
action
that
interferes
with
the character’s
actions
in
response to the
IE.

The
elephant
bounced
the
ball into the
water.
The
giraffe jumped
into the water
and grabbed
the ball but
then it floated
away.
He
swam
really
hard until he
reached
it
again.

(One stated IR)
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(Two or more
stated IRs)

SG Element

Description

(contd)

(contd)

Example

(co)

(co1)
The
consequence is
linked only to
an action.

Example

The giraffe
jumped into
the
water
and made a
big splash.

(co2)
One
consequence
directly linked to
IE
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Description

Example

(contd)

(2 points)

(1 point)
Consequence

Description
(contd)

(3 points)
The
elephant
bounced the
ball into the
water. The
giraffe
jumped into
the
water
and
grabbed the
ball. Then
he gave it
to
the
elephant.

(co3) Two or
more
consequences.

The
elephant
bounced
the
ball into the
water.
The
giraffe jumped
into the water
and
grabbed
the ball. Then
he gave it to
the elephant.
The
elephant
was
very
happy. ‘Thank
you’ she said.
The giraffe felt
proud.

APPENDIX

4

ENNI FIRST MENTIONS SCORING CRITERIA

(SCHNEIDER & HAYWARD,

2010)
Character
GiraffeStory A1

Score as 3
a/this ______ (e.g., a
giraffe, this cow)
name (e.g., Gerry,
GeeGee)
possessive + noun
(e.g., her friend if ‘she’
already introduced)
another animal
the other animal (if C
mentioned 2 animals and
one animal mentioned
previously)
st
1 person pronoun (if C
is putting self in story)

Score as 2
the/that______(e.g., the
giraffe)
a [invented word], e.g., a
geegee
someone/somebody
possessive + noun (if
other character not yet
introduced)
another/the other____
(e.g., the other animal if
no animal mentioned
previously)

Score as 1
pronoun (he, she, it)
the [invented word],
e.g., the geegee (an
invented name would be
scored as 3)

ElephantStory A1

a/this ______ (e.g., a
elephant)
name (e.g., Ellie)
possessive + noun
(e.g., her friend if ‘she’
already introduced)
another ______ (e.g.,
another animal if other
character introduced as
animal)
the other ______ (e.g.,
the other animal if C
mentioned 2 animals and
one animal mentioned
previously)
st
1 person pronoun (if C
is putting self in story)

the/that______(e.g., the
elephant)
a [invented word]
someone/somebody
possessive + noun (if
other character not yet
introduced)
another/the other____
(e.g., the other animal if
no animal mentioned
previously)

pronoun (he, she, it)
the [invented word],
(an invented name
would be scored as 3)

BallStory A1

a/this ______ (e.g., a
ball, a balloon, an
orange)
possessive + noun
(e.g., her ball, the
elephant’s ball))
the ball if character is
‘playing ball’

the/that_______
vague or empty term,
e.g., a thingy/something/
whatchacallit
a [invented word]

pronoun (it, this, that)
the [invented word]
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Character
DogStory B1

Score as 3
a/this ______ (e.g., a
dog, a mouse)
name (e.g., Susie)
possessive + noun
(e.g., her friend if ‘she’
already introduced)
another animal
the other animal (if C
mentioned 2 animals and
one animal mentioned
previously)

Score as 2
the/that______(e.g., the
dog)
a [invented word]
someone/somebody
possessive + noun (if
other character not yet
introduced)
another/the other____
(e.g., the other animal if
no animal mentioned
previously)

Score as 1
pronoun (he, she, it)
the [invented word] (an
invented name would be
scored as 3)

RabbitStory B1

a/this ______ (e.g., a
rabbit, a bunny)
name (e.g., Ellie)
possessive + noun
(e.g., her friend if ‘she’
already introduced)
another animal
the other animal (if C
mentioned 2 animals and
one animal previously
mentioned)

pronoun (he, she, it)
the [invented word]

Sandcastle
Story B1

a/this ______ (e.g., a
castle)
possessive + noun
(e.g., her castle, the
dog’s sandcastle)

the/that______(e.g., the
rabbit)
a [invented word]
someone/somebody
possessive + noun (e.g.,
his friend if other character
not yet mentioned by other
than a pronoun)
another/the other____
(e.g., the other animal if
no animal mentioned
previously)
the/that_______
indefinite vague or empty
term, e.g., a
thingy/something
a [invented word]
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pronoun (it this that)
indefinite vague or
empty term, e’g’, the
thingy, the [invented
word]

